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PREFACE

During the spring of 1977 the National-Center for Educational
Statistics reported that total enrollment in 'all institutions of,higher
education in the United States had unexpectedly declined by p.7
percent. It- was the first time during this century such a thing had
happened, except for three brief wartime experiences clring World
War 1, World War II, and the Korean War, and once during the

.Great Depression. Relatively little was said about the National
Center's report at the time, perhaps in the hope it was a mistaken
blip in the graph of-education history. The circumstance was noted
briefly in the middle ofan April 1977 story in the Chronicle of
Higher Education. headlined, "Two -Year Colleges Prepare to Fight
for 'New Clientele': Officials Expect Sharp Ocempetition for Stu-
dents with Four-Year Institutions During Next Decade." The story
recorded several sentences each from speeches f members of the
American Association of Community and Junior Colleges in the*
annual meeting in Denver.'

In September the National Center reported with some embar-
rassment that the total decline in enrollment for 1976-77 was
Actually 1.5 percent, not 0.7 percent. A new and abbreviated sur-
vey form had 'been used incorrectly by some colleges and oniyer.
sities, and.the mistake was overlooked at first.,This gloomy sec-

.
-ond report' was accompanied by the hopeful estimate that 1977-78
total enrollment would resume the more normal upw'ard trend.'

I. Chronicle of 1-11,01er Education. 25 April 1977. p. 6. Also Carnegie Foundation ford
the Advancement of Teaching. More Than Survival: Prospects for Higher Education
in a Period of Uncertainty. San Francisco: lossey-Bass, Inc.. Publishers, 1975, F.

chroencie of Higher Education, 5tp flember 1977, p. 15:

ei
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Although bras indeed a temporary recovery in l977-78, the
numtzer-ot- high school graduates is now abut to decline and con-

".,tifiue downward for more than a decade. The\downiA7ard trncl

create the first prolonged recession in postsecondary enrollment
in the nation's history. This study attempts to Assess the new trend,

what its beginning may mean for postseconlar5/ institutions, or
the students iNho'f-fttend them, and for the CI )(payers who help pay
for them. It attempts to provide a worthwhile agenda for the
review and tuning up of our national system co postsecondary slu-
dent tmoncial aid and an estimate of the number oI students who
are qualified fur posts-econdary education but who fail to receive it-
solely beca. use they lack the funds.

, This book is written for two kind*of reader. The first are those
-voters. tederaLand`state officials, legislators, and policy analysts
who are concerned with the financing of postsecondary education
in the-United States. For them perhaps this work will help define
major issues that require e !review and action. The second kind are
college adm'ission and firiancial'aid officers, j3resideras, and truss
ees who will find,the detalled.tables outlining the market for post-
secondary education helpful in exqinining some of the specific
consequences of the kinds of new tuition and admission ques-
tkms those otters often tace,tromyear to year. These talales are in

anic format rits those that fitSt appeared nine years ago in my
book. Cross'turrents in Collo! Admissions:" The new tables were'
prepared by Rex Jackson, Program Director,,Nucational Testing
Service, in 1976 for a colloquium on college min sions at Lake
Fontana, Wisconsin, sponsored by the College Bciara-1'

particularly grateful to Darrell R. MOrris, Executive .Asso-
ciate for Program and Field Services of the College ..Board who
.xtrmslested both the colloquium in 11)76 and the writing of this

"book. His consistent encouragement and good judgment provide,d
a necessary catalyst. Rex Jackson and his staff provided generous

3 I lum phrtw Doernmon. C/o...chi/era. ft, Co/leo, Arinn..rons New York! Teachers

College Press. 11448

4 Eltimphrev Doermann. -The Future Market for College Education,- in A [Ole

tor Alor, m New 'cork; College Enirance Examination

Hoard. 11176.



and careful help in designing and analyzing all of theistatistics
that underlie Chapters 2 and 3, and Appendixes B through E,

.which together form the, core of the book, His was the largest
single contribution to this work. Douglas D. Dillenbeck, James E.
Nelson, and Sue Watts of the College BNard's New York staff, and
Lois D. Rice and her Washington colleagues at-the College Board
also gave important help and advice.

As in my first book op access to postsecondary education, I owe
special gratikorle to Dean K. Whitla and David,Riesmart 'at Har-
vard University. They gave encouragement at the turning points
and detailed criticiSm..of early drafts of the manuscript. Without
this help, and without the encouragement of members'of The Bush
Foundation's Board of Directors and staff and of my own family,
this work would not have been completed. .

Others helped strengthen the manuscript either by correcting
errors or by suggesting where-problems existed in the work. These
included John Shea and Martin Kramer, Senior Fellows at the
Carnegie Council for Policy Studies in Higher Education, Berkeley,
California; R. Jerrold 'Gibson, Director of the,Office of Fiscal Ser-
vices, Harvard University; John T..Dunlop, University, Professor,
HarvArd University; Robert P. Huff, Director of Student Aid, Stan-
ford University_ ; Bruce A. Gray, Dean of Students, Gustavus Adol-
phus College; David W. Brenernan, Senior fellow, The Brookings
Institution, Washington, D.C.; Clyde R. Ingle; Executive Firector,
Minnesota Higher Education Coordinating Board; Kenneth R.
Reeher, Direckir, Pennsylvania Higher education assistance
Agency; Arthur S. Mamiaduke, Director, California Student Aid
Commission; Howard R. Swearer, President, Brown University
and Richard J. Rarnsden,Vice President for Administration and
Finance; Alice M. -Director of the Congressional Budget
Office;' John Proffitt, Director of the Division of, and
Agency Evaluation, U.S, Office of Education; and Dan M. Martin,
President of the Associated Colleges cif the Midwest. I expect tha.t
none of these persons fully endorse all of the conclusions in this
book, howe,er, and come may disagree with important parts of it.
Either way, theyhave my warm thanks.

Humphrey Doerman
Saint Paul, Minnesota



1: TOWARD EQUAL

Work and [dux(' ion

if one wants to be gloomy about education in America and-chooses-
evidence carefully for this purpose, a pretty depressing case can
be assembled. A file of representathie clippings for the years 1976
and 1977 would contain stories from most of the major city news
paperg and virtually all the major news magazines about both the
rising costs of education and the fragmentary but widespread
evidencl of public dissatisfaction with at least parts of the col-
legiate

..
world. Also, teenage unemployment was near 20 pereent

for much of that period.-and black urban teenage unemployment
-at least double that. Reporters were able to 'find Many college'grad-
uates and a number of recent' Ph.D. recipients driving taxis or
tending bar some reacting well to-the unexpected, some nbt.

Richard B. Freeman, Associate Professor of Economics at liar-
-yard University. summarized some of his earlier work in January
1977 for LI:S., News and World Report, -The rate of return [on in-

r`vestment in college education] has fallen noticeably since the
`1960's about 3 percenkage points, from sbniewhere between 10
to 11 percent in'the 1960's to between land 8 percent now.-" oP`

Carlos Phears of the Maryland Employment Service told a re-
.

porter for the Washington Post, "College graduates without a spe-
cialized area by and large can be classified as unskilled laborers

5. Richard ft t'reeman. Does 'it Pay to 1,p College?" 1,4 .5 lit Re-

port, 24 January 1977, p, 59.
ti "Lollege Grads Facing Blue Collar Future," *',tint Pout Disp h, 22 August 1977,

P-



FinaVy, we have learned that in every year for the past few years
,r-

aptituc,e scores on college entrAice examinations have gone down
a few plints. Editorial pages' frequently interpret this as a sign of
gene al social and intellepfual decay.

Ifeihis is a correct and reasonably balanced summary of the case,
why .would anyonV today ask taxpayers, as this study does, to
consider supporting a larger proportion of our youth in postsec-
ondary study_ programs' Most of the above summary is correct.
But -it is hardly balanced.

The strongest recent criticism'of schools and colleges concen-
trates upon the alleged mismatch between the world of formal ed-
ucation and the world of work, As- to youth unemployment,. the
core of the -problem isindeed severe. It has appeared-so for sev-

ral in Japan, Western Europe, The United States, and the
other major industrialized nations that publish unemployment
figures. To the extent this is an education Problem in urban
America, its roots appear to be more in social conditions and in
elementary and secondary education than in postsecondary edu-
cation. Unemployment, It'll- graduates of two-year colleges and
four-year caegeshas consistently been significantly lower than
for persons who stopped their formal training earlier!

Recent changes in our economy also are important to the issue
of The match between the worlds of education and work. The re-

,.

turning veterans from World War II helped produce the largest
number of babies in the nation's history. The pas.age of thit
group of children through our schools and then into our colleges
required major expansions followed by contractions in our labor
markets and in our educa,tional system. The advancing baby bulge

st created a large demand' for additional teachers in the 1950s
and. 1960s, At the since time, the federal government sharply in-
crensed its spending on research and development and on ex-
panding tife aerospace and defense industries, creating additional
skilled jobs for college graduates. These new skilled positions
were filled Horn the relatively small student generations born in

7. Data rroyfded Ftv !ohm 5tlt,..1 and John Grasso t Hureau of Labor Statis-

tac., Edttcattotialitittaltwient of worixr, sperm/ F ttF fir U rrr I ±Fee rt 1 65, 83, 92, 103,

I4(1, IN 161 i7; 1 "



45 Totegid Equal Access 3

the 1930s and early%19,10s. The years following World War II werer
good tines for new graduates to be seeking their first full-time jobs.

13'ut during the early 19705, thepearticular supply-and-demand
.

pressures went into reverse. The aerospace ancidgfense industries .
hired fewer people, And the amount of new federal research and _

development work decreased in volume. The need for new school
and college teachers declined sharply as the war babies passed:on
through the schooli. These labor rharketkontractions made it more
difficult for many yoking adults to find appropriate employment
than had been true juit pre ousIy. Meanwhile, Older adult women
were seeking first-tirne mployinent in increasing numbers, and
returning Yielikam veterans were looking forjobs.-Just about then,
the World War II baby liulge arrived at the job market.'

During the eatly 197ps, therefore, a considerable portion of the
employment of young, college graduates was at skill levels that
were les. demanding than their :training otherwise permitted.
Unemployment, of the young was also high. If the economy did
not produce all the jobs that ideally it should have, it produced
more than expected. During the period from 1960 to 1975, one -half
of the_total expansio of 11 million persons in the civilian labor
force, was accounted for by youth 16 to.24 years of age It seems
little wonder that badEspots remain,' and if anything, perhaps sur-,
prising they are not worse: -,y

Many observers have noted that the educational .system -ft the.
Ifni ted States. provides a-remarkable degree of adapta6ility the
Americarr work force. They note also that our system of education
is a. system. It may appear chaotic, but it is less
likely than mostto waste talent-through p,regnatilre and incorrect
classifiCation. Flere.,are comments from four different observers:

It there is'anything unique about American higher education, it is
the flexibility of the system, its willingne-ssi-an-cl-ahiflty to absorb men

8, Derived from data prodded by the C.irneg,iet Council on Policy Sitrdies in
Higher Educat],,n. Berkeley. California, August 1977. See also Robert W Bednar
and Deborah P Klein -Labor force trends: a syntheSis nd analysis,- Monthly Labor
Retriew. Opoher 1977 Vol 100, No 10. pp. 3-15.

.

9, Derived from data provided by the Carrie it on Policy, Stu dies in
Higher Education
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, and women:Who dicrnot necessarily take tie right degrees,
right order, and at the rigfit age.- "1. : ,, - Andre 1...Thiniere

"In seeking to understand the reasons that lie Fehind -the phe-
nomennl productivity of the American economy, it would be an etror

. .-... . _

to neglect the unique factorstin the American scene, factors that de-

rive from the history the country. The wealth of natural resources
available cannot he ov_ reshasized. Freedom from rigid class struc-

turOs and traditions . , . has oved a great.boon as far as'the Much-
can economy is concerned, use of the encouragement thus given
to.inclividuals-to devel their ll potential,

"The educational System must he given substalit I credit r the

ways in which it contiO,utecl,to ate realitv of the opplirtii
,Aernerican scho' :ts havecouraged thhndividual to take the future in

his own hands and seehigli aspiration,s for himself;, Furthet Store, the

ever greater extension otlhe educational systerit has increasingly
avoided the wastage which takes. place when young,people must

. /make ccupational decisions at too early an at YciOng Americans

p,ortunifyemotionallyhay had the opl to mature and intellectually.
.

before they have had to commitommit thenfselves. Finally, the ability of
large numbers of individuals'to receive specialized training within
the educatio-nal system- at no cost at all, or at a very iniVnal cost,
has p,repared,then Ti enter many preferred occupations. In short, the

sc ool 'system itself has; been a major source of occupational mo-
bili .-" 4Eli Ginzburg (1956)

. .
"The existence of a sizeable body of educated wor(ers, flexible

enough, in skill and interest to move into fields in which the demands_

and reWards are-greatest is a major national asset..1211. 7 ..
r. \ -Doe! Wolfle (1954)

-

::Visitors from abroad, however hey may ideologically feel about
Arnerika_in general, commonly come to study and even praise our

unique array of public and private collegN: libernl arts institutions, -
technical islleges junior colleges, major public and private univer-

10. Andre L. DaniOre, Hi It Education in flu, Amrico,: Economy. New York: Raba-

darn House: Inc., 1%4,-p.
. 11. Eli GinOtirg, "Educatirw and National Efficiency in the U.S.A.. in Eihtea

Ecilifortz0. arid-Society: AReader I:1 the Socialozy of Education. A.11. Ijalsey:cd.

New York: Free Press of Glencoe. 1961, pp. 7t4-7,4. -

12. Dail Woltie, Ameriea's Rmtrce of Specializt6a mien York:Harper and
-

Bros., 1954, p. 2h9.



Toward Equal Access

'Contrary to the British conservative :;idage, more means
worse,' our institutions have grown in number and diversity without
loss of quality; our ablest studedts are at -least:on an.equal footing-
with;those frotrn countries' with far more selective streams entering
university_ _ ,

Our diversity has 'one important consequence which is not al-
,

ways recognized_ 11 means that the United States is a country of sec-
ond- chances and even third-chances. ifoorly giiided. perhaps party=
motivated, perhaps. lacking a sufficient horizon.pisa1his 01- her) own z.
interests and on the world, a young person may make a start in--a
college of low academic and intellectual caliber and then transfer, as

. for example, is 1;irtually impossible in the irdi-ed Kingdom.,to a col-
lege of higher quality' . . In most countries of the industrial world,
the decision is a fairly final one at age,11 or 14 or wheneVer, when one I
either enters the university= track or one does noAThere is no room
for late bloomers and late deciders'. "" David Riesman (1975)1'

When American,postsecondary education is compared with that. I
of other industrial countries, it least four other nota6le. differ

.a

-
,

ences re revealed, three of wttich are: the Ah-terican system is
obviously expensive; it provides many more student placed per
thousand of population than any other nation; and its university
faculties were awarded almost as many Nobel.prize-s in the natural,
scieces as were awarded in all other nations combtied. 14 On at
least these limited and suggestive Measures, then, it-appears rela-
tively high ot-ri .cost, on coveragf, and on quatity, The fourth dif-
ference_is that our public and privatp./leges both seek a relatively
large 11.,.e of their support directly from students and their fami--
lies. The United States is tinuspal among the major nations of the
world in maintaining a- major nonpublic sector of independent
and church,tom,rolled colleges. William G. Bowen, economist and
president of .Princeton .Unive'rsity, has estimated that our mixed
system of support probably provides, a larger total expenditure

.for- higher education than would be _true if American-higher edti

II David-R. e - tz e , "' 1t4 FFuture of Diversity in a Time of Retrenchrneht,- mim-
eographed, Catnbri -5.: 1975, pp' ..1. 14-15.

14. Carnegie Foi atton for the Advancement of Teaching. The States avd Higher
Education: A Prou Past arid a V,:al Future, San Francisco Jossey-Bass, 'pc.? Pub-
lishers_ 1_974,- pp 22-24. lt,
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cation lied solely eithe on private or on public funds.rt

in the'United States thee re a relatively large and growing'num-
ber of private, non-degree trade schools, business schools and.
training ptograms which are only sparsely -recorded in officinal
statistics but which de extremely important to skill devtlloprnenh

iri parts of the work force.
Herbert H. Hyman,' Charles (::'Wright, and Johia Shelton Reed

recently analyzed national .publid opinion polls,sonducted be-
tw-een 1949 and 1971. They selectvd only'polls in which response!
could also be classi'liekby the tge and level of education of the

- respondents. Hyman and his colleagues corwared results from
respondeo ;s who only finished elementary- school with results

from high school and college graduates, and they demonstrated'

7-tha.t the higher the level of education completed. the tettec
informed respondents were and the more like6).,,they Were't& con-

.

tiniw learning afterward through neiVspapers, books, and maga-
zineS. College graduates also were much"-more likely to be aware

of new medical- knowledge, that could affect them. more likely to.'
take adult ecl cation courses, and more likely to p'articipate in

public affairs.

ufely the image of the school as stUltify1ng the studentasslestroy-
,ing the natural passion.,for learning.ancl thelove of intellectual dis

,-, coi /ory is, not compatible with our finding r hat:with more education/
there is more information-seAing and ore reCeptivity lo:neW,

knowledge. irnplanted,,so well thai they suvive old age-and/ether ,,
circumstances of life.':''

---'

The authors acknowledge that the close association Of one variable
with another does not prove Cause and effect, and that 'conceiv- '.

,

ably some cak2se other than varying levels ofeducation might h5ve-
produced the results they document. ButiOiher causes are not yet''
apparent. Meanwhile, in A world in c . administrative struc-

15 C Bowen. -University Finance in ilritain and the United 51.i'res.; Im-

plicationii. of financing Arrangenients tol.ri,:diacational issues:- MMI- finance, Vml.

IS John T,punlop. telephone interview. lank' ary 197S.
16. 11 opert1-1,,Vivrnan. Charles R. Wright, and 1ohn Shelton Reed. The Etiduring

Effects of Edwina fin. Chicago:, Uniyi .:sity ofChicagdPresS, 199 p, 1 11.
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ture and political issues do not-grow simpler,a in which° job lrro-
bility will likely increase, and in which the technical demapde of _

. many jobs will remain high, it iikirnportant to have evia-6ce for
what previously was taken on faith°, that early training probably
has a lasting effect and also contributes to adaptability throughoUt
life.

Finally, a- relatively lay& and stable proportion of the customers
themselves, college students, said when polled that they. were -
satisfied or Wry satisfied, with their college. Martin illbw recently
reported these results, summarized in Table 1, from- student.sam-
plings atrij.S Undergraduatvirc °lieges in 1969 and1975.17

Table 1. Perceittno. s of A.-tidetits satisfied and
, dissatisfied with theinecolleses, 1969 and 1975

= .

Question: What is your overall evq1u1

Very satisfied or satisfied

,On the feriCe . 41

Dissatisfied or very clissatisfie

aboveNone of the evidence described above proves that if larger.~
.

ptropprtion of U.S. high school graduateaoes.continue its formal
education past high school, as this itudy.recommende, these pan
icular people will-be sufficiently Wider, happier, healthier, or

more employable Wile worth the added expense However, th.e
evidence does'seem to show" thata balanced judgment of our edu

, cational system can give it high,markewithout claiming perfection.
If the -system's. breadth of coverage'Avere extended, that wotild-
seem to be building on- strength. Adaptability and fairness are ..
both clifficult coinmodities, to measure, but the public expenditure
recommendedby this study is intended for that kind of,purchase,
more than for the more easily measured -products" of education,

17, Martin Trof,.., "Aspects of Americarff.Higher Education," a report for the
Carnegie Council Al Policy Studies in Higher Education. perkeleyXalifornio,1,977.
Table 1 is condensed from Table 2, p. 13, of throw report
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such as higher annual earnings- to individuals, a e.of- growth

incremdnts in the gross natynal product_

Recent Changes in PostseconfiarkEnrolltneht and in
Appropriations for Student Financi4 Aid

The past decade has brought both an unprecedented growth in
postsecondary enrollment and a significant move toward equality
of access to this training among all incothe. classes and racial
groups. Between 1965 and 1975 enrollment for credit at two-year
and four-year colleges rose izzrrt 5,5 Million studentsto 9.7 mil-
hon.'''. This increase was partly due to the arrival of 'an unprece-
dented ae bulge'ran,d partly th`tesult of conscious nitional policy
to move toward universal access to higher educationeven
though the precise meaning Of "universal 'access

/, is yet to be de-.

fined. Between 1770 and 1974 the enrollment of/black students in
college in&eased by 56 percent while the corresponding white en-
rollment increased 15 percent.? By 1974',the.college participation
rates for blacks and whites was approxiMately- equal within any

proportionmajor income Class. although a much higher proportion of black
families than white are lOw-Mcome families A' higher proportion
of all students from families earning less ,that $10,060 a year at-
tended college,in 1974 than in 1970,.19 /

Accompanying and stiMulating these 'enrollment changes has
.

been an even more rapid increase in tile amount.of federal and
-state assistance_ available to students. This aid usually is proitided

on the basis of demonstrated individual'financial need. The funds

untie in the form of scholarshipS and grants, loans, and work-
study payments. Table 2, which excludes loan pay)ments, shou,s

. -

r2_ that state need-based student aid and federal undergraduate stu-
rdent aid, excluding loans, increased from $1.7 billion in 1970 to
$7.8 billion in 1976.

The -new postsecondary student aid programs of the 1960s and

is. Chronicle of IjighekEducation. 19 Septernher 1977,

19, U.S. Bureau of thelt 4ensus, -School Enr011ment Social and.,Economjc Char

aaeristics of Students: October 1974,'' Current Population Reports. Series P-20. No,.

186 . Washington, D:C.: U.S. Goverriment ?riMing ,011ice, 1975. pp. 4-6?
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Table 2. Selected-fundslor colleg sli;dent aid fronrfederal gra&
and work-study programs and.state need-based scholarShip and
grant prograths, fiscal years 1970 and 7976'.(dollars in millions).

Prosrarr! 6

Federal:
Post-Korean War educaticua 1

benefits to vetetans* $ 665
Other federal student aidt 811
State:
Need-based scholarships

and pants 236

Totals $1.712
Total percentage increase
Total average annual increase

Fiscal year Fiscal year
1970 1976}

++1

645

.$7,799

Incr,ease

,207
2,471

409

$6,087
+355%
+ 24%

Does not include benefits fo wives, widows, or dependents.
t Includes Social Security Benefits, Supplementary Educational Opportunity

Grant, and the-College Work-Study Program, and ror fiscal year-1976, Basic Eduta-
tonal Opportunity Grants and State Stude'nt Incentive Grants.
SOURCES: 1970 and 1976 'figures for veteran's benefits are taken from the FY 72

and FY 75 editions of the Special Analysis tif the President's Budiet, ptepared by the -

Office -of Management and Budget. Social Security Benefits estimates for:FY 70.
were derived from. the Social .ecurity Administration's Annual Statistical SuWle-

. ment for 1974. FY 76 estimates forfhis.program le derived from the FY 711 Special
Analysis of the Blidgg. Figures for the other federal student aid programs are taken
(rom the Bureau of Postsecondary Education Factbovk (VtashingtOn, D.C.: Office of
...Education, 1977). Figures for state aid were prepared_ by Joseph D. Boyd, National
Associalion of State Scholarship and Grant Programs, 8117 Annual Survey, 1976-77
Acadmide Year. Illinois. State Scholarship Commissiorc. eerfield, Illinois, 1976_

1970s were developed and expanded by state legislatures and the
-Congress with strong bipartisan support This support remained
intact during the buoyant period of of collegiate expansion, through,
the diVisivenesS of the Vietnariwartime period, and through the
recent postwar period. of alternating inflation and recession. De-

-spite sharply different economic conditions and voter climates
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i
during those periods, legislators and legislative draftstyen

,
man-

aged to avoid many of the worst pitfalls that cou).41, have been
preslicted." They avoided much of the stop-And-go uncertainty that
plagued the federal predoctofal fellowship programs in arts and
sciences during the 1950s and 1960s. 'hey avoided the,more recent
short-term reversals of strategy that ave limited the effectiveness

of federal support Of medical education. They largely avoided at-

tempts tt onvert the .programs into loyalty screening devices
._

during the Vietnam War.
c

The new student aid programs have several unusual design fea-

tures that help 'ensure ,that the system at its best can adapt to
..,varying economic and enrollment conditions and also can avoid

wasteful public expenditure. The grant programs require, in most

cases, that students and their families contribute to the owpenses
of education, so that postsecondary education is not completely

a pOblic responsibility. The majority of the funds go to indi.:_-.--
viduals to meet dernorestrated financial need, rather than-to in- ,.
stitutions on a fixed-quota basis ° This market -like mecnism
acts to encourage 'flexibility-and. invjnrion within ,di ferent Sec-
tors of educatidn and within. different institutions his feature
has served well during the period_ of enrollment expansion just
pa-k_ It should- prove even more important in .the- period ahead
when postsecondary enrollments shrink: the whole system of stu-

dent_ aid will not unwittingly freeze enrollment patterns where
they were when the programs began. Finally, these public fonds

may be used by students in Public colleges, in private none
. .

profit, colleges. and inaccredited for-profit business and technical
schools. Without this breadth 'cif eligibility, our arra-;- of postsec-

. ondary institutions could not have retained its-healthy diversity.

In retrospect, the design, maintenance, and expansion of this

to of posise&3ndary student aid is one of-the remarkable legista-

1 e and administrative achievements of the prgtwar years.

20 Three mpus- based- proems of federal aid are allocated first to iasiitu-
,
-thins and then to individuals: Supplementary- Educational Opportunity Grants;

College Worl;%Study: and Natibnal Direct Student Loans. The amount awarded an

institution changes from year to year. ever; depending on estimates of relative

need.
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' Towar ciEgtial Ages5

This book maks two major. proposals: first, that government
spend up to two\billion dollSrs mok annually on postsecondary'
student aid after a three-year, phasing-in period; and second, that
the processes and definition of federal and state student aid p.m-
grams be, reviewed. to make sure they are as efficient as they
shoold be in achieving their intended results.

State and federal spending to support postsecondary students
with demonstrated financial need was about 57.8'billion in 1976.
Tige 25-percent increase in spending recommended in the first

/proposal, would act in tw,o predictable ways. It would give further -

assistance to students already enrolled;some of whom now work
unduly long hOurs in student ernploymery jobs or borrow .more
than is wise in order to. complet their studies. More important,
the increase in -spending would '_emit about 200,000 additional
U.S. high.school graduates a year wlilo do not now go on to post-
secondary education, to continu their formal education. This is
the estimated cuarnber.of high sc of gi-aduates who would: rofit
from_ fLirther training but who fail to receive it solely because they
lack the funds. The cost of further training ior these high school
graduates has not been adjusted here' for possible future inflation...

Chapters -2 and S, which form the core of this book, providve
more detailed estimates of the income level, scholastic aptitude,
race, and academic ambitions 'of these young men' and women.
The majority of them are students of low or-low-middle family in-
comem and of moderate aptitude and schorastic accomplishment in

'high School. Althou a majority are white, a significant prapor-
tion are black, Hispanic, and American Indian students. At present
about 1.9 million high school graduates do continue on to postsec-
ondary education' within 18 mcinths of high school graduation. If
adopted, the proposal to ir.crea.se government spehding 25 per-
rent would mean that in the near future annually approxim,ately
67 perCentDf hifigh schcfOl graduates would 'go tank() postseCondary
education soon after high school, compared with about 60 percent
today.

Why is .a 25- percent increase in.student aid needed to aChieve
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an increase in postsecondary enrollment=of about 11 percent? The
calculations in ,Chnoter 2 note that there is no reliable way to
target the added student aid funds so they go only to students who
would not enroll otherwise. This is true even though funds in any
event go only to students with demonstrated financial need. An
estimated half of the suggested two billion dollars "probably would

go to those now outside our postsecondary education systems, and
about half to. those already within .it. Finally, the postseZondary
students who might benefit from all this ale estimated to be likely

to enroll in more than one year each of postsecondary education.
Therefore, one cannot 'simply divide 200,00C+ students into two
billion dollars and whistle at the high apparent cost per student.
One would be wrong by a'factor of almost six.

,The-coSts of this-proposal are either about $3,400 per additional
student entering poesecondary education? -or, more accurately,
$1,700 per additionalitudent, plus an equal amountspread among
the' much larger populatibn of the already;enrplled. However, if
more money is made available, it would be wise to tune up the
present definition and administration of the current federal and
state student aid programs. If these programs begin to operate
under properly funded conditions, their mechanisms must con-
tinue' tooguarantee that governmLit spending- is limited to stu-
dents who need it, and in the amount's needed.

-Why make such a proposal now? The principal reasorl is a long-

standing If Money were -not a :bAtrier for' the.se additional
students, the available evidence strongly suggests that their'desire
and capacity for.further training is strong. This -is not to say that
everyone should have formal postsecondary education or that

. money is the nly problem. But 'providing the opportunity'for
further educat lb at least some of those high school graduates
who could benefit m continuing their formal training but fail to,

do so solely beco se of lack of funds seems like a worthwhile step
in its own right. It also wriuld'represer.tt a relatively conservative
step toward equal access to postsecondary education. Compared
with other national obligations, this action seems both fair and
productive.

Three other reasons favoring a .25-percent increase are ess
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tially matters of timing. An age bulge is passing thro74h our col-
leges, univertitieS, and technical schools. In many sectiAs, enroll-
ment is about to enter its first long recession in the \natio11's
history. Thus the proportioh ifylligh school graduates enrolling in
postseiondary institutions 6n be increased without enlar ing the

.numbe, of students in-the total enterprise. New increases would
help offset the predicted decline in base population. For t e first
time in the nation's history one could increase the proport on of
high school graduates taking' postsecondary training without at
the same time poying the capital costs for a corresponding exVian-

N

sion of our system of postsecondary .institutions..The--enrollnent
projections underlying this conclusion are discussed later in this
chapter. 1

Also, 1 noted earlier that the young-adult age bulge in the pop\i-
lation has meant relatively high levels of youth unemployment
and underemployment. It would- be fortunate if a significant nu-in
bei,of yourig adult delayed their entry into the'iligbor market b3
Attending college to acquire new skills and career adaptability.
This good fortune alone will not solve youth unemployment, since,
some of the most difficult problems are among school dropouts,
some of whom'are ineligible or 'unfitted for perstsecondary traM-
ing. But the total effect on labor markets nonetheless seems favor--
able. It would provide farther education and better job opportuni-
ties for a larger proportion of high school graduates and at the
same 'time relieve some of the pressure on the current labor
market. .

Finally,, the effects ttf a-prolonged enrollment recessiori on out
whole network of 'postsecondary institutipris has not been fully
recdgnized. It deserves further attention. Some of the foreseeable
consequences are noted later in this chapter. AgAin, the effect of
this -proposal Would not be to -solv6' the problem ofteclining
enrollments, sCe the additional postsecondary students dis-
cussed here are not carbon-copy replacements for those lost'

-through normal shrinkage in the number of high school gradu-
ates:irhe hew postsecondary- students would be mud; less likely,
on the average, to attend today's selective four-year colleges and
more likely to attend two-year public community colleges, techni-
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cal schools, and private, certificate granting trade and business
schools. The probable di!arihution .91- these students among post-'
secondary institutions is described in Chapter 3. Nonetheless, all
sectors' of postsecondary education would encoui'ter some anti-
recession cushioning effect if this proposal were adopted, along
with some incentive either to adapt their programs to this new
clientele:or watch others receive that business.

Review of Student Aid Programs

This study's second major proposal is that there Lie a thorough
review of the processes and -operating definitions of state and
federal student aid programs. No fundamental change is proposed
here in the general goals of these programs nor, in most cases, in
who should be responsible for operating them.

There are three major reasons for a. thorough review now of
the major public programs of postsecondary student aid. First,
while the -system"' is basicqlly well conceived, no single private
or governmental or collegiate authority is responsible for fitting
all its components togett- The components still manage to\Woik
alongside each other, but' not as easily as 'they once did. The sys-
tem rum been extended to cover far more peoEle and more kinds of
schools and colleges than were originally alloRed for. For example,
students attending two-year colleges and for - profit business an
trade schools receive far more aid now than they did ten years ago.
Adjustments for expansion and change in the system are needed..
Second.. federal spending for undergraduate student aid has ex-
oanded to the point where it is the largest single source of federal
assistance to U.S. colleges and universities. It is a major budget
item for almost every "kind of college. More than in the 1960s,
therefore, operation' of federal 'and state student aid, programs
must be evaldated not only for what they do for.the educational
opportunity of individuals, but also whether their long-run im-
pact on whole, groups of institutions makes sense. Finally-,t-now
that federal and 'state funds for postsecondary student,aid begin
to _approach' the achievement of some definitions of universal



access, the operators of these programs must find' new ways to
determine on a regular, recurring ,basis ho,Aw much expenditure is
enough. The problems of administering a fully funded program
are somewhat different and in i;oine ways 'more difficult than
administeving a starved group of programs. The-questions need-
ing review are theones that arise from success and rapid'expan-
sion rather than from poor design or bad management.

The first of my two proposals identified a legitimate and unmet
educational need and estimated that meeting the need would cost
a# out; two billion dollars a year after a two- or three-year phase-

eriod. However, I have not specified exactly what mixture of
grants,. loans, and work-study this new assistance should take,
nor have I concluded 1.A212at balance of state and federal responsi-
bility would be the best balance, assuming it is possible to achieve
it. These matters also should be a part of a further review if it
occurs.

Ditichition and Scbpc

This 'study inttritionalliv limited in scope, in order to make ii
manageable. It attempts td deal only with the issues of Maintain-
ing and augmenting public programs of need-based student aid
o postsecoodaiv students in tbe United states, althdrigh it might

also have dealt with financial -aid provided by colleges and schools
sand other nonpublic sources! The designation "postsecondary" s
usqd throughout this book has a limited meaning: It does not-in-
cluNe graduate professjonal training. For the Most part it also ex-
cludes several thdusand unaccredited and proprietary trade schools-/ nOf eligible. for federal student aid funds. OnIhe other hand,
"postsecondary" is intentinally -a broader definition than. "ac-
credited collegiate.- Many of the young adults Oho could make
good us'C'Of further formal educatiqn after high schoolare
according to their school counselors, toward training in vocational
subjects. Finally, there, is the.question of, the growing number of
older- adult, part-time, postsecondary students and how they
might be made eligible-lor more public subsidy., This last is an
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_important question, but it is sufficiently different from questions
of aid to traditional,, full:time, or almost full;tiMe, younger stu-
clnts that l have avoided it.

An Enrollment-Recession?.

As mentioned earlier, ;the probable trend of enrollment for U.S.
colleges and universities:during the next 15 years is doWnward.
Whether irts_sharply downward, or moderately downward appears
to depend in large part on what state and federal legislative policy
toward student aid will be. Significant error is easy to coma it in
projections like this. The calculations are particularly vulnerable
in this case', /hen one must deal with a turning point rather than.
The rniddle'of a well:est*Iished trend. A

Recent:hjgh school-graduates Constitute the majority of all post-
secondary enrollment today, and estimates of that portion of en-
rollment are the easiest to make. The number of U.S. high school
graduates for the next 15 Years appears relatively predictable,
because except in wartime years, the proportion of U.S. high
school graduates continuing formarechication soon after gradua-
herr has been,-relatively stable: The students who' will graduate
from` high school aver the next-seventeen years have already been
born..propouts froni school between the-first and twelfth grarcles

haVe been reduced to theTpint where further csignificant reduc,
tion does not appear likely._ Consequently the different published
projeetions.of U.S. high school graduates do not vary Widely.,,The

number of-graduates.begins to decrease in 1978. The number will
be down 15 percent by 1984 and 22 percent by 1990, the Tirst such

prolonged decline in the nation's history.2,
Under any reasonable projection of birthrate in the near future,

the population of high school graduates 18 years from now should
begin to expand. An increaSed birthiate itself is not required to
achieve this future expansion_ The oum.ber of potential parentS-ii

21. Humphrey Doermann, The fuiUrc: Market for College Education," in A Role

for Marketing in Calloxe Atintissions Neve York: College EntraaFeExamination Board,

197.6ppp
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.-,

rising as ttepost-World 4 Var.11 baby bulge reaches the average age
of childbearing.2 Thus far there is little disagreement about the
description of this trend-.' _..--- - _

More uncertain is the future enrollment in technical.instifutes,
trade schools, colleges, and universities. These numbers can be in-
fluenced significantly byfizoverornent spending policies, by the-
behavior of older adults, )y pricing policies in the different sec-

tors of higher education, 1$y various, aspects of the jbb market, as
well as by the basic trend'in new high school graduates.

The most pessimistic undergraduate enrollment projection to
receive wide attention recently is one designed by Stephen .1'.,
Dresch at -Yale University. Dresch projects a college enrollment de-
cline of as much as 33 percent by the year 2000. He reasons from
recent wage trends that the apparent economic return resulting
from college attendance is declining. People see triis, he says, and
behave accord ingly.,He estimates that a much smaller proportion
of high school graduates will enter college during the next 20,years

.,

than during the lastf:20 years. Dresch expects the trend _to continue
until the education in ensive portion of the labor market once 0.
more becomes short of college graduates arid until college degrees
again begin -.to command a larger wage 'prerniuth. 'The 10resch.
model does not deal either with nondegree enrollment or with the

rollment behavior of adults over age 25.'2'
crio.st 'careful projection of college and university enrollmen;.,

which tal(es intc! a&ount both young-adult and older-adult be-
havior, was produced by the Carnegie Foundation for the Ad-
vancement of Teaching' in .1975 and is shown in Table 3, The study

. r.

also appears to be.the most careful work: available cVncerning the
major factors that will probably determine the enrollment future

22. L4' Bureau of. the Census, "f'rniections of the Population of the United
States 1075 to 2030. Curren! Poiiii/ii7,i:ii.Repotts Series P-25, No 601. Washing-
ton. DC:I_JS Government PrintingOtlice. 1075, pp. l-5, Table A.

23 'Dom-mann,' Future Marko- for College Education,- p. 2,
24i Stephen P Dreh, -Demography, Technology, and Higher Utica ion: To-

ward a Formal Model of Etliica bona! A clapta: ion,- fouriiiii of Pofiticid Economy, l975.
Vol 83, No 3. pp 535-56q
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Table 3. Head conitI enrollments let' el and tn,ile

1146(' -20011 ntindle rs in thou,4 and)
=

De; Fie- cr611:
:onder,.."ni,11,ar

',ear .40. 17:- 2 I 0 the,

i9 1 1 I .220 356

l'70 4,071 2,779 900

1973 445° :.'°0 959

1980 5,13ti 3 .29 _3 1.050

1935 -1,952 3,613 1,148

1990 4,'05 - 3.701 1,120

2000- 5,355 3.844 1,1S2

i ,, t

, ::,

96

170

210

/5S
,--29,-

-199

311

\ '
'

\

:.

206

('61

1.007

1,813

2,129

2,154
1102.

"eta!

t3,78W

8.58 1

9,664
11,5/3
12,137
17,179

12,794

Nougti: Cdri'leg le Foundation tor the AkIvancernent ul Tvadling. Mon' Tliag Sur-

vival PrOlc--k-t %Or Hi/ter Education in a 'Period oi liticortanity. San Fri ncistc,-

Itre:ey- Bass, Inc

and the general health of U.S. colleges anq universities until the

yea r 2000.25
The Carnegie projections of head-count enrollment in colleges

and universities show a no-growth total irenal rather than the
cyclical decline-and-recovery pattern that would occur if college
enrollment was assumed to. follow the trend established solely by

the proje0erl number of high school graduates. Key assumptions'

in the Carnegie reasoning are that adult enrollment and non-
'degree-credit enrollment would continue to expand, and that-pres-

ent college dropo might be encouraged to return to college in
larger numbers. The Carnegie report also assumes that federal
and stare-financial support to students will persist, and that funds

now going to yeteransfeducation will continue to be spent but
for other students. The Carnegie report makes clear. tliat;hese
assumptions require a higher degree of adaptability within col-
leges, and greater stability in state and federal government policy

2 Carnegie Feernihnion for the Advoncern ot Teaching_ More Than

Prospect$ tor !1t0)er itcatior, or a Itenogi ot thicitauntir. San Francisco: Jusseyfla_ss,

Pub114-1er,
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' than one _might c fort4blv expect on the basis of much of onr
past experience.6

Michael S. klci)herson ar Williams Cole c. tas attempted to
assess future demand for private higher education. He concludes
that the most likely trajectory for enrolline,nt in both public and
private higher education in. the next decade is dOin,vard. He be=
lieve this is probable even' under the rela4elv optiThnistic as-
sumptioh,-; about public policy ariki_pe economy that underlie the
Carnegie projections 27 11>; thous rnaCjing a separate study, I am, in-
clined to agree with McPherson, although for reasons that give less
weight to developments in the job market 'and more to demo-,
graphic trends;`"

The trend in the number of high school graduates appears likely
to remain the driving force ,in determining degree-credit under-
graduate enrollment in Colleges, universities, and ether postsec-
ondary institutions: However, because of increasing adult enroll-
ment, 'the corning decline in postsecondary undergrScluate.-enroll-
ment apparently will not be as severe as 'the decrease in the
number of high school graduates. I.

All of this suggests that. the most probable baseline enrollment
trend for postsecondary ,undergraduate enrc;.11ment mighf be
drawn by starting ..with the Capiegie steady state projections,
overlaying the decreasing projection for high school graduates,
anti then splitting the difference. The lines of dashes in Figure 1

ar

illustrates the result. 1-he dotted line in Figure 1 illustrates what
plight occur if the additional expenditures recommended in this
study were appropriated and phased in over three-year 'period
beginning in H79.

A main, reason why the projections in this study are more
gloomy than those of the Carnegie series is a more cautious View
about trends in adult edii!ation and collegiale financing. It is hard

/ha pp .1-1.-P
roicKiel S NOlierwm, -The Demand tier Private tligher Education.'' in Pidi-

'oho IT/ ['Ovate !Fr :seer rdwiltwn David Drenenian and Chester,E. Finn. eds
lc hi' publiqied V',10-unqion.i).0 'the' Brookings lry.titLition, (Preliminary draft.)

25 lam Bishop and Jane VanDyk, -Can Adults bet looked on College'',
foornat of .18. No 1, January February 1077, pp, 50-57.
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Doermoon adidsted trend line .some` that public expenditure is increased yvt!-n.
wally he Alma t:i2 billtiin .1 `em, thot .4-Innr-i!eor phase-in period begun-link-;

with 200.000 additional studvuts iii Itt7it and using tit (410.000 odditionol students

Lay 1'1-S2, will produce opproximotely-t-Tie7-sp-eti-t-mve illifstrated liv the dotted line.
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to know how much money aclults.will have for formalteducation,
coin"pared with the recent past. .Funds for veterans benefits are
cutting' back sharply. But corporate employees and union mem-
bers could avail themVves of voluntary, adult education benefits
far more than they do now. Government subsidy for adult, part-
time, nondegree study is discussed periodically, but 'actual ex-
perimental subsidy programs are sparse and limited. Future fi-
nancing patterns are not clear.

If there is no major change- in public subsidy for adult education
in the near future, then the current pricing 'patterns tor-many
special adult education programs may need to change before ope
can anticipate a major new surge of adult enrollment. The chqices
to colleges and universities under present constraints do not ap-
pear simple. Low price is probably necessary to coni'inue to attract
students particularly unsubsidized students but higher price
is probably neifesiary to help defray general and administrative
expenses, let alone pc!rm it expansion into more varied arui higher-
cost programs. , -

Oedinarily, pricing might not be a fundamental issde affecting
enrollment.. However, continuing education- and adult nondegre
programs usually have sold their services in single'-course units,
operating at the budgetary margin of the college or university that
sponsors them. Courses are offered only if they can pay their way.
The lacaulty usually receives a relatively small moonlighting wage.
The arrangement provides a low-cost set of offerings at bargain
prices.2Courses that fail to pay their way on this basis tend not to
be thfeied: laboratory science, small humanities. seminars con-
ducted by full professors, and so on.

Full - time,, degree-granting programs, by contrast, are priced as
a total mixture of aeadeinic and support services. The relatively
expensive total mixture must cover total costs either from tuition
alone or from tuition plus public ssidy. Prtvale Colleges N-

s

riodically consider whether to try to make adult education a major
activity, as a way to improve Uric' ncial health. They often conclude
that the-only way to accomplish this easily is if new adult students ,
can be encouraged to fit info the regular schedule, part or full time,
and at the relatively expensive full-time rates. For the rest, unless
-separate new adult coursestand programs are unique,or so worth-.
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while that they can command t nusually high prices, they will
operate in a cut-price market that permits little contribution to-
ward the colleges' fixed costs.

Some state universities, seeing the possibility of future enroll-
ment decline an wishing to insulate their budgets against it, are
now asking (if they have not already done sof that continuing ed-
ucation students be counted in the basic state enrollment formula
that determines the university's' state legislative appropriation.
Having taken the trouble to negotiate an expanded head count, it
is not likely that public universities will be anxious to raisvivices

. /
for adult education and risk losing enrollment_ Price competition
seems likely to continue and perhaps become more intense.lincler
present conditions, therefore, thg ability of private colleges to
enter the adult student market appeam to be limited, to relatively

-minor recruifinent into regular degree programs, and to special'
adult programs where the instruction is low-cost, high:worth, and .%:/

withp'ut serious public competition. Also, unless public aintver=
sales begin to price their continuing education and dxtension
divisions significantly above cost, the definition of their.offerings
will be inexpensive programs for full-payini; customers.

The Effects of Shrinkage
if

If adult enrollMent does not grov/as much as themore optimistic
projections suggest, and if the total student pool begins to shrink,
what then?'Enrollment is the financial base of private colleges,
while enrollment- determined /formulas define the financial base
of many public colleges. Mosi public and private.colleges, there-

- /fore :depend cm maintaining enrollment levels. If the total pool
shrinks, competition among individual colleges and perhaps be-
tween the pillic and private sectors seems likely to increase.

One may wonder if itV.is so bad that an individual collgge is
forded-to shrink. Some /have -done it without apparent ill effect,
and perhaps more can do so, but the process of shrinkage ideally
requires 'a iffnci of infernal flexibility and interchangeability of
parts that many collges lack and may fin() unduly difficult to
create. If studerire rollment declines, initial budget anthmetic
suggests the numb r of teachers' should decline proportionally.

. 4

f
1.
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Faculty tenure provisions, collective bargaining agreements, and
the oew laws concerning mandatory retirement age further urge

..that reductions be made first among non tenured faculty or by not
replacing retirees with new young faculty. Since the reductions
over a number of years, tend/to occur among the youngest and
lowest-paid faculty, the budget question is not fully resolved
merely by maintaining the old student-faculty ratio. Faculty salary -.
expense per full-time student will risp.unless the s udent-facUlty
ratio is furtherincreased.

One portion of the budget unprotected by prior contract
other claimants is the college's scholarship allocation for pro-
spective freshmen. Recruiimentneeds may partially protect it, tau
not necessarily against the temptation. to recruit more middle..
income and upper-it:come students. Building maintenance bud-

, gets can also be reduced, but in the long run the groundds and
buildings must suffer. An early casualty in the, retrenchment
proceps tends -to be the hiring of faculty for interdisciplinary stud-
ies and experimental programs. These programs are often cut back
to tey, to preserve the integrity of core department program: As
budgets shrink, administrative 1.udgment is more sharply ques-
tioned. Almost by definition, the process ages the faculty ati ad-

.

ministration, gives botlytause for mutual suspicion, perhaps re-
duces the diversity of(students enrolled: and father inhibits a

to adapt at a time° this skill as needed most.-
Other recent examples of colleges with shrinking enrollments

suggest that a measure of flexibility may'retum if a college finally
reaches the edge of bankruptcy. But not many colleges can operate
successfully, that way for long. The tendencies just described are
pot iron laws, nor do they describe precisely the experience at,
every college that has lost enrollment. But many such colleges have
recently experienced these pressures and at least spe of these
events in addition to the strains imposed by continuing inflation.

U.S. colleges and universitttes have never as a group been
through a prolonged enrollment recession or even a long steady-
state period. Some institutions will not shrink, in size and may
even grow. Some may rem akti about the same size but will adapt )
to a quite different studenr mixture. Others will shrink but re-
tain.- the quickness and capacity to adapt. Others will shrivel and
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, stagnate. A few will die.-The addition of 200,000 more high school
students into this network will certainly not solve the enrollment
.problems of all our postsecondary institutions. c'ublic two-year
colleges and technical nastitutes, and private trade schools prob-
ably would enroll most of the "new" students, while most.other,
colleges and universities enroll relatively few.'" Any guess as to
what it will be like can be Only a guess.. but it (foes ap-var it will
be a difficult time

As noted above; an enrollment recession for _ny of these in-
stitutions probably will mean the). may lose much ortheircapac-
ity to adapt. Wciiald that hurt the quality of postsccondary'educa-
tion and the .degree of choice open to those sludehts in the next
two, decades=' Yes. Can something be done-at reasonable cost to
help avoid this outcome? Possibly.

Overview of Remaining ChApters

chapter 2 describes annual groups of U.S. high school graduates in
selected years from l%4 to the present and projects the groups
ahead through 1984.:These high school graduates are described

:2'4 The March 1,r77 College Board queStittonaire to high drool guit
seluts asked counselors first to estimate how many of their IP77.senior were not
planning to continue tormol education but might make a LAtter next step if,
they would consider and plan further full-time education. Second, the counselors
were osked%sihat types 01 postsecondary institutions might be best suited for these
students Following is an iwgregate tabulation ist the percentage of students in-
volved above which the counselftrs thought would be best served at each type of

institution
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jointly' by verbal scholastic ap. titude and by family income. This
joint description, combined with other data, permits an t...timate
of how many high school gradtiates of different abilities and family
incomes continue on for postsecondary education and how many
do not. The chapter then describes how one can estimate the num-
ber of students who do not now plan to continue formal educationIbut who might profit from it If funds were available. Finally
chapter proposes what aggregat'e public expenditure migh
needed to enable thOs_ /students to.coroinue, assuming no signifi-
eint savings could be_ lade within present programs. This is the
two-billion-dollar supplement already described.

'The tables in -Chapter 2 and the related appendix tables are not
alone sufficient evidence with which to ma_ke anv expensive fii-ial
public judgment, but they do rep4-sent either a reasonable start : .

or a. worthwhile check on the reasonableness of estimates begun
in other ways. These tables were developed in May 1976 for a
College Board Colloquium on College AcImissionsitat Fontana,
Wisconsin and wervublished in its proceedings.3° The appendix
tables also provide co!lege presidents, admission officer-, and
other analysts of the high school student market with a prs)a -heal
set obtools to appraise recurring questions of admission, tuition,
and financial aid policy in individual cblleges,'" PrOvision of this
extra detail is olso designed to permit researchers' who have dif-

.

fpr s'ent assumption about federal and state student aid policy to
use the basic data to obtain answers for their own'clifferent pur-
poses. Appendix A preceding the tables, provides illustrative
questions and shows how to use thv tables to answer them. Ap-
pendixes B and C provide the detailed table,!;. Appendix Dade -
scribes how they were,pnstructed.

Chapter 3 describes returns from a survey sent in March 1977 by
the College Bard to a representative random sample of 2,689 guid-
ance counselors in public, parochial,, and independent high
schools in the United:States. Counselors were chosen as the pri-
mary respondent group because they appeared to be the most

30. Dbermano. "Future Market for College MK-at ion pp. 1-53.
31. For discussion of a variety of single-conege case studies.

irrenL5 in Coliree
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easily identified nationwide group hat closely observes teenage.
youth, how its career clans are made, and what its current prob-
lems are. The :survey asked counselor4:the size of-their 1977 grad-
uatifig classes and how'many of these students will go Jtri to post-
secondary education. h asked how many Of those Hof going on
might make a better next step in life, in the counselor's judgment,
if they changed their minds and did continue., And of these, how

many would fail to continue solely because they lack the funds?
The questionnaire also asked the opposite question: How many

of their 1977 high school senior are planning postsecondary edu-.

cation who would Probably he better served if they went to work
directly and did nof continue their`formal education? Finally, the
counselors were asked to rank the importance of six different
public -finance issues that directly affect youth. These are issues
discussed publicly and recently that might also require additional
public spending.

The combined reply of 1,475 respondents was that an additional
-11 percent of U.S. high school graduates in 1977 would be b6stri
served if they did 'continue their formalseducation but will fail to 'zt

do so solely because they lack the funds. This estimate is close to
the calculation (6.3 percent) derived as we shall see later in Chap-
ter 2 by an entirely different4 method. The average amount of
scholarship or grant aidthat the guidance counselors estimated to
be nece' ssarylo permit each of these students to go on was $1,220

per year. The counselors identifying most of this unmet need were

usually located in tL relatively large, urban,school3districts. The
students they counsel tend to conic from low-income families and

are often black or Hispanic. A noticeable but smaller group re-
porting significant unmet need was made up Of counselors in
states with both low population density and relatively few col-

leges, such as Alaska, Arizoria,.IdahO, and,Nevada.
Finally, it seemed that the validity of returns from guidance

counselors showing they favored more public spending for post-
secondary loans and scholarships could conceivably be ques-
tioned on the basis of the counselors' occupations atone. Persons
whose livelihood is derived from our system of formal educiition
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were being asked to estimate whether more public and private
.money should be spent in that system. To determine the likelihood
of self-interested bias in thrr responses, four other groups of
people who work ..I.osely with youth, but who are not employed
by school districts, were asked to respond to most of the same
questions as the counselors. Four small samples, tangin,in size
from 140 to 20 Each, were drawn representing the following
groups (figures in parentheses are the percentage responding for
each group):

1. Directors of education programs in state and county correc-
tionalinstitutions for youth (24Vc )

2. DirOctors of educational .programs in - ac-A's and ywc'A's

(77,

Upw-ard Bound Program Direct 6

4. State vocational and employment counselors dealing with
youth (7'70

'Although tie returns were small and the results, therefore, only-
suggestive, the message was similar to that of the high school
guidance counselors. The issues of further education and work are
both important. 01 the two, work seems slightly more important.
In the respondents' judgment, about 10 percent of the high school.
graduates in the targeted programs were people who could profit
from postsecondary education but probably would not attempt it
because they lack the funds.

No new attempt was made in this study to sample student
opinion across the nation. The sample size would have been large
and the study quite expensive. Several such inquiries'made in the
Carly 1970s suggest that a student questionnaire inquiry probably
would, have yielded larger estimates of unmet need than either the

1demographic approach tighlined in Chapter 2 or the guidance
. counseloraePlies in Chapter 3.

In 1972 National Center for Educational Statistics commis-
sioned the National Longitudinal Study (Nts), which Educational
Testing ServicL. in Princeton, New Jersey designed and carried out
A large random sample of U.S. high school seniors was surveyed
by questionnaire that Lill, and followed up a year later: 36 percent
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of all respot dents,. who ci4d ncit intend to continue forgareduca-
tiort after high school said the reason was they lacked the necessary
winey.

In 1970 Doioth,' Knoell so rveyed m 0 n 400 black high school
graduates in each of five cities (Dallas,- Fort 1,Vo-rth, St. Louis, San
Francisco, and Philadelphia). Of the graduates not continuing
formal education after high school, .37 percent said theprimary
reason was lack of monev.:r2 Critics of these student sur veys and of
similar orws point out th-at a number cif important and real reasons
for not continuing formal education may 1-le embarrassing for, a
student to identify correctly in an inte&iew or cpa6t,wnnaire., If
a high school 'graduate is afraid he or she might not succeed in
further academic work, or if that work appears distasteful, it may
:be easier for the student to,say simply that lack of money is the
-harrier: No one knows the extent to which this possibIe distortion
`affects resultof the Ni_s and others, but it could belarge.

The introductory chapter and the _summaries of Chaptkrs 2 and
separate and,conservative methods of estimating

aggregate demand for postsecondary education yield- almost the
same an;wer: About 5 or 6 percent more of each'4hnual group, of
new U.S. high school graduates could make good uso of postsec- --
ondary formal' ,eduration but fails to-do so beeduse of lack of
_money. However, whether significant public expenditure on this
problem makes sense depends not only on the internal logic of the
qkstion liut,Aso on how it stands in relation .to competing issues.

Chapficr asks: What kind of issue is this? How can the worth-
iness bf providing more postsecondary education be compared
with that of providimi more jobs both for adults and young people,
or with that of broadening the coverage of our health care system?

vi ow can it be compared with welfare reform or with changing
uses and sources of energy? Comparison kind public cl:ioice clearly-
will be necessary, particularly if the rate of inflation remains an
important factor in our economy._,

'A major determinant in the passage of the Higher Education Act
of,1%5 and its amendments was the belief thatiroadening of op-

.

2 Dorothy Pt7Eliqe Nod folhwe: A Repotron Stuttertts We Have Yet

t Serve AillcrRan Aociation tit tumor Colluges. 1470
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portunitv, both employment and educational opportunity, is the
only fair way to proceed if the nation is to permit its members a
worthwhile chance to determine their own futures. The.1954 U.S.
Supreme Court' decision on school desegregation and the major
federal legislation on civil rights were also products of that belief.

A second argument for investing more public funds in higher
edudation came 'from the universities themselves_ Economists
at the University of Chicago. and elsewhere- pointed out that in-
vestment in education could be considered a capital expenditure
similar to the purchase of machinery in a manufacturing company.
The initial costa of purchase are calculated, as are the value of bane-
fits that may return to the purchaser during the economic life of
the investment.

Anyone not accustomed to reading economics texts will find that
acceptance of this particular notion that paving, for schooling is__
like buying a big machine requires unusual faith and imagina-
tion. However, the idea does have respectable ancestry, Adam
Smith described the notion in his Wca/th of 'Nations 117761.3" In
1964 Gary S. Becker of Columbia University published Huniiiii"Cap-
ita/. in which he calculated that the individual returns from invest-
ment in college education ranged from 12.4 percent to about 15
percent between 1939 and 1961.34 That calculation made federal

.
spending for college student aid look as if it cduld=a1s6 be aclv-J-
cated as a hard-headed business investment. The Democratic ad-

, ministration and Congress at that time favoredte new federal ap-
propriations for student aid but were consistently accuwd of lack-
ing prudence and good business sense. To tin sel,vhd favored more

33. "When any expensive machine is erected. the exh,q,.Fdinary work to be per-
formed by it before it is wf.irri out it nett., expected, will replace the capital laid,
out upon it. with at least the ordinary milts A man educated at the expense of
much labour and time to -any of those employments which require'extraordinary
dexterity,and skill. may be compared to one of those expensive machines. The work
which he learns to perform. it must he expected, over and above the usual wages of
common labour. will replace to him the whole expense of his education. with at
least the ordinary profits of an equally valuablo capital.' Adam Smith. The Wealth
of Nations. New York: Modem yuary. 1937, p. tyl

34. Gary S. Becker, Ihenari Capital. New York: National Bureau of Economic Re-
search, 196-1. Table I I 128



spending for stud'nt aid, the return-onrhuman-capital investment
calculations and the ratijmale behind tliem seemed particularly
attractive. The work of the human capital theorists was embraced
quickly and given broad publicity. A whole generation of young
university economists since then have made hunwm,capital theory

their specialty and have produced a large and continuing, litera-

ture
However, now that the calculated reform: on college education

are said to be declining, the use 01 these calculations for design-
ing public expenditure programs is being widely questioned, To
some observers the timing of this questioning may appear as op-
portunistic as the widespread publicity the calculations received

in the firstfplacc%. To others the questions merely signal a delayed
recognition of the fact that the calculation of returns to education
may he an interesting"exereise, but one that was never sufficiently

rigorous to determine reliably our public spending policies in
cducat4on. Chapter 4 argues strongly that current or future calcula-

tions of individual or social ,returns to college education should

carry little, if any, weight in any major public decision about
whether more _money should be appropriated by state legislatutes

and the Congress for student tinailci,41

Ordinatily an issue like this, invOlying government funds, must

balance consiiderations ob probable effectiveness, equity,, and
whether it can be if lorded against competing claims for the avail-

able new funds. This issue today is no different in those aspects,

and adds only one other imporLanfelement because of the particu-

lar time at which It is raised. The world of higher education is now

poised at the peak of an enrollment curve. It has never before been
forced to-endure declining enrollment for more than a year or two.

The time to p1 in for this circumstance is right now.

4
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The first pbrtion of this chapter describes one rnethpd of estirnat-
ins how mpril worthwhile additional demand- exists for postsec-
ondary education among. recent high school graduates, and how
much it might cost to, Meet that demand. This method results in
the estimate that approximately 200,000 high school graduates
each year might go on soon after graduation to postsecondary
training of virtually all kinds:. but fail to do so because they lack
the money. The net dollar expense of givirig these graduates access
69 postsecondary education, after a phasingin period of at least
three years, could be as much as two billion dollars more than, Is
now spent in-state-and fecieril support for student financial aid.
The expense could be less or more depending on howitruch money
students and farniliis th'enn' selves are asked to Contribute toward
the costs of education and also on the extent to which future revi-
sions in- student_ aid ograms encourage needy students to attend
either low-priced or high-priced institutions.,

In Chapter 1, I observed thAt a thorough review of the operation
of programs of postsecondary financial aid is timely. SUch a re -.
view could help design hoW best to provide any additional new
student aid, and appraise whether; the (various federal, state, and
private programs are coordinated adequately with one another. Is
the design and administration al the programs strong enough to
withstand properly the pretsures of dealing with larger numbers
of student in a greater variety of institutions? Will the progranis
operate properlyThf.The period of heightened recruitment competi-
tion for students-when the basiccenrollment pool shrinks in the
1980s? Now that these, student aid programs have become the
major source of federal2dollars in the majority of colleges, are their

31



all'ocation. and review mecha 1 s still adequate? 9r do they stirri-
ulate imbalance between i_ ic and private high\r education
(assuming on:e can define what -balance- should be)! Do, they
stimulate imbalance among ,trade schools, public two-year col-
leges, and four-year colleges! Are the programs of student aid'
suffiyiently

.,olatect and monitored to justify long-run puplic ..

confidence?
Some may argue that a review of aid programs is not necessary.

Rut the costs dt no review are potentially so great that review effort,
if well conducted, seems like minimal insurance. A number of re- '-
views .already have occurred during the past five years, but thk,
tnosteffective of these dealt mainly with administrative questions
c(uch as whether a single application form for demonstrating finan-
cial need 'could be devised for use breach of several programs, or
whether a single set of tables -:- d be constructed -to estimate
what a family ought to,contribute in its income and assets to--
ward a son's or daughter's educaticin. I latively few study groups
have attempted to assess publicly whether the method of deter-
rii Ming the amount of aid stuck is now receive continue4 to be
based tin a fair sharing of finan al colt among the student, the
family, the school or college, and the state and federal taxpayer.
Relatively little discussion ,has occurred about whether, in deter-. -

..,
mining how aid is distributed, preference should be given either
to students living away from home. or to students commuting to
college from home. Little di_41ision has occurred'on the subject of
whether needy studentl _should' be given more help than- they now
receive to attend expenshie institutions.

Wh'y has there not beep more public discussion oithis kind?
With student aid appropriations rising for almost every kind pf in-

. ,
stitution,.peihapS the need to talk about policy choices and fair-
processes has not seemed urgent,. Or perhaps discussion was
avoided simply becausef tl*se on sensitive and important long-
run economic issue's; the j)ossible penalties of rocking the boat
may be high. 9r perhaps a strong network of acquaintance and
trust does not yt exist among the most 'affected parties; no one
sector wishes to plan anti initiate a major review that might appear
to be Aid for special advantage.
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Our institutions of pos4tsecondary education will continue to
require public support fcir'a long time. The primary mechanism
for receiving this support is through puhlid financial aid awarded
to $tudents on the basis of demonstrated individual student need.
If there ale important issues of student aid program design and

fairness of allocation to be discussed, the best opportunity for this
is right now, before the competitive recruitment and financial
s,crambles of the 1980s begin in earnest_

I also suggest that specific kinds 6I monitoring and evaluation-
.

practices ought to occur on a regular and comp cable basis, to
help assess periodically the health and accomplishment of the stu7
dent aid enterprise. Such a pr6cess would also irriprovethe quality
of discussion about what to maintain and,w hat to change.

appingthe Market for Postsecondary Education

Before suggesting what ought to occur differently in the market for
postsecondary education, pne should first examine the market as
it now exists_ The rnethod of examination that follows has the ad-
vantage Of cennprehensiV"eness. It also uses generally available
data and so can be.testecl from viewpoints other than those offered
here. I3ut it has at least one important disadvantage: No current
census or largesamp16 -survey was available to track the postsec-
ondary enrollment patterns of .high 'school graduates for 1976 or
1977. Therefore, the enrollment patterns recorded by the NLs 'sur-
vey in October 1973 were projected forwa'rd to serve as the best
available substitute. Uncertainty about the importance of this
tential flaw led the College Board in 1977 to survey also a b
sample of _high school guidance counselors. The College' B and
asked the counselors for their current estimates of enrollment pat-
terns for 1977 graduating high school seniors. Chapter 3 describes
the findings from this new survey. The tw approaches, in Chap-
ter 2 and Chapter 3. appear to produce verisimilar results, despite
a difference in method of data collection and the passage of four
years' t irne.'''

3 :i. Dorn-nal-in. -Fut dire Morket for College Education. pp
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Table 4, Estimated joint distribution of all 14.5. hi , It school

graduates,1976: Verbal scholastic aptitude and frothy income

Family income
I EQ101114.01 parerrrrl
con/rib:41ton to

collese costs) '200- 249 311(1- 44 4so.-8o0 moat

Less than $8,6 292,000 271.000 71,000 634,000

(Less than $120)

$8,680 to 514,100 223,000, 296.000 116,000 : 635,000

(5120 to $590)

514,100 tg$19.100 176,000 302.000. 154,000 634,000

(5590 to 51.460)

$19 190 to $25,5 297.000 198,000 634,000

($1.460 to 52,870)

525.500 and over 8,000 263,000 , '87,000 638,000

(52,870 and over) '

Total 0 ( 1,429,000 826,000 3.i75,000

NOTE: Table 4 is derived from Table 14-$ in Appendix Ii on page I II, and combines

the sinall-cell estimate Sshown there into larger ag.g)egiAtes for summary ilhjstration.

Estimates of possible parental contribution are from a css random - sample survey of

10,009 applicants for financial aid irit the 1974-75nprogssing year. but applying

1975-76 css calculation procedures and methodology.

Table 4-provides a 'rough calculation, taken from the series of
detailed estimates in Appendix 5, of how the 1?76 group of
.31175,000 high school graduates in the United States might be
cla4ified jointly by-verbal scholastic aptitude and by family in-

come. At each designated level 'of familyincome,in parentheses,
is a College Scholarship Service (Css).estirnatcof the:amount of
money a typical three-child, two-parent family at this income
level. might be expected to contribute toward postsecondary_ex-
penses from family income and assets, wider 1975-76 css assess-
ment mi2thods. From Table 4 one may est;rna _ example, that
approximately 287,000 men and w'orenW to graduated f_rrjm high

school in 1976-are able to score 450 or above on the verba section
of the Scholastic Aptitude Test (sAT) and also come from
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earning $25,500 or more. This income level represented the lower
dividing line. fOr top fifth of U.S. families with 17-ydr-old
children-The income classifications at the leftmargin of tHe table
lso-define t quintiles of U.S. family.incoMes fOr families con-

s,
taining 17-ye -olds. By css estimating procedures, the 287,000
high 'school graduates in th^ example above came from families
where one might -expect parental contributions of $2,870 or more`
per year tOward postsecondary expenses of a son or daughter.

Before considering other elements in jablf 4, I should briefl;,
note The limitations of a table like this. First, the estimates cannot
be precise., They are based on the sample surveys results of the
1972 National Longitudinal Study. Sampling errors and errors of
assumption in our projection work may mean that the individual
estimates in Table 4 are incorrect by as much as 10 or 15 percent
and thaf the small-cell estimates in the Appendix S tables may be
incorrect by as much as 50 percent.3 While this renclerS the esti-
mates quej\tionable for precise worIZ, they are nonetheless- useful
for this discussiob -as well as, for many

income
of-practical estimat-

ing work. Furthermore/ although family is the best available
nationwide index of ability to pay for college education, and al-
though sA-r-verbal scores are probably the best available nation-
wide tool for measuring aptitude for most kinds of postsecondary
school and college work, one should not draw thvonclusion that
individual ability to pay or individual likelihood of satisfactory
academie performance can be predicted sensibly by a two-variable
table of this kind.

What 'else does Table 4 show? FIrst,, in the high-score column
(sAT- verbal scores of 450-800), the number of students rises as in-
come levels rise;up through each quintile of family income In the
lowestscore column, the reverse` is true. "The 'conclusio is not
new: Vei-bal aptitude and family i ncOme-are.correlated.

Second, institutions that find difficulty enrolling enoug recent
high schobl gradmites who both require little -or nb fins vial aid
and who demonstrate,high verbal aptitude, can'an See mo e clearly
from the table where the difficulty lies. The group of 28 ,000 high ;.

36_ See Appendix D for detailed
Appendixes 13 and C.

s on the design of Table 4 and the tables in

461%
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schopl graduates in the above example, scoring 450 or better on the
verbal section of the sAT and coming frbm families with $25,500 in-

come or more is only 9 percent of all high school graduates. And
more colleges are trying hard to enroll more students from this
part of the table: The pool is small. Recruitment competitidn for
these students,- whicV has been severe for simile time, is growing
mare so. .

Third, admission officers in schools and colleges that face the
kind of-Nficulty noted above often point out that a larger student
financial Sid budget would help them riieet Niture enrollment tar-,
gets, assuming unchanging faculty expectations concerning -the

verbal aptitude of entering classes. The argument for more money
is usually reasonable but not a compelling as it may often seem
from that vantage point. Why? Because at least at the higher apti-
tude levels shown in Table 4, there are more than twice as many
hi ,11 school graduates- -in the top two quintiles of family income as

he bottom two quintiles. If one turns to Table 8-5 in Appendix
and looks at the column for sAT-verbal scores of 650-800, the ratio

in the highest-score range displayed can be calculated quickly. a
higher,than eight (in the top two quintiles) to one (in the bottom
two quintiles).

Postsecorxtary Enrollment Patterns ,

With these broad patterns in $.1-find, one also can subdivide the
estimates in Table 4 and talce a closer look at the market. In Table 5
each cell is divided into two pans, high school graduates who go
on to degree study in two-Oar and four-year accredited colleges
wjthin 18 months, and those who do not._(This is a slightly more
limited definition of ciestination than the broader terry "postsec-
ondary-education`` used in other sections of this book-3')

37. It is difficult to,defini, precisely the difference in enrollment repres-ented by

the designatiobs "two- and four-ye4r colleges",and "postsecondary iducation.-
The first definition has been used for some years by the federal government, and

a-usable time serics of enrollment figures does exist. The second deliniticin is newer

and less well agreed upon. No officiil series exists that fits any of' the various
new and broader definitions. Inspection of Table 7 on page 63- however, suggests a
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This subdivision is derived by using 1,11.s survey, data for 1972
high school graduates who responded to an October 1973 follow-
up questionnaire. Again, the smaller the cell divisions in saw(
piing the projection work of this kind, the greater the risk a error
in estimating individual cell values.

Look at the lower right-hand cell of Table 5: High school gradu-
ates scoring 450 or b igher on the verbal section of the SAT and corn-
ing from families with incomes of $25,500 or higher.in this cell;
239,000 are 'estimated to be "in college" five-sixths of the total
in the cell-rand 48,000 are not in college." To this extent an inch-

. vidual college wishes. to enroll more*of this market segment and
succeeds,' it will do so largely by. reducing the enrollment of such
students at other colleges.

If the same college has the funds and wishes to enroll able but
needy students who would not otherwise attend college, the pool
of thtse students appears surprisingly small. If one relaxes the
constraint on aptaud ncl asks how many students, not in college,
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way of comparing in an a proximate way that approach of Table 5 (which compares
populations -in collegil- vs -not in college-) with the somewhat broader defini-
tion of -postsecondary educdion- used in this book.

Ta?Ie 5

11976 estimated wont
of all U.S. high school
graduates continuing

within IS months)

Table 7

(1977 estimated percent

of all U.S. high school

graduates continuing

within 24 months)

Enrolled in two-year or four-year os

colleges ("in college- for1976) 59.4% 55.9%
In public technical schools

or institutes. 7.5
In private business or trade schools 4.9.

"Not in college," or not enrolled in
Any of the above 40_6 31.7

Total 00.0% 100_0%

The current base rate of participation in U.S. postsecondary education by recent
high school graduates may be described in different percentage terms-depending
on the delinititin of postsecondary education-- and perhaps on who is making the
estimates. The degree of expanded partieipition which would be r'epresented by an
additional 200.000 students, is less ambiguous. however. Here, 200,000 additional
students divided by 3,199,000 1977 high schoql graduates is an additional 6_2
percent.
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Table 5. Estimated joint distribution of all LI.S. high school
graduatt0976: Verbal scholastic aptitude and family inept!

Family mom!
Estimated parglial lr Uerbalm OreS

coliege costs)

Less than $8,680
(Less thltn 5120)

58.680 to 914.100
($120 to $590)

4,100 to $19,100
(5590 to$1,460)

519,100 to 525,500
($1,460 to $2,870)

$25,500 and over
(52,870 qnd,over)

Total

290.299

98,000
(194,000)

85,000
(138,000)

75,000

300-449

142,000
(129,000)

167,000

(129,000)

182.000

4. i1= SOO

50,000

(21,000)

80500
(30.0001

117,000

Total

290,000

(344,000)

338,000
(297.000),,

374.000

(403,000) (120,000) (37,000) (260,000)

64,000 190.000 156,000 410,000

(75;000) (107,000) (42,000) (224,000)-

46,000 189,000' 239,000 474,000

(42,000) (74,000) (48,000) (164,Q00).

368,000 870,000 648,000 1,886,000

(552,000) (559,000) (178.000) (1,289.000)

NOT Each CO instable 5 contains the same imated number of high school
graduates as the corresponding coil in -fable 4 op page 34. The dilterence itt the two

tables is that Table S subdivides each cell into an estimated nuMber attendingcol-
lege, and an estimated number not in college. The top figure in inch cell represents

estimated number of students in college; the bottom figure, in parentheses, repre-

sents the estinvtednumber not in college. The method for subdividing the cells,
ses relationships established in the 1972 National .Longitudinal Study (NW of

high school graduates and a follow-up studyof the same sample in the fall of

This study Was Sponsored by the National Centpr for Educational Statistics

s). The controlling total numbersof students classified "in college" is the esti-

mate projected by N crs in 1973 for the year 1976: total first-time degree credit en-

rollees in two7year and four-yeal. colleges. Among students -in'colleg*?: but not

included in this table are full-time enrollments in nondegree programs. Those high

school graduates who said in response to the fall 1973 follow-up NLS survey that

they pursued post-ht0 school education were classified as "in college" and dis-

tributed in each cell according to measured verbal scholastic aptitude and family

income, in the same way these distributions were ,ode forahe series of joint dis-

tribution tables in Appendix .B. Then, in eact. corresponding, cell. 4.11e number

classified as "in college- (or Table 5 was subtracted from the total cell value in Table

4 to yield the "not in college- cell estimates. irillparentheses. for Table S. One irmt

A
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have sxr-verbal scores of 300 or higher and also come from
bottom two quintiles of family income, the answer is approxi-
Tnately 309,000, or about 24 percent of all 1976 high school gradu-
ates classified as not in college.-38 However, lack'Of-funds is only
one of several possible reasons why high school graduates do not
attend college immediately ore ever. For that reason the above e9ti
mate,of "not in 'college" high school graduates probably should be
cut at least in half to estimate the maximum size c-f-pa tial ef-
fective demand in this portion of Table 5. This demand 's esti-
mated to make up. about 10 percent of all the high school graduates
not in college, and 'thus not more than 4 percent of all 1976 high

-"school graduates. .

High school graduates appearing in the left-hand column of
Table 5, particularly thee' in the top two cells (the lowest two
quintiles of family income) are the least likely today to be served.
by U.S. 'colleges. The finantial need of these students often is ac- .
companied by in dficiendSc developed reading and writing "skills
to survive the required academic pace of most colleges. The diffi-
culties faced by such students in college are even greater if thy
also are required to spend many hours in paid jobs to meet ex-
penses. Separate estimates from the 1972 INILS survey data suggest
that about two-fifths of the high school graduates in those two
top left-hand cells' of 'Table 5 are black students. The predomi-
nantly black colleges in the Southeast and some business and vo-
cational schools have had notable success in meeting the-needs of
some of these students, For most other U.S. colleges, this portion
of the market stilrrepresents a largely unmet challenge and, an im-
portant remaining test of how far the nation generally will progress
toward the goal of universal or equal access to postsecondary edu-

%

38. From Table 5, upper right-hand segment: 129,000 + 129,000 + 30.000 + 21,000,

309.000.,

portant and untested assumption in this method is that high school graduates who
go on to post-high school education within 18 months c_i:= graduation. represent a
similar population (as to verbal aptitude and 1;arroly income) as all degree-credit
first-time enrollees in two -year and four-year colleges. Another untested assornp-
lion is that he relationships shown by the ties survey n 1972 and 197, re. stable

enough over time so that theymay legitimately be used for 19,
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, cation, howevrhat goal may be defined.
If feclertil and state policy were-to underwX-te a stronger attempt

to move toward equal access to postsecondary education, one
might reasonably seek to raise the proportion of high school grad.
dates who go on to colltle.to about 67 percent within five years
(assuming the present proportion is 60 percent as in Table 5), or

a shift of about 200,000 high schciol graduates from "not,in college"
to -enrolled in postsecondary institutions." It is possible to esti,
mate roughly from the smile table that the incrtit ed availability of
funds alone might attract about 120,000 of thesr students from the

acket of sAT-verbal Kor'es of about 300 to 449, for whom substance
1 academic program changes might not be required at the post-
condary level. The estimated remaining 80,000 students, at apti-

ide score levels between 200 and 299, probably would need both
money and the availability of view progr'arns, including counseling
and extra skills training in re5ding, writing, and mathematics.
Neither the total costs of providing such new programs, nor the
allocation of responsibility for paying for theni, has been esti-
mated in this study.

If today one projected for 1984 the number of high dhool grad-
uates going on soon to postsecondary education, withatit a change
in public funding policy for student financial aid, that number
might move from about 1,886,000 (1976) down to 1,614000 (1984),

a loss of 274,000 entrants or 5 percent. With the recommended
change in public pqlicy, how ver, the net lass of new entrants
from this source might be only bout 74,000 students, or 4 percent,
compared with 1976.

Estimating the N Costs

A-rough estimate of state and federal cost in need-based student
aid to support the additional 200,000 students could be as high as
two billion dollars a year at 1977 prices, The basic arithmetic of
the estimate can be worked out in the way shown ongthe next two
pages. -

Several careful reviewers of the draft manuscript of this book
said they were not satisfied with this calc_ation. They noted is
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1. 200,000 in re high school
duate each year

2. Three

6

1,700 average public aid
per student per year

times
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COMMENT

Derived above from inspection of
Table 5.

To account four classes in col- -
lege per year (after a phase-in
period), less an allowance for
dropouts. Given the new counselor
survey estimate (final footnote in
Chapter 1) that 87 percent of these
students might not enroll in four-,
yeancolleges, a factor of 1.5 or 2
might be more reasonable here.

Estimate could vary up or down
significantly depending on
assumptions concerning_ relative
'enrollment emphasis in inexpen-
sive or expensive colleges; and on
amount of family contribution and
self-help expected. This estimate is

l' close to the estimate made by high
school guidance'counselor in
ChapCer 3, which appeared also to
assume new enrollment would be
in relatively inexpensive colleges
and schools with relatively low
self-help requirements.

4. Two This final adjustment factor
acknowledges the impossibility of
targeting need-based grants and
scholarships Solely to those high
school seniors and recent gradu-
ates who would not have attended
college without them. That target- ,

ing process would require a prior
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$2.04 billion a year

CoM1tMstvr

and reliat,le mind-reading system.
Work study or loan funds
istered through schools and col-
leges may not require such a large
adjustment factor, but they also
probably have less power by them-
selves to encourage students to
continue their education." There-
fore, some student aid funds would
set-ire to stimulate new opportu-
nity, and some to defray more
fairly the expenses of needy stu-
dents who are already enrolled,

See Humphrey Doermann, "Lack of Money: A Barrierto Higher Education,"

Barriers to her Education. New York: College'Entrance Examination Board, 1971,

pp. 139-142. Other fragnientaty evidence suggests that about half of the proposed

new public student aid expenditures may be expected to result in additimaal en-
rollment. This evidence comes' rom different places and time and so cannot be
viewed as directly transferable. John Bishop and Jane Van Pyk, in "Can - Adults

Hooked on College?'', Journal of Higher Educatikn, Vol. 18, No I, January/Feb-.

wary 1977, pp.39-59, estimate that relatively generous flat grants are the most effec-

tive way of increasing adult enrollment, and that the Vietnam GI 30 was respors
sible for a major component (about 40 percent) of the.growth of male adult enroll-

men1 during the 1960s. The estimate is made by regression analysis of a sample of

57,689 responses to the 1970 U.S. Census by married men and women, 25 years old

lder, living in metropolitan areas,
4 1976 poll of Michigan high school graduates conducted by the College Board

and the Michigan State Board of Education contairls the following statement and

possible check -off reactions to it. The statement was: "1 cannot afford to continue

my education."' The poysible reactions were: (1) "This statement doesn't fit my
situation .;t all"; (2) -Fits my situation somewhat"; or 13) "Fits my situation very '

well." Of all the high school graduates responding. 40 percent tad not continued
anal education after high school. Of those, just over a half (52 percent) checked

r ftle. second or third possibility indicating they thought money was a sig-

nificant factor in their not being now in formal postsecondary programs.
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Item 2.that, given the probable heavy flow of new enrollees into"
. public two-year colleges and technical institutes and into private

schools of various kinds, the estimate of the number of high-
school-graduate cohorts who need additional postsecondary edu-
cation financing in any one year likely to be about 1.5, rather
than the 3 shown in the calculation.. They also note correctly that
$1,700 may not be a reliable estimate, and that it depends on the
mix of institutions attended. They nqte too that the estimate for
item 4 may be unreliable and, if anything, may be too high. There-
fore, by reestimating the factors outlined, they would estimate an
annual 'cost, after phasing in, of less than one billion dollars, not
twobillion dollars.

I decided not lo revise the--acUlation, even though these re-
viewers..nay well -be-Correct. Historic'ally the costs of proposed
public expenditures generally have been underestimated. Also,
several potential side effects not included in the calculation might
further increase costs. For example, inflation in prices has oc-
curred throughout the 1970s and probably will continue. A six
percent inflation rate over five years would mean that an item
-costing $1.00 in 1977 will cost $1.33 in 1982. Another possible side
effect is that some parts of the postsecondary system might raise
tuition rates as students acquire more Purchasing power through
new financial aid sources. That could make need-based student
aid, per student; more expensive if it, is to achieve the same esti-
mated enrollrfient impact.

Finally; a number of reviewers note correctly that legitimate
potential demand cannot be converted into actual demand solely
by' increasing student aid authorizations. The authorizations are
necessary and are probably the most expensive aspect of increas-
ing actual demand, but they may not be sufficient. Other related
administrative matters may need attention: to improve advising

Finally, a survey f grant recipients under the Illinois State Scholarship Com-
mission's grants program indicated that in 1970-71: 51,4 percent of the state grant
recipients believed they would not have been attending college full-time if it had
not been for receipt of these funds; in 197374, 58.1 percent responded this way. See
J.iseph D. Boyd Ind Robert Fl. Penske, A Longitudinal Study of Illinois Slate Scholar-
ship Commission Monetary Award Recipients (1967-1974). Deerfield, Illinois: Illinois
State Scht,larship Commission, June 1475, Part 2.
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systerris, to improve the quality and availability of program and
financial aid information, and to make sure the information is
delivered and understood at the point `where it is needed. Thdse
activities could add costs not illustrated in the basic calculation.
Since these, matters have not been carefully studied or priced, it
seems` preferable to leave the example in its oversimplified, and
it is hoped,. slightly overpriced fOrm.

Can the `nation afford this twoibilliorhdolleex ure? If one
expects continued real growth in the gross na.Cio uct and
somewhat slower grciwth in the needs of postsecon cation
(resulting from steady-state or shrinking enrollrne an adjust-
rnent of the kind suggested here could be accomplisheav 'thin a
few years tvithout major dislocations elsewhere assuming vv

thing else remains equal.4°.As to whether this -should comman
high public priority,_ Chapter 4 will discuss the major ways 'n
which this recommendation. for Support might be compared with
the major competing considerations.

Rather than coming to a -right" answer, however, the cost es-
timating example shown serves better to illustrate questions that
need homework and debate. Even if 1 have correctly identified the
new groups that might be well served by American postsecondary
education, the costs and benefits of any new student aid programs
depend a great deal on program design.

1. At what kinds of institutions would these new enrollees lie
best served? (How many years of education per enrollee should Ili
provided for in item 2 in the calc9lation?

2. What mix of low-expense kncl high-expense institutions is
involved? What, therefore. is an appropriate weighted average
student expense budget?

3. Ts too,much or too little self-help asked of families and stu-
dents at present? (These two questions help determine whether
item 3 in the calculation is a reasonable esti ate.)

4. ff a change is made in program design to serve appropriately

40. See Carnegie Council for the Advancement of Teaching, More Than Survival,

pp. 118-1124. Also see Carnegie Council for the Advancement of Teaching, The States

and IfiNhet Education: A rroud Past and Vital Futuire. San Francisco: Joisey- Bass,

Inc., Publishers, 1976. pp. 1.4.
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the target population- (students not continuing postsecondary
education who could profitably. attend if funds were available),
what level of expense will probably also- be required to improve
student as'sistance programs for those alreadv nroller (The 'final
adjustment factor" of two,, in item 4 in the illustration couacon-
ceivably be significantly lower or higher, depending on what mix
of aid is made available and under what terms.) 0;at

A Review of StUdent Financial Aid Programs

The questions just raised suggest the points of highest leverage in
our system of public financial aid for students in postsecondary
education. The answers to these questions determine the
tem's. ultimate course and, therefore, likely will come under close
and recurring public scrutiny.

The Chronicle of Higher -Education in October 1977 published a
major foLtr-part series on postsecondary student aid in the United
States. The articles document both significant accomplishment and
signs of trouble. The, fourth article in the series describes the work

.,eo L. Kornfeld, former executive in a New jersey data process-
ing company, who was appointed in July 1977 to head the liureau...
of Student Financial,,Assistanee in the U.S. Office of EducAion.
This is the lifi,ffice that now administers all the major federal pro-
grams of undergraduate student financial ajd.

"When he came to the Office of Education in July, one of 'Mr.
Kornfeld's first requests was for a list of who receives the Office of
Education's student-assistance programs broken down by state and
type of institution.

"Instead of a simple three- or four-page answer to what he thought'
was a 'routine' question. Mr, Kornfeld received hundreds of pages of
nearly indecipherable computer printokits.

"What seems to concern him most is that, despite the number of
years many of the student-assistance programs have been operating,
answers to the simplest questions are hard to come by: Who is're-
ceiving which kind of federal student ad? Where do the recipients

Jive? What kind of colleges do they attend? What kinds of students
benefit more than others? .

today Mr. Isornteld says he can get the answer o almost any
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question he poses . when qutstion. people scurry around

as fast as they can to get me the numbers, he says! The unfortunate
thing is that if I ask the some thing again three weeks later, I may get

iffert set ot hero is no con,:ktency

More immediately worrisome than con'sistency of analytical
data, the recent and quids expansion of postsecondary student aid
appropriations appears to have disguised for a time some of the
conflicts and the parts of the system which no longer fit together.
'As,suggested in Chapter 1 a thorough review and tune-up of our
programs of postecondary student aid should occur before the
'predieted'decline in enrollment begins and perhaps also befoie

.§lignificant additional spending tor student aid takes place. Such

a review might help rationalize the present systems of federal and
eaid..and also identify how any mayor new money should be'

Two kinds of questions require attention. Pirst and most diffi-

cult are the controversial questions of how responsibility to gov-
ern and responsibility to pay are Ncrrnt,,,d. Less difficult, but still

.important, are mechanical and administrative questions, such as
how to)standardize regulations in the several federal loan 'pro-

grams so that "delinquency" and "default" and "due diligence
requirements" mean clearly the same thing from one 'program to

the next. Several Orivate and federal commissions and advisory
grams have analyzed adminil4rative qtiestions recently with en-

,
couraging success. Commissions usually have been less successful

in resolving the questions of who should pay how much and who

should receive hqw much. The National Commission on the
yintmcing of Postsecondary Eduction, for example, spent 14
months and $1.5 million in 1972 and 1973but concluded in the
end that it was unable ,to make a comprehensive set of policy
recommendations to the President and the Congress:" The Car-

negie Council'on Policy Studies Higher Education has made'an

-11 Ali C. Roark. Whit Chan Ahead for Student Aidr,Chroniele e,t /Nier
Education. kW i5. No 5. 25 October N77. p 5

National Commit-4nm on ti he frinanLing of v Education. Finalle,

!idol/ Education in the thhted :Itatet; Wa,-,lungt D.0

men l'imnny; (11(0 i 1-=,,n01 ;01 10:;
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extremely useful start in describing issues and in suggesting'broad
outlines for resolving them. But this work needs to be carried

/5further if a national student aid program is to :e deigned that
combine;;. optimum stud+ access to postse -ondaq, , education
with assurance of efficien use of taxpayers' money. This work
eventually should include both the - arms- length tasks of analysis
and review and proposal of agendas, and the political translation
into public and legislative consensus, Its scope should include
both broad principles and outlines and also same resolution of
the elements that ,are hots intricate administrative tems and
policy-determining leverage points. These matters art efficiently
intricate and controversiaV that they appear to" require a separate
analysis and design effort organized especially for .gat purpose
rather than brief treatmen

1.

t as a relatively small set of items on the
agenda of a KZ-a-purpose commission or study group_

The follow> list of questions suggests the start of such -an
agenda. The questions alone may be enough to .annoy or anger
most readers, but they are not self-regulating issues and so need
further attention unless we are willing to watch our whole student
aid system begin to unravel.

1. Is the rationale and process kw which families are assessed a con-
tribution toward sons' or daughters' postsecondary education suffi-
ciently open to public scrutiny and professional peer review?

Before 1976 several systems existed for determining how much
money a student's family would be expected to contribute toward
his or her education it he or she was applying for institutional or
public financial aid. The longest-established system and service is
operated by the College Scholarship Service. Another newer but
widely used service agency for many colleges and states is the
American College Testing (ACT) Program. Recyntly the federal go-
emment began to operate a third system for its Basic Educational
Opportunity Grants fili:oo). Each system operated on the same
assumption that the more demonstrated financial need a student
has, the more he or she should receive tir.vard legitimate expenses
of education. Also, thet more a. f-Amily receives in income each
year sted for nui ber, oaf childre.n, special medical and

fi
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education expenses... aNd tor differing asset t e more the _family

should contribute toward the expenses of postsecondary educa-

tion of the children. The Keppel Task Force on Student Aid Prob-
lems. and subsequent coalition effort; chaired by the Education
ComMission of the States and the American Council on Education,
have recently consolidated the first two of these three systems
into a uniform method of estimating parental ability to pay for
college and have devised a committee structkrre and a process by
which the expected family contribution tables may he reviewed
each year and brought up to date.

In the near future, thlis helpful change ought to be accompanied,
by -a change in the documentation and public availability of the
economic and statistical methods by 'which the current
tion curves are constructed, The detailed rationale underlying
any proposed change in the curves also should be documehted for
public discussion. The financial consequences of changes in these
curves for families, schools and colleges, and for taxpayersare
becoming too large for this part of the machinery to operate as
privately as it has in the post. Calculated acro'ss all collegiate in-
stitutions, for example, a reduction °I-S100 in the contribution
made by all families of aided students would cost U.S. taxpayers
half a billion dollarsassuming public aid fully replaCed the lost

support from families.43
During the past en years the expectation tables have tended to

shift the burden of postsecondary education from:parents to tax-
payers, assuming that what parents actually do contribute is close
to what the expectation curves suggest. Other scattered evidence
suggests that in many instancesparticularly in expensive col-
leges students themselves, not public grants, pick up the slack'
Recurring studies should be made to determine the extent actual
practice and recommended practice of families may differ in pay-
ing for sons' and daughters' postsecondary education. Such stud-
ies have not recently been conducted in any rigorous or compre-
hensive way.

43. Alan P. Wagner. 'Cornet Need. Revisited- Comparing the Cost- endance

and Available Financial Resources of 1977-7-441Colle1'e Students. published

ober 1'177, p. 2
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As the Appendix tables in this study show, families are still ex-
pected to make heavy contributions to support the postsecondary
educatidn of their sons and daughters. Additional public, expend-
ture has significantly broadened educational opportunity. This
does suggest, however, that family expected-contribution tables
are more a product of history and judgment than of pure science.
once a small change in judgment becomes very expensive for
someone -and yet change and adaptation continue to be neces-
sary the reasoning process, down o its very roots, ought to be
strong enough to be published rou finely. This -seems particularly
important now that we are about to enter a period of predictable
controversy Concerning the structure and financing of American
4 =

higher education.

2 Are the self-help expectations for students set right in ri. major
federal and state programs of .student financial aid? Do the present
rules channel more grant assistance than is appropriate to students in
the relatively inexpensive commuting colleges and institutes?

Although not true of four-year residential colleges because a stu-
dent's total expenses are higher there, it is becoming true in some
commuter Colleges and institutes that combinations of federal and
state grant aid can fully meet students' total calculated need with-,
out any student contributionn, from earnings or borrowing. This is
most likely to occur in states where there are strong state-spon-
sored programs of grant aid and where no action has be taken
to require that the first financial help students receive is self-help.

During the :1950s many private collegesnd some public ones
realized that if they were to remain accessible to students from all
income levels they would have to,devise more effective ways of
stretching the usefulness of their available scholarship dollars.
The principal vehicle for. this was, to require, for the first time, that
aid for needy. students be "packaged" in predictable ways. Stu-
dent aid funds were made available only to those needing money
and in the minimum" amounts necessary to permit attendance.
Colleges asked that the first contributions in any student's bud-
geting plans be a reasonable family contribution based on as-
sessment of the family's means and other obligations, follower 4,y'
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the student's own contribution from loans or earnings. The total

expense budget minus those two contributions equaled the maxi-
mum level of grant funds that could be awarded. In order to stretch

scarce grant funds, colleges usually designed a package that in-
cluded loan, -job. and grant assistance, rather than relying on
scholarship grants alone. When an individual college controlled

all those sources of assistance, the aid package could be admin-
istered fairly. The available funds also could be stretched to cover
as many needy individuals,as possible.

Not= All aid packaging systems, of course, followed the proce-
dures just outlined. Some awards were given without regard to
financial need for musical achievement, athletic skill, academic
laljnt or because the student came from a particular town or family
or had a relative in a particular fraternal order. Nonetheless, the
new pattern of need-based a=d became the predominant one in the
expen-sive colleges, and its major assumptions became public
poliiyi when the public programs of student aid were authorized
and grew larger in the 196Qs.

The more recent provision of aid from several sources insti-

tutional, state, and federal has meant that the early 'and efficient
packaging principles no longer are required in eveiy,kind of-situa-
tion. Recentlexperience m Minnesota, for example, suggests that a

simple change in the packaging rules may significantly change the
coverage of public student aid funds and may also affect which
sectors of higher ethication benefit the most.

The Minnesota state scholarship and grant program p °vides
funds to needy students attending postsecondary institutions in
Minnesota.. Mii-mesota attempted to provide one-half of calculated
need during the 1976-77 academic year, up to a maximum of 51,100

per student. hoc 1977-78 the rules were amended to better control
how Minnesota student aid was packaged in relatiorl to other
sources of aid. The new legislation says that in calculating student
budgets and student need, the assumption should be made 'that all

needy students would apply for and receivea federal Basic Educa.-
tional Opportunity Giant (moo). Also, no student may receive
more than 75 percent of his or hercalculatectiteed from a combina-
tion of BEoc"and state scholarship or grant:Thus, 25 percent of the
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total student budget.,must come Iran the ud own earnings
or loans.

Table 6 shows what happened. At the same time as the total
dollars in the .program increased 12 percent. the number of stu-
dents who were aided increased 24 percent. Private colleges re-
ceived the greatest relative gains in total dollars, while the lower-
expense public two-year colleges lost state scholarship and grant
funds, although mare individual students were aided in every
sector. The Minnesota experiment may provide a fair example of

Tible 6. ,tlitnicsota
1976-77 vs. 1

1i 471 tbahJH

Vr+,1411,4"

te satolar u laud r,tttt all,r attons,
is of N`ovctniter 30, 1977 )

Private colleges $ 6.626.171 5 8.698,910 +31'4
(mostly four-year) (6,776) (8,807) (1-30`:: )

:159781 l$9881 ii-1C11

University of nest to
(four-year)

S 3,410,495
(4.3411

157A6l

s 3.624,129
(4.992)

157261

+6'1
(+15'1,

E-8'-',1

State University S 3.313,943 $ 3,32__0.867 0.2'4
(four-year) (4.395) (5,490) (+25'4 )

1 S7541 156051 I,20',11

Community colleges .450,690 5 1,382,375 5C1
(two -year) (2,107) (2,518) (+20'4-)

- 15689! 155491 1-20'41

Area vocational-
technical institutes

5 1,463,307
(2.541)

5 1.212,083
(3.195)

+18',
(+267( )

(two-year) 1557.61 153791 1-34'5i j

516,264.006 518,238,364' +127(
(20,160) (25,002) (+24',:i.)

158071 157291 1-10'7( j

Note: Number of awards appears itt parenthese d fltor am
appears in brackets
cc: Minnesota Higher 1- duration Coordinatink Hoard.
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what might occur if other with strong scholarship and grant
programs were to require a self help calculation in every kind of
postsecondary student aid situation.

A Among financial aid officers in two-vear public colleges, two
different views exist tod, ciewpoiflt is that a student
who receives a vell-r degree will not be
handicapped if he or she also graduates -al thousand dollars
in debt, but that freshmen unity colleges. who.may-not
stay on to receive a degree and in any' event may not eriter high-
paying occupations, are less able to cope with the burden of heavy
borrowing. The opposite ic%..-point is that it,1 noticeable amount
of student Sc-If-help is not required. the goVernmerit in effect pays
students to enroll in formal educltion:' Since students can remain
enrolled M some institutions witnout much hard work, this policy
turns those colleges into warioiises and permits 'students to
depend on the government and to :earn that they need not work.

Another difficulty in packaginl; aid occurs at commuter col-
leges when the system must take account of several kinds of living
arrangements: single students living at,home, as they did in high
school; single students living away from home; married students
with working spouses; married students with children and unem-
ployed spouses; and others. Anyone' designing a student aid sys-
-m can ignore these different circumstances and mere15, specify

a single, standard, student e\pense budget. This, however, allows
the relative economa burdens to fall LIIIMenly across these
ferenbgroups. On the tether- hand. the designer can allow for real
differences but accept the risk that educational dollars may some7-
times pay for day care.or support.

None of thse questions are impossible to resolve. Fair solution4
can be worked out if the questions are approached in a compre-
hensive way. But even more is at stake than fairness to individuals.
Maby colleges, public and private, construct annual institutional
budgets on the basis of enrollment. Many lower-priced public col-
leges; already facing the prospect' of declining enrollment in the

years just ahead. may hope that self -help, provisions in student
aid packages ITIJY remain generally less demanding than at most
of the expensive colleges, and so continue to provide some.help in
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student cruitment. This may or may not be good public poi'

3. Many postsecondary schools and colleges endorse provision of
increased student aid from public sources, to be awarded to students
on the basis of demonstrated need. Should this not also imply the
desirability of more self-discipline on the part of these colleOs in the
requirement of need-based criteria for awarding their mvii scholar-
ship and grant funds'

During 1976 and 1977 the College Scholarship Service surveyed
J40 member colleges to attempt to determine how many were
awarding scholarships not based on demonstrated financial need,
and whether the practice was increasing or not:Of 398 institutions
replying (30% public, 70% nonpublic), 281 or 71 percent said they
were currently granting -merit- or '-'no-need" awards. This repre-
sented a noticeable increase fror- the 54.5 percent that gave this
answer in a similar 1974 survey conducted by Robert P. Huff, Di.-

of Financial Aid at Stanford University. The trend, taken
alone, is not necessarily worrisome, but the total money value of
"no-need- awards in the surveyed group of colleges also has in-
creased during the past 11 years, from 16 percent of all awards to
29 percent 1976-77.44.This does seem to warrant concern, par-
ticularly when one reflects that members of the 6-salmost by defi-
nition are committed to the use of need analysis in student aid, and
the 42 percent of the surveyed colleges that replied to the recent
questionnaire probably were among the most commit'ed of these
although this last point is only speculation. If true, however,

'the css survey probably mate nearly 'reflects "best" performance
than average performance among colleges.

If the nation's families and taxpayers were prosperous enough
together to support bott, the basic educational expenses of all its
students and also to award prizes of various kinds to many of
them, the no-need trend in the css survey might represent
happy prospect. It does not seem sensible, however, for the prac-
tice of awarding prize scholarships and grants to grow unchecked
while the basic promise of educational opportunity remains unful-

-4-L David A. Potter and Aleander Sidar, Ir, No-\ i/Al New
York: College Entrance Examination Boa7d, 19:78.
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filled for many qualified persons. Since one of the principal rea-

sons the "no-need" practice is growing is a desire to recruit stu-
dents in a competitON market, pressures to expand the practice
may grow stronger aS the total number of U.S. high school grad-
times begins to shrink in 1075

It is possible, however, that the increase in prize scholarships
will level off and decline without any outside intervention_ In-
deed,- the practice may experience the same cycle as premium

'stamps in supermarkets. The first markets to employ trading
stamps benefit, since they have a competitive advantage. Other
supermarkets that offer stamps later find the advantage for them

is not as grfeat. Once every supermarket offers stamps, they becoine

a drag on all supermarkets' profits, and the practice eventually
subsides. I hope that colleges will experience the same process
with no-need awards, since at present there seems to be little
specific pressure or authority, short of withholding public funds,
available to reverse the no-need trend among student aid awards

made from colleges' own funds, But while I hope fOr a cure with-
out intervention, I would not bet on it.

4 Do our public programs of postsecondary student aid provide
qualified students with adequate choice between expensive and in-

expensive institutions' The assumption underlying this question is

that, if .additional funds were available for needy students, more
students probably would enroll in four-year institutions than now do,

and among those; more would enroll in nonpublic institutions. .

In 1950 roughly half the nation's college students were enrolled
in private colleges By 1980 the fraction will' be.les than a fifth.

t.._

Private An- nonpublic enrollment will have 'increased somewhat
during the period, while most of the expansion took place in pub-

lic colleges and institutes. During the past 15 years the nation has

taker% ,teat steps toward equalizing access to postsecondary edu-
cafigni, particularly at institutions that are relatively inexpensive.

I-16w important is it to stimulate also a greaCei- equality-of choice

for students among different kinds of schools and colleges, some

of which are very expensive?
I do not claim that expensive schools 'are superior to inexpen-
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sive ones, nor that either public or private institutions are superior
to the other. Rather, the issues of individual choice and systemic
balance arisifror? our unusual national history_ American post-
secondary education is one of the very few national systems that
has be ©n strongly mixed in control public and nonpublic. One
can make a strong argument that this mixed system sometimes
cooperating, sometimes competing has produced a healthier re-
sult than an only-private or only-public system could have pro-
duced. I noted in Chapter I the estimate by William Bowen that
the United States invested more funds in postsecondary educa-
tion than any other nation because, for one reason, it operates
under a mixed system ottf ublic and private control. Why is the
balance between the public and private enrollments shifting as
rapidly as it is? Is the shift worrisome? We cannot "prove" it is
a bad thing if the- private sector of postsecondary education de-
creases in absolute or proportional size to the point where it gen-
erates relatively little external effect. But neither can anyone else
demonstrate that the loss of genuinely mixed control would not
cause great damage in the long run. The Carnegie Foundation for
the Advancement of Teaching notes in its 1976 study, The States
and Hither Education. the following contributions of the private
sector:

N.

I. If reduces the burdens that
revenues

ht otherwise 11 on state tax

2. It. 'increases competitive pressure on public institutions for effeL-
tive per:formance. and trains a disproportionate share of teachers for
all colleges.

3. It suggests market" standards for faculty salaries and for
teaching, loads.

4. It has special contributions to make within the total sysirm of
higher education particularly those in research, arid in providing

\hospitality to the rres'ervatiori of diverse religious and ethnic tradi-
nors.45

45. ramegle I octnd.ttion for the rls.l ,%-mcvmvn f roiching, The States anti (-fi her
EllucatiopL pp, RI, 41.
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One re, son that public enrollments have grown than pri-

vate is the growing cost difference presented by the different sec-
tors to students and their families. The net cost difference is not

great for low-inome students While at most private institutions
sul:h stu,Lients. face annual tuition charges that are between 51.000

and $3.000 higher than at, public institutions. the availability of
fi

student aid based on financial need can equalize the net costs or

even Make priyate education less expensive than public: 'this aid
kith from public financial aid programs and from colleges'

.n tuition .and other hinds.' Data compiled by the Stanford Re-

search Institute indicates that during the early 1970.s a hither

proportion vi all private college students than lour -year public
college students came from families with iticomes of l-,000 car

le.;:s: 11,1 percent vs. 11,3 percenr.respectively."' Available tabu-
lations for individual states suggest the some pattern. One of the

reasons many private colleges ran der, during the early 1970s

was their determination that they should' not become places only

fur the rich and that they should provide additional funds of their

own, along with public funds. to aid low-income students.

It is p,enerallv true, although somewhat oversimplified, that the
difference in net price between public and private postsecondary
education encourages enrollment in public institutions for families
with incomes 'of about 520 000 and up.1? This is the "middle-.
income problem" referred to by high school guidance counselors

in the next chapter, or the "tuition gab," as the problem is re-

ferred to by other olAervers. Unfortunately, the differences in
language Hinder a useful discussion.

At private institutions, "tuition" describes a user fee that pays

fear most of the costs of instruction and includes in irthe cost of a

tittle4, ',fel-Ertl Iptiom; research mwriorandui EPRC 215$-27

Menlo Park. Calitornia Staniord Research Institute. Iff734 qua led in Davis-

Icrry l:- ttnrai)nk, the financial Needs or students'Doterred Crum i ost ucundary

Education Due to Fads of Financial Resources-. mimeographed memorandum for

flit C'ollege Entrance, Eaaniination Poard. Now 'York. 107n. r

See MiChOri 5 NU :Pherson, 'the Demand for Privati Higher Education:

Vit;oro 1 i Vouildted Cot C;Jr Botwoon am 'vitt' C'illioge As Porci.mi of

ranov DU:Only I
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student financial aid program. At public institutions, because they
are state supported, "tuition- may appear to represent an unwel-
come double tax that should be increased as little as possible and
only when everything else fails. For most of our history, to
tIor% in our public colleges.was regarded as the key to eserying
an -open door- to all irens..Little wonder that s gestions
from the private institutions that the public sector rai a tuition
charges and-'plow back some of the new income into n -based
student aid have not been welcome. For the public colic and
schools the suggestions imply that public colleges should wea
themselves in order to allow private institutions to compete more
successfully. For the private colleges, on the other hand, the sug-
gestion clearly represents the least expensive,means for taxpayers -
to enjoy an open-door polircy throughout all of postsecondary ed-
ucation, both private and public. The healthy diversity of our in-
sfilutions is endangered if this, or sOmething with similar effect,
does not occur. It is ironic that the financial health of private
stitutions is in jeopardy because their tuition and aid policies are
advantageous to the needy, while public institutions, claiming
they represent the open-door policy, give greatest pocketbook
advantage. to middle and upper-income families.

Does this problem demand more attention? The answer may de-
pend on Whether the diversity of choice provided by the private
sector appears to be either in jeopardy or insufficiently available
to qualified students. It also depgacWtii-e-rthe cost of maki a

change. As suggested above, probably the lowest-cost me od for. ,
all taxpayers is to raise tuition fees at public institutions and plow
much of the new income back into need-based student aid. A
somewhat more expensRre plan (because it does not make the-not
price of public education higher for middle- upper-inCone
families) would be a program of state or federal tuition remission
grants in private colleges, awarded according to student financial
need. Another approach might be to raise the maximum permis-
sible grzint roller the state and federal student grant programs
which would permit more students to make high-priced choices
without abandoning the principle that aid be awarded on the
basis of need. Finally, most expensive and probably least effective,



would be a tax credit plan that permits taxpayers credits against
tuition pvments in all kinds of schools. This kihd of plan usually
ignore the public economy of requiring that aid go only where
needed. It also tends to aid the poor too little and to aid the rich
more than is necessary.

3. What kind elf --eliable, public monitorin system should be de-
signed to assess periodically the health and IM pact of our student aid
programs? Who should operate such a system?

The brief account of the problems of hero Komfeld in his new
job .
Job may be ,ciicussion enough of this question. Or perhaps it is
enoogh to not: C-R thin spots in the evidence in a 1)04 lilse this.
In a national finaticiol aid enterprise the size of ours'it iimportant
that we should know'more comprehensively and more quickly
what we arc accomplishing ,-. n d also what could bedone ettc

A reliable mechanism must somehow be developed for review-
.

Ing in an organized way, at Ipst annually, the large amount of
data on student aid already being collected by diverse public and
private agencies. A ,comprehensive review could also,help iden

Ys,Ws/ the important weak spots in the present availability of reliable
and useful information. At the vevy least, such an annual data re-

should inc_ ide trends in school and college costs by type and
egion), trends n enrollment patterns, including informatizin on

both institutional and student 'characteristics, and trends `in
sources of student support. Also required is a review of where the
aid (need-ba and other) is going-41y type of student, by state
or region, d by ts of postsecondary institution. Finally, the.,

review !Thou related tpmds in the nation's economy
and demography that may have a bearing on enrollment patterns

,condary education.
Public policy for determining how much to spend on w at kin

of student aid is generated within a complex system of eLlitnomic
and noneconomic crosscurrents, and any policy analysis that 6p-
praises only a few variables at a time likely will be inadequate. The
argument for a continuing and reliable mechanism is based on the
assumption that only in this ss'ray can we bee n to learn which un-
predicted (results are the fault bad reasoning, and which the
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result of nonstandard or incomplete data Wheth.er both processes
of assembling data and. analyzing policy should be undertaken by
the same agency or company or commission is not certain, but the
issue is important. The process should undergo periodic peer re-

. 'view and also make its data And analysis public_
In addition lo the review suggested, there is a need to better

understand the circumstances and plans of high school graduates
who 'do not elect postsecondary education. Periodic, but probably
not annual.' sample stucli4s of high school graduates and dropouts,
desigded to understand what their pia ris are and whir, might help
serve the purpose. These studies could "help develop a clearer idea

't of whet4K: further provision. for postsecondary education' IS
needed, and if so, what kind. The studies should inquire about
students' current plans, and 'then follOw up later to determine
what actually happened,'so that eventually work of this kind also
develops more reliability than it now has as a predictor of trends.
The NLS has been one example of an extremely worthl.-hile design
of this kind. -

Finally, as suggested by this list, of questions, the need exists
to.review,periodically the prOcesses_of how student aid policy is
Made, and hol.y the money is actually awarded. This" need some
how seems -less standard or Kedictable than the others noted

.°above Perhaps the process questions are bcit left to one-shot
reviews that are tailored specifically to a perceived set of emerging
problems:"

Other important questions that should be reviewed but do not
involve as .strongly competing claims between .different income
classes or sectors of postsecondary education :nclude the follow-
ing.

6. Can the federal and state student loan programs be improved.
simplified, and standardized?

7....On both financial and.educat onal grounds. should not the
federal- College Work-Study Program be expanded and become a
larger share of individual students' financial aid pack:iges?

48. Letter from Rex Jac_ on to Humphrey Doe nu, January 18. 19778.
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1.43. Can improved means he found to encourage portability of fu
under state scholarship and grant programs? This would permit stu-
dents to u'se these funds at institutions outside their home state,

9. Has the federal government achieved a workable and appro-
priate method for overseeing accreditation of those business and
trade schools that are now eligible, or wish to be, for federal, student
aid programs, but which are not collegiate degree-granting institu
tions?

10_ is timely and sufficiently. complete information flowing ade-
quately to students and prospective students? If not what workable
remedies exist?

4.
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I

The 1977 Counselor Questionnaire

In orddr to test the current usehilnes of the demographic analysis
in the previous chapter, the College Board decided, to survey a
random sample of 2,689 secondary_ school guidance, counselor§
throughout the United StAes. The 1976 joint clis ribution tables in
Chapter 2 veiied ut, census- estimates of family income, projections
of numbk.rs of high schooi. );raduates, and national sw-r-verbal
score5 All Ci:.esie derived from national data and are historically
c.-.)mparapte. F1'it unfortunately the National Longitudinal Study
data that was used for projecting the college enrollment patterns-
of reccat high schoOl. graduates is now.five years old. The actual
i_?atteros.,:ould have varied in unexpMed ways, and as this study
project began to lead toward current policy recommendations,
more recent benchmark data seemed desirable. A questionnaire to
ciunselors. if sufficiently reliable, would also permit analysis by
region, by type of school, and by type of student body.

Results from the March 1977 counselor survey largely confirmed
the demographic analysis from the joint distribution tables. The
counselor estimatesof the number of high school graduates who
plan to continua full-time forinal education within 24 months of
high school graduation were close to those in Chapter 2. The 1977
counselor estimates also were close to the earlier estimates of the
number of students who probably will not go on to postsetondary
education, who .would be better served if they did, but who will
fail to dl so primarily because they lack the money. The estimate
from Chapter 2 was that 6.3 percent of U.S. high school graduates
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in' 1976 could be classified -that way; the 1977 counselor estimate

was 4.7 percent:'''
Tahh 7 -shows the postsecondary enrollment ,Mans of all U.S.

high school graduates, assuming that the 279,616 students whose
plans were specifica ,Ily estimated by the counselors in the 1977

questionnaire survey are representative of all 3,199,000 U.S. high

school graduates that year. Appendix E on page 131 explains how
the survey sample was drawn arid provides samples of the origi-

nal questionnaires.
_____It_isinotsurprising_thanhe counselors indicated that most of the

ted pote9tial increase in postsecondary enrollment would

be experienced at public technical institutes, private trade and
businesv schools, and two-year colleges. Table 8 shows that only
13 percent of the potential additional students would be best

served, in the counselors' judgment, by enrollin'g directly in four=

year colleges.
It these counselor e skim es 4i:re correct tod y and if relative);

little change take , ,,,c(2 in the programs ofier d by four-year col-

49. These percentage figures or carried theIV al place to illustrate

the 'hill difference in the calculated numbers, rather than to imply accuracy of

estimate. Furthermore, the Joint distribution tables M. Chapter 2 use data definiii

tions thoi are ,almost the SArn1 as in the 1977 counselor questionnaire, nut not quite.

'Mc ,,1_,S-,000 students who in Toble 6 'page 9I), were estimated to be recent high

sx hoof graduates enrolling is fir4tstime degree-credit students in two-yearond four-

°lieges in 147to have certain special cl-i-octeristics of definition. They were

classified is first-time degree credit students, and included a few who were in their

mid-twenties, and-who were, returning tai formal education after a relatively long
period ow-Ay; the 1977 counselors were asked to estimate only the plans for the

'7 graduating seniors, and only for the next 24 months. On the other hand, the

nselors also were asked to disf-tiss enrollment vossibilities in a relatively broad

group of postsecondary institutions. including for-Profit bugrrreimiiJmd trade
schoolssome of which might nob be accredited to receivul federarstudent aid

funds. The joint distribution table-s irf Chapter 2 included only those undergraduate

institutions that are eligible for tederol student assistance. This wasa smaller

list of institutions even though the number or students thus excluded probably was

not lazge. The ttso differences ofdefinition act in opposite directions, but whether

equ.iilly or mat is unknown. The "significance of this seems to he that a broad sam-

pling of counselor estimates can be an effective -rough check on other methods of

estimate presented here, but no one should It is high-precision work,
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Table 7. Estimated dist b of 1977 school
graduates enrolling as full -ti tudents in different
types of postsecondary instiiiitio

Estimated

a number of graduates

enrol/mg within 6
mouths of
gFa dilation

Type of
jnstitu(ion

4-year col ges

1^zumbrc,of grad;

enrolling beturem
6 dmi 24 mouths
after Irish School

radtiu Hort

1,063,050 99,170

Total

1,162 20

0% .(31_0!1.)

2- year colleg s

.7457

516,605

' (27.7%)
108,765

(34.0% )

625,370
(28.6%)

Public technical 175.310 64,620 139.930

institutes (9.4%) 120.2%) (11.0%)

Private bissiness .110.035 47.345 157.380
or trade schools 15.9'7;1 (14.8% 7.2%)

Totals 1,865,000 319,900 2,18+,900

Enrolling students.
as a percent of
all high school
graduates:

'Percent of h!;gh
school graduates
not enrolling:

Percent of total'
high school
graduates-

(100.0%

58.3% 0%

( 0,0%)

60.57c

7%

.100.0%

NOTE: Percents of colu_rnn totals appear in parentheses. The total number of high
school graduates projecied for 1977 is 3.199,000,,according to the National Center
for Educational Statistics, Projections of Educational Statistics (1973), Table 20,
page 45 (Washington. D.C.: U. S. Government Printing Office, 14731. Thf series of
estirmtates is the same as that used in Appendixes B and C beginning on p.117,e 106.
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Table 8. Postsecondary institutions that would

best serve "additional- students

type of
Institution

4-year college

2-year college

Estimated number of 197; high scho I
graduates who would do well to
continue formal full-time ethication

44,080
(13.0%)

82,400
(24,3%)

46A 50--

or institutq (43,1%)

Private business
or trade schools

66,470
(19.6 %)

339,100
(100.0 %)

c NOTE! Percent of column total appears in parentheses. Question 4 of the March

1977 Counselor Questionnaire asked how many graduating seniors w4:..tild not

enroll full time in postsecondaryeducation within 24 months of graduation. Ques-

tion 5 then asked the counselors how many of these students would probably make

a better next step if they c, paid reconsider and instead plan further full-time educa-

tion. The counselors were also asked what postsecondary institutions, would best

serve these particular studicts. This table summarises how many such students the

counserors estimated, an where -they -might be best served. The estimates are

based on an extrapolation of th questionnaire results to the total number of high

school graduates projected for 1977 3,199,000. as projected by the National Center t

for Educaiional Statistics. j
leges, then as a group four-year colleges appear to be in for an
enrollment recession whether or not a larger portion of graduating
high.school seniors are encouraged to continue their formal edu-

cation. Four-year colleges rust either seek older, adult students

to maintain enrollment levels, compete more successfully with

their neighbors, or shrink. if four-year colleges attempt to change

the et phasis of their offerings toward the interests of this po-
tential new market, the pew emphasis probably would include

some combinZtion of additional vocational subjects and increased
attention to basic skills in language and mathematics.
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The counselor responses in Table 8 do nut reveal the importance
of the factor Of student finances, nor do they explain any other
reason why these students are not pl:ining to continue on to post-
secondary education. Table 9, however, indicates that those' high
school graduates who are deterred primarily for linancial wasons
make upabout half the total number identiiied in Table

'Table 9'suggests that the unmet educationz d that the coun-
selors perceive exists primarily in large urban sc:iiool districts and
in rural districts. Relatively less need is seen in tr-.,e suburbs. This
need also appears to be greatest within school distrietsthat serve
relatively large minority race -populations, and where family in-
comes and school retention rates are low.

The guidance Counselors were asked, -On the 'average, how_
much schola'rthip or grant aid do vou estimate would be neces-
sary-per- student per year in order to enable those students to'
continue their education?" The average of the responses was
$1,220 in grant aid. This estimate is close to the estimate illus-
trated in Chapter if the $1,700 in additional student aid in the
example were on the average made 'up of 51,200 in public grants
and $500 in self help, predominantly work-study funds. Neither
estimate, however, is backed by careful research of the actual
unmet need or of the best forms of aid to add to the present

The counselors also estimated that about 9.3 percent of the 1977
graduating high school senior class will enroll in some kind of
postsecondary formal education but would be better served in the
long run if they had decided to go directly to work (see Table 10).
Thb counselors estimating this ''oyerenrollment" were concen-

od in tie same kinds of high schools that reported the "uri-
derenrollmenr" already described. Their written comments often
made it clear, however, that even though student choices produce
some mismatches, these errors tend to correct themselves rather
quickly and are much less wasteful than the error of forcing pre-
mature dropouts. Here is a sample of the comments.

"1 don't believe the experience of attempting college is wasted. It may.
past postpone entering the vork torce for a year orr:"

- from a Seattle, Washint; ton high school

mixture.
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Table 9. Classification of students covered by the questionnairc
who are estimated not to be continuing to postsecondary

- A education because they lack funds. by type of high school

197.

4

A ve rase_ parentaL

income in reportinN

school districts

Number
of
hh schools

. .

Reported
total

Estimated ?fliPfther

continue to postsecondary
solely trecape

Number

who foil to
education

they lack fund$

Percent of
reported total

Up to S9,000 217 34,040 3,166 9.3

59.000 to 515,000 760 128,953 7,081 5.5

Over S15,000 479 112,966 2,812 2.5

'No response

kstimated school
retention rate (K-12)

19 3,657 -82

0 -49'2 35 11,052 1,491 13.5

50", -89' 640 127,670 6,754 5.3

90`7, -94' 258 53,886 2081 3.9
=inn' 372 59.358 1.741 2.9

No response .170 27650- 1,084 3.9

Percent white students
in:reporting school

-districts "
0 -49'T '132 31,377 2,60 8.3

50'; -89'; 373 86,800 4,040 4.7

90'; -100'1 944 ,157.665 6,366 4.0
No response 26 3,774 142 3..8

Location of districts
Urban 388 108,059 5,828 5.4

Suburban 301- 91,851 2,782 3.0

Town,. rural 773 78,815 . 5,516 5.7

No response 13 891 25 2.8
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-"They shou)d try if they have4the desireand find out for them'.
,Selveszhits best." from a small-town Illinois counselor

"A few students ire barking up the wrong tree, but 4 think all stu=
dents should have some sort of education or skill, much of which
often is acquired in some sort of postsecondary school. Perhaps if
we had more high 'school voc -ed centers I would feel differently."

from southern Michigan

1.don't worry about 'o rollmenc' Those people immediately
find out who they are and d op out.- from northern California

' This_notiOn_that our kids are being, 'overeducated' is a crock of bull.
True, college isn't always the answer."

from a southern Missouri farm community

Although these comments are representative of the majority of
written comments on this question, some disagreement was evi-
dent. A southern New Jersey guidance counselor estimated that
per-flaps a fifth of phis 250 seniors were planning td continue their

'Ethic 9 continu

School type

-Public
Private, independent
Catholic
Other rehgtolts
.Other or no response

Total

12

1,475

FM.!att',1,
t:OFIttfilie to ittlst5ccotailtv t'dt
soilly Itecalor they lack flitrtiN

Rottell
total

,

:,:,,,thr
Perecta of
reported total

253,779 12,448 4.9

7,079 91 L3
16,079 402 7.5

1.728 57

951 153 16.1

279.616 13,151 4.7

Nom T __suits in this table are on responses to questions 1. 7, 10, I I.

and 14 of the March 1477 Counselor Questionnaire. They represent only the
sartiple of schools that responded to the str rvev
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Table 10. Comparison of projecied levels of"
"overenrolled" students for subgroups of high schools
responding to the guidance counselor survey

Family income

a
It

schools

Total
number of
sewors

number 01
cot ca nt5

number
vecoirollcd''

Total

overenrolled-
as a p,ercent
al total
seniors

Up to $9,000 217 34,040 20.103 3,283 9.6%

$9,000 to $15,000 760 128,953 76,911 11,664 9.0

Over $15,000 479 '112,966 83,840 -10,831 9.6

No response 19 3.657 1.523 273 7.5

Percent who

graduate
0 -49% 35 11,052 6,653 907 8.2

50% -89% 640 127,670 77,624 3,024 10:2

90% -94% 258 53.886 37,680 4,953 9.2

95% -100% 372-- 59,358 43,053 5,151 8.7

No response 170 27.650 17,367 2,016 7.3

Percent White

0-49% 132 31.377 21,085 2,971 9.5

50%4'9% 373 86,800 56,697 8,936 10.3

90%-100% 944 57,665 102,782 3,799 8.8

No response

sehooi location

26 3.774 1,812 345 9.1

Urban -388 108,059 71,567 10,807 10.0

Suburban 301 91.851 65,408 _ 9,068 9.9

Town, rutral 773 78.815 44,756 6,132 7.8

No response 13 891 646 44 4,9

Scho / type
Pub c 1,181 253,779 161,194 23.882 9.4

Private, independent 119 7.079 6.117 5.5

Catholic 116 16,079 48 1,462 9.1

Other religious 47 1,728 1,418, 216 12.8

Other or no response . 12 951 500 10,8
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Table 10 continued

Total
'overenrolled'

Nu rnbi.r Total Total Total as a nereent

6i lax', on inb,f of number of number of total
st WON seniors entrants "ooeren le sonars

Stale subgroup'
452 99.953 69.841 10,775 10.8

.1-111. 0 598 114,522 70,843 9,231 8.1

L0111 236 36,805 23,466 3,502 9.5
Lc) Lo 186 27.456 17,586 2,502 9.1

Collapsed state
subgroup,t

1-11- 1,050 214,475 \ 140,684 20,006 9.3

422 64,261 41,052 6,004 9.3
111 688 136,758 93,307 14,277 10.4

LO 784 141,978 88,429 11,733 8.3

-Total 1,475 279.616 182,377 26,051 9-3%

Non: The results-contained in this table are based on responses to questions 1,
2. 3, 8, IQ, 11, 12. 13. and 14 of the March 1977 Counselor Questionnaire and on a
further classification of schools according to fay their state's per-capita award ex-
penditures and ibl percentage of the state population within commuting distance
of a free-access college.

' State subgroup code definitions:
HIHI: high per - Capita award expenditures and high percentage within corn-

muting distance
HILO: high per-capita award expenditures and low percentage within com-

muting diStance.
LOH1: low per-capita award expenditures and high percentage within com-

muting distance.
LOLO: low per- capita award expenditures and low percentage hin corn-

=hag distance.
1. Collapsed state subgroup code definitions:

HI-: high per-capita award expenditures.
LO: low per-capita award expenditures.
-HI: high percentage within commuting distance.
-LO: low percentage within commuting distance.

'three schools could not be classified into state subsrofrp' s at)d iollapsed subgroups.

See Appendix E for a fuller explanation of how the state subgrorops were formed. -
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education but should not:

"Definitely too many nonqua:-_-- are going to college!!
would not grant money tor any ethe flan public'.

Omni< we ought :J go tti philosophy of individual initiative
instead of from upstate New York

"This is not a very good survey." tfouston, Texag

The counselors' responses to questions about unmet need were
also analyzed to determine any noticeable differences that de-
pended on whether the school was located within a state with
many accessible community colleges, with a large f4-capita ex-
penditure for state scholarship programs to college students, with
both, or with neither. Assuming the counselors' standards of
judgment about the existence of unmet need was equally rigorous
regardless of location, the results suggest that the presence of both
high expenditure on state scholarships and easy availability of
community colleges noticeably increases the proportion of stu-
dents going on to postsecondary education, and reduces the counl
selors' estimates of unmet ne,!d. Other state strategies regarding
scholarship funds or community colleges do not appear to produce
differences in results as noticeable.

Table H describes the principal results. Briellir, Table n ex-
amines the experience of two types of high school graduates; de-
pending on whether they came from schools in one of four cate-
gories. The two groups of students were the following.

1. Students described it Table 8 -seniors who do no! plan to
continue (on to postsecondary education full-time and Within 24
months) and who would make a better next step if they --

consider and instead plan further full-time eclucn.."
2. Students who were described in Table 9 high school .,.ni-

ates from the group above who "will not continue their ecitwation
primarily because they lack'the funds.-

States were classifiecLir one of four groups depending on the
following characteristksf. ,

f

1. Was the state in the top or bottom half of a national ranking of



Table 11. Comparisonof projected untie rollme.
for state subsroiips of high schools

State $idtvout,

Pert -eta Of ail 14,177

5V01.,e.

fif each, Forum

The New Evidence

Percentage of high school
seniors who counselors
estimate should continue
f ult. time Postsecondary

education within 24 months
f vaduJtion. but will he .

deterr ed far tack 41 funds

HIFI( 369- 3,99.

F114.0 -119 4.29

LOHI 139 4.99

LOUD' 10 9 4

Total 4._

Non:: definitions trt students. reported on. Tables 8 and 9. The
.1

. method tor dlveloriing iable is described en Appendix E. See Table 12 for a
listing of states assigned to each of the roar regional stipgrotips'

states according to per- capita expenditure on need-based college
studenttid programs?

2. 'Was the state In the top or bottom half of a national ranking
according to relative accessibility of its .populiitiOn to easy - access,
low-tuition public colleges and institutes?

Table 12 shows the state groupings that result from this joint
classification process.

On a scale of 1 (low priority) through 5 (top priority) the coun-
serprs rated six kinds of public programs as to the relative benefits
for youth that further public expenditure might bring. Table '13
tabulates the results.

The counseiors who replied to the questionna re seemed to take
it seriously. More than one-fifth of the respondents added written
Comments where they felt the questionnaire check-off boxes did
not properly deal with their concerns. Overall, the written com-
ments emphasize that these counselors believe 'that the relation-
ship between formal education azId.job preparation is extremely
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Table 1 . State assignments to sub. oups

HIHI: High per-capita award expenditures and high percentage within
commuting distance of an easy-acce%s college.

California North Carolina
Colorado Oregon
Ccmnecticut Rhode Island
Florida Washington
Illinois West Virginia
Kansas Wisconsin
Rassachus

HILO:_kligh_perneapita. award expenditures and low percentage-within
commuting distance of an easy-access college.

Indiana New Jersey
Iowa New York

Maine Ohio
Michigan f ennsy_ lvania

Minnesota Texas

Missouri Vermont

LOHl: Low per-capita award expenditures and high percentage within
commuting distance of an easy-access college.

Alabama lvlisnissippi
Arkansas Ne..tv Hampshire
Hawaii SOtith Carolina
KentuAy Tennessee
Louisiana Virginia
Maryland Wyoming

L01.0: Low per-capita award expenditures and low percentage within
commuting distance of an easy access college.

Alaska
Arizona
Delaware
Georgia
Idaho
Montana
Nebraska

Nevada
New Mexico
North Dakota
Oklahoma
South Dakota
Utah

Tr: For source references. individual state rankings. and a description 6( hdtv:

the table was constructed see Appendix E.
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Table 15. p&cente distribution ot responziontS
total youth t Iz pcorains in corrections. YMC or YWCAs,

l',71P 1011 tit CPI!' connschn, and 1=1;ward Round, spr,! 1977
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).,.; !
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',,,,. z.,.0
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69
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4: THE CONTEXT

When work or. ii . storm- ,an two years ago, the job appeared to
be a relatively LI IWO: attd one of estimating aggregate demand
for postsecondary education and determining how the demand
might change during the net few years, assuming no significant
shifts in Kieblic expenditure policies. Part of the task also was to
assess how much worthwhile hot unsatisfied demand for postsec-
ondary education now exists. At what family income levels does it
occur? At what levels of scholastic ability? The first results were
reported in Chapter 2 and appear to be straijaforward, although
necessarily approximate. The new l977 questionnaire results, re-
ported in Chapter 3, appear to confirm the earlier estimates.

But where does this result lead us? In what contexts Should it
he examine, Many contexts are involved. The issue is one of
legislation aro administratiOn; of economic choice; of designing
public expenditure policy for a probable .set of outcomes, but also
or uncertainty; of social and historical perspective; and of fi,ir-

ness. A discussion of these issues follows.

_vgislative a Lions,

The initial purpose of this study appeared to be to design legisla-
tive pwposals/ The research pointed to a significant number of
people who would beoefit by furthor formal education but who

----ful-to=do-so-soleivAyea-csft-theydaels-the-mortev. Mon t1)/..for_thks_m_
the past has bee ,zuthorizedfor spending by state and federal
legislatures. Th, Jul not seek'any funitimental ch ange in



Th tart

way government extends educational opport td 1Taa ing de-
cided how many additional students should be pro hit__ the
remaining tasks. apparently. were to estimate th m of student
financial aid that would most directly encourag m-,v enrollment
,-1 an oconomical way. and then to im ate the program costs and
,w,,gest what mixture of federal and state responsibility migf. lie
appropriate.

However, none of these estimates are easily made. What would
be the appropr'ite form of additional student aid? The most ef-
fective form student financial aid to encourage enrollment is
direct grants scholarships not loans or work-study pay-
ments but grants and scholarships c also the most expensive
forms of aid, because neither the orginal sum of money nor a
work product returned grantor

What level of government should authoriLi ac needed funds?
The federal government collects about two-thirds of the total
taxes levied in the United States in inflationary times pre-
sides over a more nearly self-adjusting tax base than do state or
local governments*" Further, an important advantage of federal
scholarships and grant:, i that th,,,y can be made portable from one
state to another in fl-..at are :lot now permitted within most
state stholarship and gi.ard programs. Finally, federal expenditure
cad be made equitably among the states. (An even per-capita ex-
penditur,z, is not likely to occur spontaneously under the initiative
of the individual staff, assuming that this or ,iomething like it is
desirable.) On the othi t hand, the pItimate respoi;,,ibilitv for post-
secondary education rests more nearly with the states than wall
the federal govern
study receive semi
mulct,- I support po ocondary education come increasingly
-from a level of gen (tat does not. at least now, have final
responsibility' The ing legislative recommendations
at first appeared to be that additional grant funds should be made

i---ayallable and that, those wilds be oppwpriatAM under existing fed:

\ssoming the policy implications of this
ntion, is it wise to recommend that h-

50 rorno%J,., Fotioclation tor the Advamenwnt Of ung, The f ederal Role in
o,-ik--olf4jaili I du, ,it log I 1-11!,, 1,i. (1 fir;tV -li,i Inc Publishers. I075, p.



ertt; l progronps Any tmeasii caused be the ---.1mphotv this
solution ,vas _soothed be the knowledge that the presen of

tederal ,,,41 state programs that emerged during the pact 19 years

took
ratht;

ore,
be unti

th

present torn, tilt. inch o series 01 patchwork: decisions
h in in a antic' act of tine-tuned central planning. Further-

hot depends 4111 IIII.IIIe 111 lion,
1,111117! On inipOrtalit strength: No one person

I the 'stem even
it the ttfdy estimated eorrectie but eonserva-

tivel,' the unmet at educational needs, it seemed at first

as t any that siailed to meet those needs could only help.
.ner or not the

inktrative Questions

I 11 I di. d unit intormallY tl f.ritative first cribc1 ree-

ornmendatiors I tolked ottikAals, directors of state
holarship and grant pr +, lath s. iltticials in edueof hop associations,

and with hnonctal old utheers in two-veor one{ tour-year public

and privati `The results of those talks were spotty. The
majority ut the people agreed with the initial. tentative

clu ;ton, Others, however, believed an increase in spending for

po econdary student aid-should occur only it preceded b' better
Jelin
grows.

the -tat .l 's1uelcnt Aid Commission, rnple, coin-

menteL 1c):76 ,Tout the underlying need for a review

of how student sl l reskii. nsdulnies are assiwitst and hot they are
administered.

and administratkei in many ot the major existing pro-

here hos heck r and tuicoordinateil h in the

number. kind. and value in student aid iirov,ronr, provided by fed-
slat. try-dinitional. private lietwconl9n4 and 1974,

3111,itint,-, it nuincv avollable tot the dire,. ,urpori of underw'aLiu-

11:1,.1,1 H:0,411:111 i;tt, th,,t1 in nt-h-natt,t-,

t77



he Context

ate students has increased by more than OO() percent. The number
major federal programs has grown from one to six, with four.difterent
delivery agents responsible for distributing their fund-S to students,
The number of state funded programs has grown trom one to seven,
with five administered by the Student Aid Commission and two by
the r miry dual m e t

There have been ffi.a major consequences is growth. First. and
nos been a major and t.i fic,7nt expansion of

the available to financially needy stif seeking postsec-
ondary iiiucaticA. The goals Or access, chi::e'r ud retention have
come much closer to being, realize& partici lie State of Cali-
fornia. Regardlesr. ut any other outcome !vri of student
support con onl,. be considered a major

The second consequence of growth. .e, irsitive.The
uncontrolled and uncoordinated expo urn r: tl.r_, purl ,es, sources,
typiti and `y1-1Vion processes of aid ha pi-rid:iced it i.--oze confusion
in the minds of students, parents, schoo, r policy makers,
and if the truth were knon, in the minds of the program adminis-
trators themselves.- rho! contusion has grown to the point where it is
beginning ki have a negative effect on the continued realization of
the goals of equality of access, choice, and retention. Because of the
complicated processes, a large number of needy students are failing
to apply for and receive sufficient financial support. Public funds,
both rot progrun and for program administration, ore not being used
in the moll effective and economical ways. Public ce ifidence that aid
is being directed toward those who need it could- eroded unless
better procedures for delivering old ore ictoptfid..

Among the persons I consulted, all felt some comprehensive
review of present federal and state student aid programs .would
be timely, if such a review coiiid carried out competently and
without becoming hopeleasly ..inmesheki in the politics of repre-
sentation. Many of the r ;st troublesom ',uesttons are thew
where solutions mie7,i ia -or or hindc: no sector compared
with another two-year vs ar-vriar colleges, ptblic vs. private,
states that spen 1 heavily tor ary student aid vs.. those

52. California Aid {.Cr I, ,-.1astrr- Hai, 1 a 1 andCalifornia
Coord 'natio?, of PhblIciv :untied iti,ilent -11,f or CM:tornht_ f 0 Pilaw II 4

Sac ramento, California.:Pcenawr l,i7h, p, 1,
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that do not, and LI + ".l. Lver.11 of uons, hell are

admir such as to twhat de,ree Stud and

their families are supplying accurate' financial information on
which relative finatlila- need is based, whether students Under-

stand their repavment o ligation w,lien they take out loans,
whether liar cid/CO:Oft t adequatek pursued, or whether the
present sysfein allocating student aid funds freilll Washington
to the tit.'

Mir or f

from .tares tea po:sccon ,lary institOtiOn., is ClIther

u e,jer.,3tOod.

Some observers telt that crew, d apr.)roprw levels for stu-

-t aid should bo achievYd quickly, even thotigh there a
knot' edged tlaws .stem. -1-liev reasoned that
flaws in, the system have Ilways existed and that in such a Elrge,

and dive se entorpriseit is onrealistic to expect all flaws to dis-
appear. Meanwhile, every year spent studying the question is a
Year in Which another large student cohort does not receive the
assistance it needs en exrensivc lost opportunity.

The observers who 3,1, that thorough review sht3uld precede
any major increase inl appropriations believe that the basic prin-
ciples on which our student aid system is built are so important
that We shquld not risk a publw loss of confidence in the system;
b,' trying Na make it run at fuii capacity before it is tuned up to do
so, These principles in the pat have included insistence on aiding
students mainly on the basis of demonstrated individual need, and
requiring both a reasonable family contribution and also student
self hop from loans or work before aw,-0-,:ling grant aid. These
principles have also'usually included t mg public expenditure

_ of the amounts actually nc'- ie Id meeting only dem-
onstrated student need rather than in.- 't major fixed-sung stu

dent aid payrner,ls to the teaching %tiny ob -rvers
hdieve that those priociplec, and pubi:L ice ire tiV, In, are

So important that the first task today shmi: , 7.f

diiiillniStkitive concerns like those voiced oy -Colitorr is Stu.

dent Aid Coal mission.
This book brings torwaru little new direct evidence to sug_

-thorou-ghgoing,-review-should -precede-or merelv-accom.
parry new levels of student aid if they are authorirled. The ad-



rninistrative problems are important, however, and toil
become more serious if thee are not attacked in a more
hensi ye way than has seemed possible 1,:clgrr,ent led
me to add ,it the end of Chapter 2 a summary of the specific issues
that appear in,greatest ;need of erly attention, inclu,lin,!, the tol-
loy.'ing,

i. t;trriplincation

bably

ederal student loan p
2. Appraisal of the extent to which _student self-help (jobs and

inansi should, be required in different kinds of instituticit s as a
precondition to receiving public grants or scholarships.

3. Appraisal of the balance in the flow of students and student
id Ends to publi and privatepr vate p stscc ondary institutions:
4. Appraisal as to whether the current methods of determining

how much fanulic*ought to contribute to the postsecondary edu-
x -ation of their sons and daughters arc methods that are adequately
documented and sufficiently open to peer review and public,
scrutiny,

The 'following two legislative ion were identified
in the preceding section of this chapter and should probably be
included In the review process suggested here.

I, if major n..1,41.---.1tudent aid were authorized, a forms -,hould
it take7 Grants only' A mixtorc of grants and work-st UV expan-
sion? Loans? 01- what?

2, To what extent should atfditional appropriation's be
stale ones and to what extent federal appropriations? Could fed-
eral maRhing incentive's be used appropriately in a aav co help
reduce the wide disparity in state Moms'

Economic CI

During Ii477 1 sampled upiniii i within Budget
01 ,-ice, among Scoot': and house staff coneernid wnh education

tion, and among a few calk -ge and university economists
who regularly consult the mederral government on public expendi-
ture policy. Since two Billion dollars worth of additional
orkLir_Ystudent aid oprejr..;to worth whiletederal C.NrendltUrt:
in its own vight, l asked them what kind of federal budget issue



this raised, Vhat are the other ma,(' ompetitors tior new funds? Is
the net. =-,, tor ;11,1 (0, c(:)fhpenti.!, n,orpisc.,
additror I ,tudent aid hinds cannot
Although answers Llittefed, the tollowity, is a tair sum-
marr ot thtr vwws io-kpressed:

i; i .ut 01 (ui (het ..1,..-cess to post-
. secondary i:doi.'ation continues to iii' on important one among

these anal\ sts, one thouOlt unimportant. All appeared to
think it attentio.1 and discui:si!n. (21 None of
those o.:,nsv!;i.,1,..vore particularly 'optimishowever that equal
access to .laio,,,,iOriddri.' eduCation Would he a successnal competi-

: tor tor motor hey, ',is ii !h, !utt.:rc,, 1:;) he -,Aronest
competitors for attention in new publie e\penditure programs
1.-vere reform of the financing of health van! welfare reform, read-

ii ,ources ot energy, and cration of new jobs.
%It-amyl-1de, attempts to control intlation appear to require pAr-
ticolariv'--,triiNent selectivity amont . programs seeking hapds.

I 1(0.v can one distinguish the probable Costs and h.enetds among

these competme, area tit mid' A tirst approach probably should
set aside for t o t Arne being the matter 01 a special need for Ftrih-

gent selectivit% spending programs (01 account 01 inflation. The
question of to. IR seems 110 VCC;a!, Can anyone

remember a :line when :rue ,,poniittlg iii govcrnment made. sense?

it, on the nation tempted to think so it entered
the penalties later the question 1.)i how much can be at-forth:1.i will

inevitably rise, hut in this tri,tance i, should arise at the end and
not ak tho !,-,(5;inntne, the discussion. Also, compared with the
other maior prof noted ,diove hr new program ep.-iditures,

bil:iiiri110:; a V .,11.: !He la;

,(sond cii iuId ho ci tre.it hirrI of, [mining os com-
, p..cnion, to the problem ot postsecondary student aid rather Own

as ;_ornpetdors F.tuth ettlorts may require (and, therefor, compete.
,tyri public hinds, but bOth attempt to some 01 he same

11,11,, and in ivies that complement vi. h other attempt

improve the strut ot vt,ting adults m lite, both em pt to ()her
,t

more opportunity to citizens 1,vho lack it and iii in iii their

V1.111LOVC., illid til'IthiV.M1.1);0:,11V tu11 OikIIICRI3l1::
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As Caored in Chapter 3, hry,h school guidance.Oonselory,ond all
,tit tne other groups ot youth observers who were questioned ex=

corl tor -Upward Bound F3rogi-Jnn directors tat..-aeyed that i direct
.governmental,approach-to creation of jobs and on-tfre-job training
lor Vouth.s.hould take at least some priori' vcompesired with pro-
viding addi on al schularhips and gronfs for postsecondary tr ill /

`i'outh manpower programs and on-tl.te-job training pro=
'grafi s-are able to assist young mei' and winnurt who are eithcri

inclip,ible or poor rope- t5 f Of further formal edi:cation to ,goin
employability,. The Unemployment rate for high school dropouts
often runs qbout -twice iahigh as P-gfor high 'schoorocdates and

bktuts.cfot.ty,--41 me s a hit.,h isjur L:6-fie ge gra duate s.." Merely .0 tt raid
ing tflofe stucknts to fotnial postse.condary education will not &i re
all the employment arid t'ilii1(14; prOblert)5 of yp.tmg-adults.- a-._

Undumphasi s oh manl.icri-vcr'-and training programs for young
1adults'rniy a1so4.be ii mistaki2, In one of the more expensive of

, _ , '1,1the ct.1 rue A Q.:-). rnanpower training programs. the US.t4)b Corps,
I the 'costper enrollee pei year is almost tvi..tce as TT,reat as the cost

of attendance firr a ear at the most expensive lyy 1-.04-1g u e co:lege.."t
Yotith manpower programs and job training programs are di ffictilt
Co design and :.administer for large numbers of persons. It is also
'ditficult to cle7s1.-gn programs 01 substantial size that cloriot req 111 re
la -full-employment -economy to accept the graduates of the 'pro-

- ,grams without disturbing avorking conditions for the alrehdy ent-
t Oloyed:As rn education, techniques for-evaluating how Muy't dif;
x_ ference the manpower program make and h-zse long the aitfer-

ences last are-difficult to design. Finally, it 'is rasonable to as.sume
khat the manpower trifini rig programs that may be emphaized by
the federal government during the next few' veat.:5 have not Vet
been completely deiigutid or illsta [led. t

.

'.'Our system of postseconcli formal education, although chang-
.

't1 See lahles I 1 iwni
54, !oho I. On the Ditelinitn_t I.ohtti Market Value ot Schooling,- paper

prepartd ftt'r the 107,7 aril-not rthAettott/of the Arnerion titlurahon.f em:arch tr,co-
eiation, 'New Yor/41, April 1077, Figure nwngraphett,

"Inht, IF 'ninth's,- edltorial 11 /304ton:Caotte 2..1.-uch 12, 1077, p. It



1111.; 111 t-0111;. WE S 1,-,'1,11-,41.!Y 111 r1,101' 011d o.o rk in . 1V/2 ),114),.t. how

(11. opc;-0itc I s.y1 rr.:R. (it ptogrofil%. E1\1 knov not, t,,.)

ddt :it ;ii .P111t'ti; uIit.tJi 11'10.- OW.1111011,11 C1.11-4.

1 h14.11/111 th1.1, fe111111=12- 1}10,:q111JVI'l .111d

f !Ii ; to in Ake-A incJnt )11,r, huh on Hy r rovi II:4

rnime21.- ircct Iv /lir Nin 1.11;n t oid ti rtl iT11101-C. :111; _'-,-,11,!111.1101C1

el1COL1nr,c'S liii 1.1111111:11!'p11)V11.1er 111,,11101R111 to be invijntive and
to otter study Irtrlr1is t ha t nivet CuliVnt stikiCtit neetk. PcrWC-

tion rely inq :nrhIccoti bitt I niprok-v,mo nt is consistently en:

co.:rageti throt4vhishiarket-li Le medzanistn.1-or our system of,

formal odocation to assist a largy 'winks,/ ot now- Uri served youth

requtres at minimum the deciNIOVI to :spim,..1 tTie necessarvl-etudent

and funds and the- will in ti's to permit the whi_ile student aid
ivstyin to by tuned op to 1,-)erate ot a level ;:loser to full capacity.

- A co hipIn ion foal it improving Oppc.)i-t-unitv Iii educatniil-t and

employment for young adults appears to make sense; but how or

'
additionolemplortnent-reloted'pro.Aranis should be con-

is.not o part or this ,,tutiv. It die, op par that these two
corickffris could hi' detiir,Iled t1.-` V011H., in barallel: For some high

.school 'groduotes formal posItsecondory educoticni can improve
\ eirtplot-'ability: to thu t.,Xte!lt that-rnore young adult, attempt to

improvw their Aort in life thielli fornial c2E,1 ticAltior rather than

ttief homediate job seeking or trying to enfolPin 0, federal lob

\ program this would ease sonic c`it- the. pressure of numbers on

'ployinent-related government progroniS a neron the Ii Do r ntarke .

.4.. Finally, other national issue!,. that surely stand in direct, com2

petit ion wi th'pro.,'i di nu, ,n1i-7re-studetit o id for pc,;Itiecond'ary edu-

. CO tion include in t..t-_,,y, healthcare reform. art(' welfare roforni. Any

i ot tcrnist it c,Ist i fir 1141 0 1ree1 SO `comr,irisin of n tiViyoled costs and'

benefits oppyot both tioreali.,tv orld bevon.dtht: score, of this

study, but sonie observations can lit' inade, Thesefissues will prOb-

oblv coin tn:ind mare pilblic 'attenrinn than dues postsecond-ory ed-

twat ion and probably shimId. They deg more dircctly wit)) life

and. death questions; I boy site newer 1t1A es; they are for !none ex-

pensiy e to romolvv; t heir cs.peas; appear lei disagree nforf.2frectuontly"

;--and w iih v,remo. It Also, they rv,.iu ire tondLimehtal redesip- -



. .
ing rather thian. the torSrfg, and m-oderat- increase iii spending'e

propoiej hiere. If this PittficulSr 1:lai,iy seems cautjou.5 With ri!speCt
,

to the desirability of i4.tudving beforle spendint, its dpprOach in
..health, welfare, or energy would hive been dodbk 'cautiods._ In

those areas the nation 1:1-; much less sui-e ot, what wotks and
does not than IrT p(vAsecOndary educatiqD: How sh j_o ld'a legis-

--lakit balancT tilt; Usirabilty of spendag large a mints in vitai-- . ,

arilas where the outcomes are untlear.agarL.t the desirabili ot
spending telotivelv srnallersunis on a less.co-h toversial but known
and WorIbwhile purpose? The legislators .anti government admitli-

.

,..54ators faced with This pr6blern might prefer to re,,cabit the clues;
tion so, the issue of 1ibice is notvis sharp,and so spending pat-
ivins for new luriths remain diversified until w4kable patFis
-come dearer v1ii: the hti,14st priority issues. Meanwh,ile. on its
taws merits, tlie,provisiori of fiignificait netts funds for pcistsec=
ondary studera meet a dear need. It would recbNe bi-
partis approval if the pAt is guide, and it tqo(i'ld build
on rbvenatrength in our system Of ecUication.

tie c

tee

Ilettrrns on Investment in Postsetonclar ucation

WtfeRvi" asked legislators and goyernrner r a nalyst', .1114 ataclernic
-advisors .to g,overhment .about whit sort of publie expenditure
p.roblerns our tentative l'ecoirtmencLations might rase, they most
often :rhentioned the variety of other competing, exi-iensix,e,

.

finished public buricss juSt described. Howevei, the rnatter'of
r4urn on invystmcnt in postsecondary education was also Ire-
queptly. mentionecl;'usualLy discreetly.

Early in our conversatiros the question would qafet1).hcesked:.
. -What about -the retorn on irivcstrovit in educationin college

I education? Hasn't th been decLinirt); recently?" The ciefestion
acknowl4ges. th fact'tlat niany respecrecfacademic econornists
believe the' str4irn of d011ar benefit accruing as a result of a con-

,. ,.
stant-sized inveghilept in eollee education in a given year is
smaller in the,1670s than in (he 14.kids or 1950s. The widely pub-
'shed wcirk1 of Richard B. Freeman and othtrs as noted briefly

r) .
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4
t

in. Chapter I. Their further conclusion should be pretty 'clear:
ependinare to ewand postsecondary enrollment is an .in-

creasingly dubiousyroposition. oko i. in,creased-privgate,
vidual expenditure for the same purpdSe..The conversation rarelY
rested long on the point, hot oaten long enough to set the tone,

'tor yhat tollowed. Those ..C'ho gargne for hurther investment to in
crease the rate of access to postsqcondary education are expected -
to do sotrom a mildly defensive position.

Under this so-called human, cartitol, theorw, two differen't sets'
Costs and benefits are List') to calculate the return or invostrrient

in college or other postsecond.lry 'education,ione tO,deternitn0 the
socIalrate ot return, the other tg,dotorrinty tile individual or pi-J.-
.vate`?Z..)tt: Ot rj,turn,_The social rate of return is usualIV-usecltio oZ:7

ln gm Advocate' public poliilky. The:costs that ire figureq. in 1
social-retprn calculation take into consideration welfare CoreVne,
to ut t'ot v as a 'result of spending on postsecondary edootion

_ ,
rather than on sOnlvtning else. These cost:-YincIttde student net,
oxpense$ of 1ttcñdli. uch as net- tuition, books, andtran5portir
tiqn. They al.:4o include student foregnrie.earniitgs .earnings stu
.dents would have received if they had worked 411-_tirrie instead of.
attending schoo.l. The Nodal costs also inelndo th -extra publig
subsidies to institutions te.rnea operatin Ig. and capital expenses.
The calculated' benefits gains,1 by soviet as a result onts4nvest-
nunt in education are me:isured as the (.2-tra earnings,- before n-
come (ax, of coll. ,graCluates ec_am pored with comparable Aarntn -ts
of high school graduates. Freeman Calculated that, the:5ocial re-
turrron colljge education was ahoLit )3 percent in 19(18 ad that it
bell bra15o'ia t tp 4 percentage points the next five yvr.-,
depending'on the method of ealeuia ton applledim

.71

"me

56. -Lee ,Sue tu, and Strurii5il tier l (..o.7-biffertivenesli Shull/ of Vocalwaijidlia--

7 nem Uhiversitv Park: pa.: luktinne for Research on biurnart hZesdurce5, Pernisyl
vania qt:ite University, .Nlaryfi 1'40: -bible I. IMItileograPhot-t Also awid R.
4N'thrior. -Is the Valun of College Going really Declining?':, Chow- December
197n, p 7 l Richard, b. 1.ret,man, -The Decline in the economic FAnvards to
College Education.- -the Reviere iC Fcanotnic lnil StabStics. February 1977, Vol S
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The private rate of return is T.-alctila _d front thp
clividuals. costs are those that college, students and their parents .

pay; benefits are the after-tax earnings .,:)f college graduates over
those of high school kraduates, Private Fates ref reiurn are till-.

culated ;principally, to illustrate changing incentives for students
themselves, Freeman ,calculated a decline in the private return
similar to the decline' in social returil during; the -same_fiveyear
period.s7

.
These calculations provide an interesting ,view of.Rogible

changing relationships in the costs of gducatfon and in',saiaries
paid in various labor markets. (3ut thi: methods of calculating do
not seem reliable prioug'h to bear the weight of determining public

.
or private 'expenditure' policy for the future. In order to discover
that the private return on college education in 1973 lower than
in 1968, for example, the futurerftrearn of incomefor both high
school gracluatZs and college graduateshad to be estimated first,.
on fhe basis of ini,hat new graduates were rckeiving'in those years,
and second, on s6rneas_somptitin as 'to wl,eithcr their future earn-
ings would or would not follow the patterns of gravth of preced-
ing generations. This reartiings.growth was usually estimated from
the wimp psofiLf for a particular year in. which the wages f-415-. .
year-olds is typically larger than for 35-yea'r-olds", and those in
turn are lafger th,ori for 25-year-olds of whatever !Jur; .

ing tong perie,-is when the depand for particular skills rouk,,h1.}?
equals the supply, ,these wage.,Profiles .-.may have chnsidrable

Oability; but if our economy begins to increase the value'it pla-Ces
on certain blii&:ollar skills for which postsecondA education Is
not required, the retm miir on investent colt:Idaho/is

ry
affecled, This,

has hapFkned. 'it does not _necessarily. mean our society nee'
more plunityrs or that college educatiOn is less usilf

Furthermore, the recent behavior of the labor market i not what
it should 'be if this tSeory representd a reliable explanation of
realityc For example, the calculations of declining re"-

turn on investment in. college education during the early 1970s

57" Richard B. Freeman, "The recline in the EconomicEconoii`mic t eworis to College Edu-
cation
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hould in an -orderly ivorld have citscourai;ed new 61Tor/ment in
colleges. However. one lar-gi2 ninv grow-) ot collei-e students easily'
identifc_ed bv-Cl.S.,Census figures during that pel-iod is black col-

lege scudents. Nei:v."012h 11r70 and .1,17-1 black enrollment- in U.S.

colleges increased trom 51'2,000 to-814.000 In Hoo black collcgt
graduates aged 25 to.20 earned 871 percent as -much as comparal;ie

whi It. x li 1")73. black \!:ollle(,e graduates 4ed 25 to 2') earned 1.1 per-

irent more thtin their ichule counterparts.''" These black. graduates

are apparently earning al handsonle.return on thoirinvestaient ii
poStsecond.uv edLicatiou. According to the theory they should not

have.
Oncc tiId speculate that the unexpected bent-fits to black stu-

dents occurred because this special group was particularly ca-

p,d,11c; at lwrning employment-related Or perhaps recent
attirmative :tenon jriolieie_s in government arrd industry affected
the outcoriie. Or some ,other external explanation might be tie-
visvd. Nonetheless. advisers of black high school students in the
late 1900s, equipped only with broad census data and a belief
in human capital theory. might have given extr.emel, bad advice

to individual black students and to legislators cohcerried with how
much to spend on postsecpridary.,titudetik id dcsigne9lo increase

a'ccess to higher education.
Challenges to Human capital theory alyear- to he arising more

frequently in rent years within the economics profession itself.

Lester C. Thurow, Professor of -Economics and Management at
Massachusetts Institute iof Tecfinolcigv, developed a the dry of job

competition that suggests enaplovers ,are likely to hare the best
educated persons who are available at the prevailing rotes of pay.

1.ess-educated -job applicants 'ore lett unemployed longer or mcrst
theory is tine, the differencetalso lower:paying I It 11

in salary rates between college graduates and high si-,hool gradu-

ates should iRcreas(.- at times 'when relatively large number's" of

,-1s Richard )3 J-r3..3133,11), R;4 Hit,- The New Alorkrt tor j11/it !l it! IlIaA

twport prvpart,c1 i thl' (.-Li' (twit/in.-ono) on I gher bitica hotly

IA 1,)76 I It
. , .
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college graduates _ available. This is the opposite = 1 the result
predicted under the earlier -human capital theory. Meanwhile,

John- T. Grasso, an educational psychologist at the University of
West Virginia, and David.R. Witmer, an economist at the Univer-
sity of WisconsinLaCrosse, have challenged Freeman's.' earlier(
work and claim that different and legitimate data, it it had been
used by him, would have yielded much sunaller Calculated declines
in return on 01,1"T5tment in education during -the late 1960s and
early 1970s.:"'

One of the of the alue of ismv, hu-
man capitai thvory to form public policy was Uttered the Uourth
World Congress of the International Industrial Relations Asso-
ciation ir4 Geneva, Switzerland, in September 1976 by its presi-
dent, John ;Dunlop. Dunlop is a former chairman of the Harvard
1?ep4rtni3nC:of Economics anti is also former Secretary of Labor.

'The idea of investing; in httmon capital is vin---v old; Adam 'Smith
emphasized the 'skill. dexterity and judgment with which labor is
generally applied.' In the past littt.,en yeaN emornious.research re-
sources have been poured into developing this sirmlls, tiRki and mea-
suoffp, the rotes 01 return on training and ediicamon....

-'N1,,,considered.iudgment is 'that virtually all of -this e'norntcius
Iontpouring is ivelevant to private and public policy-makinmnd to
the allocatins of public and private hands _for training and,educa-o

Dealing With Uncertainty

Five or ten Wars'from now, lo )king back, it may seem foolish to
have attempted to state explicitly which parts of this study seem
most reliable a ridwhich least-so. On the other hand, any prescrip-
tion fur further public expenditure probably tiffp,ht to have such

%viimyr f, colicgc t;oini; lrning Grasso, "On the
nutInung t.,Ihrtr Xtorket

j9hn Punftw. -Indu4inal Fconom and Policy 1?eri-
swns. Presidential akUrsis ruot.1 the h nirt o'VcIrld Timm ft'', Ot till,' I nternonond
Ind ustrrol J.4elations Association, September t, I97 n. pages 9-10 (Mimeographed.)
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warnings on its label. If the author cannot estimate theSe.things,

how can legislotors. government officials, or voters?

()t all the assertions made here, thY most reliable one ppears,

to be that wrtnwhile:odditional U.4,111.114', does in tact exist tur

petse,..7ondary edue.Ition lii the United States, both in the rising

market 'for adult and in the "traditional" market of

recent high school graduates on which this study 0,mcontrates.

Within the telditional market, umvct educational need appears to

have been if on vthing, stated conservatively. Although our sys-

tem of posisecondoiy education has its flaw and rigidities, a:

balanced view w'ould show it to be a resilient, effective system.
Furthermore, it seems appropriate now to at teinpt to increase the

proportiut, recent high school graduates who are provided the

financial means to undertake postsecondory education if they

wish to and are willing also to spend their own time, effort, anti

morkt.n,
flowever, without a comprehensive review and tune-up of our

postsecondary student aid system, it is extremely -difficult to

recommend which tgrogrom p.ickoges best meet the identified

need. I he des4n or specitn: program additions should depe'nd

parth; on a public sense of how resnsibility for the costs of post-

secondary education, floiald be distributed. To what extent should

students and !parents contribute? What should be the state's rc-

sponstbdity and what slijould be federal How can we balance the

con filch ng.desirobility U.'ir solutions that are equitable across the

whole Unitc%11 States and that permit student mobility with the

need to recognize historic regional differences, and the, wkdom t

of placing as much responsibility for control as close as possible

to where the action occurs? As the volume of student aid funds

I ncreases, in what Ys-L11.'5 it any should thoscadmmistermg student

aid also try ti) manage overall growth and shrinkage in the various

sectors of education? For eviilple, should it be a matter of any

concern that the recent changes in federal shrdent ajd policy prob.-

oHy act to 'stimulate growth of two-vcar wrote than lour-year in-

stitutiorrs? The most favorable time to discuss these questions is

riit. now, before the pressures of enrollment shrinkage begin to

dor against sector and Institution against institution.



cat, al an-cl 1istor ical Perspective
---

--The United Stakes since World War II has been trvini to define
with fairness and with a strong, voice 1.yhat equal access tci oppor-

,.

tunir!,, really means in employment and in education. Full employ-
ment has been a stated goal in public law for mare thin a quarter
of a century, although its precise definition and how it may be
achieved without unwanted side effects have not been resolved.
At the levels of education above high school but below graduate

a----w :and professional school, a= -working definition o. equal 1CCeNS
pnstseconc1arv-- educatinn may be as tqllciws: sufficient public

support s©-that any qualifi-d student max' have available a -rea-
son'able chore of specific oppoi-twiities regardless of his or her

tint financial circumstances. This definition became generally
-applicable to accredited two- and four-year public and nonprofit
private degree-granting colleges and institutes during the mid-
1960si. During the yt_l,art;o1 the World liVar II GI Bill of Rights, and
again during the I970s, federally coordinated accredifdtion proc-
ess has made some student aid programs available in some pro-
prietary trade and business schools, including some corresponi-
denee schools.

At other levels of eduCation, equal access may mean extra, com-
pensatory

.
pensatory ettort. but the extent to which public poli'cy will enctiur-,
age or prohibit this is not clear. As this is written, the U.S. Su-
preme Court has not decided the case of Resent"; of the -i

of California vs, Bakke, nor have the probable test cases following
that one been brought forward.

The position of the present federal administration on this issue
is clearer. Wade McCree, Ir., Solicitor General of -the -United
States, speaking extemporaneously on October 12, IV77, explained
the government's posirlon in the Bakke case to the Supreme Court.

"The Congress and the Executive Branch have adopted many mi
riurity sensitive programs that take race Or 111 rnOrl t V status into
account in order.to achieve the goal 01 equal opportunity. The United
'States hag" also concluded that 7,oludary programs to increse.the
participation of minorities in activities throughout;our socithy,

previou-,1% clq,ed to thern,.,,hould be encouraged and so



ported.
Accordhwily'it asks this court to reject the holding of theSupreme

Court of California that race or other minnrity status may not consti-

tutionally be emploNd n ainrinative action an special admissions

programs, properly designed and tailored to elunitaatedisc-riminahon

against racial and ethnic mintirities J such discrimination cists

tOday, or to help iiyijrcome the ettects of past years of discrimina-

tion a

"Iride0d, mane children born in 154, When brown Ifirozon vs. Board

af Education/ was decided, are todaY,23 years later, the Very [ersons

krattlsirtiii, on the doors 01 protessional schools, seeking admission

about the country. liiev are persons who, in many :instances, have

been denied the tultillment of the pjromise of that decision because

in resistance to this court's decision that was such o landmaril.: when

It was handed down ,
"I would like to conclude that this is not the kind of case that should

he decided 1ust he extrapolation from other precedents; that we are

here the cinart to give us the frill dimensions of the 14th

,Ainendrnent (to the U Constitution) that was intended to alio' rd

equal protection.
"And we suggest that the 14th Amodnient should not only require

equalitx Iii heatrown, but should also Permit persons who were held

back to be brought up to the starting line, where the opportunity for

equality' will be 7

Whatever' the outcome of the Bakk'c,case, there seems to be in

American society a contiTing,sense that it is impd-rtant to try to

be fair, and a send of respect for education as a means of pro-

viding opportunity in life regardless of one's parcints' work arid

income. Finally, through many changi!ts of presidential adminis;

trcAtion and popular mood since World War II there appears to have

been a growing willingness to pay the public costs of ,extending

.postsecondary educational opportunity as long as it is not patently

n1
11 October 1u7,7 p AS Article XIVorthe U.S. Constitution,

.tr.,wnierldnwrit tanned to Ises, says m port' "No State shall make or enforce any

law which shall abridge. the prix or immontties'of citi.i'ns of the United

States, nor snail .iny state deprive .mv,reN.in of life. liberkv, or property-without

due proil-ess ut law, nor deny to any person within as pin yliction the equal proiec-

hon the laws

1



wasteful.'2 The issues raised in this book are ones that run deep in
our history, Their resolution during the next few years will help
determine how well our traininginstitutions and our economy cart

.adapt to sharp demograpliic change, acrd at the same time act with
fairness toward new generations of young adults. The issues
merit.our most thoughtful attention, without delay.

6 . A lune Iti75 survey released by Gallup International shows the t9p public
priorities for federal spundina to be -health care, public school education, a ncl;aw
enforcement.- as reported in the San FrancairoChrontele 5 February 1976, p. 11.

Louis Harris Poll taken in March 147h indicates that higher education ranks
second only to medicine in the pubbi; confidence in leadership of societal institu-

tion This was reported in the San Francisco Suimini Examiner and Chronirle, 28.

March 1476. p A-37
These notes were reported in Carnegie Coin fair the Advancement of Teach--

14, Tke States and Higher Education: el Proud Past and ft Vita! future. Sqn Francisco:

tosser'-pa%s, Inc , rilikSherS, 1976 p. 5,

Cij
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Appendix A: How to Use
the Tables in Appendixes B and C

The purposed Appendix .A is to help practitioners use the tables
in Appendix B (the joint distribution tables) and Appendix C-(the
cumulative distribution tables) to help ariswer common questions
that may arise in their work. Sample questions follow, along
descripbons of processes one.can follow in seeking the answers in-:.
the tables.

What><nfofmation Do the joint Distribution
Tables Disply in Appendix B'

Appendix B shows how all L.L.S. high school graduates in each of
',even selected years may be jointly described by measured verbal

/aptitude and by the income of their families.
Take areexample for 1976 from Table 5,5 in A endix B. This

table shows the number of high school graduates able to score be-
tween 400 and 449 on theverbal sections of the Scholastic Aptitude
Te:St-(sAT), and who also come from families between the 40th and
60111 percentile levels of U.S. family incomes (of families contain-
ing a 17-year-old):' This estimated number is 93,000.:11 all U.S.
high school seniors were to take the SAT, the College Entrance
Examination Board estimatenhat 60 percent would score J?elow
400 on the verbal section and 26' percent (100 minus 74) would
score aboVe 449._ These percentile benchmarks are shown at the
top of the tables, just below th7everbal score designations.

The lowest-income, families represeriledamong these .91000
graduates are estimated to come from families -wit aiknnual in-
come of 514,100. The College Scholarship Service (cssf eirivates
that a three-child, two-parent family in nprrnal circumstances (in-

1130
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eluding a statistical average of 1.45 children in college), would be
expected to be able to contribute $590 towar a son's or daughter's
college expenses at this family-incomo. level. The'ess estimate is
made using its 1975-76 processing standards, taking into consider-

on normal assessments against family income and assets.,,The
most prosperous-families `riVresented among -these 93,000 high
school graduat?s receive an annual income, of $19,100, and on the
average would be expected to be able to contribute $1,460 toward
'college expenses of a son or daughter.. family income arid pa-
rental contribution benchmarks are shown at the left-hand edge of
each table.

The estimated total of all high sct'ool graduates able to score be-
.2. t --

tween 400 aud 449 on the `'AT- ve: I sections,' is 445,000. All_the
cells in the sable add up to 3,175,000, the total est'i'mated r)umber of
U.S. high school graduates in 197:6.

What Information Do the Cumulative Distribution
-Tables Display in Appendix C?

Appendix C is built from the data in Appendix 0 and merely re-
casts the same information in is; different fOrmat. Each cell shows an
estimate -of the numnr of nigh school graduates who fit the mar-
ginal labels plus all those who hive higher measured verbal apti-
tude and family incomes. Take the above exarhple for 1976. Turn to
Table'C-5 in Appendix C ..What is the estimated number of U.S.
nigh schbol graduates able to score 100 or better'rbn the sn-r-ver-
hal sections and Who also come from families above the 40th per-

.cen tile income le _y_d (families receiving 514,100 a year and ab le to
contribute 5590;toward college expenses)?

Enter the tahie at the 400 sxr-verbal score column and the 40th
. percentile., family-income row. The table estimates that 935,000

high school g7r` duates are able to score 400 or better and come from
families with incomes at the 40th percentile level or higher.

A college_ seeking an .abler student body, wishes to consider raising
the effectizKe minimum verbal aptitude of its entering freshmen dur-
ing the next two years. How much smaller is the defined national can-
didate pbol if 450 is set as time effective minimu sAT-yerbal,scare tar-;
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w Set for 1978 compared ith 40(1 in 1976!
Here, the phrase "effective minimum" is used in the original

'question. This is because the individual Minimum test score in
a(q entering class prObably will vary considerably trim year kr;

. year, whereas thy 10th porcentfle el) en.tering freshman scores (90
percent of freshmen score thi welLor better) may he a ore 'stable:
:and A More practical definition of the minimum score levt. o

,

Interest, - _

Table C-5 (1976) shows 1,271p00 s'ehocil graduates able-to
core 400 or better on the sm-yerbal Sections (all income levels);

tThile C-6 (1978) shows 829,000.gradoates able M score 450 or
better: If the college's-sugges(ed ritilkcv were attempted, and if all
other factors were equal, the potentiaLapplicant pool for tiiis Col-
lege would have shrunk 'under the new definition by 442,000
(1,271,000 minus 829.000)1-14h school grad oatesdor by 35 percent.

In the same example, ;vhat if w wished only to consider shrink-
s it etas of the market at the 60th percentile level of

family income or higher? Table C- 511976) shows p88,000 high
school graduates at 400 qr higher score level and 60th peri:entile
family income Or higher; Table CA, -(1.978) shows 486,000 graduates,

at 450 or higher score level and 60th percentile family income'or
higher. Tho shrinkage calculation then becomes 688,000.minus
486,000 or 2012,000, a decrease of 29 kicrcent.Noty that,t amity in-
L me al the 60th' percentile level increased 52,800 in tWo years or
.7 percent per year in these projections, and that css estimates the
ability of these families to contribute to college expenses increased
iron-1.'51,460 to S1,72.0 in two years or a net increaseof $580.

To the extent css correctly estimates family ability to contribille
,

at increasingly high levels of nominal Minty income, the iniplica-
lion-here-would be thht the total individual student expense-bud-
get at this college could increase 5260 during the two -Fear peilod
and still have only a neutral effect on num, 01-Wit from students at
the 60th percentile level of family income. However, this implies
that although the families' incomes rise 7 percent, their ability
tea contribute rises 8.5 percent per bility tc) contribute
were to rise only 7 percent per year, that dolla- increase would be
5'210 over two years.). Depend-1.6i.. on the nattkre of the-problem,
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some extra mutton probobly is app.ropr -n project inrianii-ly
abilit(to contribute, at high family income levels, particularly
when attempting to work several, years ahead or back from 1976,
'Because Ic;f this uncertainty, the 1p64 and 1984 tables do not pro-

-yide estimates for expgeted parental con tribution.
Asszone that in a particular' privine collese, a flintily- income df

525,500And implied ability to contribute/4 o college costs Of S2,870
repretzts in 1976 app;ariniately the border betweerz.fainilies who re-

quire fitrther fingneial aid and those whO do not AS511nie also that they
college intends tltat,tlre effective .minitntini SAT-Verbril score o
enteling freshman class equal or exeed 450.

First; what is the notional pool of high school radifates oho would
not require financial a,:d, delnzeddty these conditions? Second, how.
much smaller would that pool lame been if tuition -if 1976 had been
set $300 higher?

,Table C-5, Appendix C, enter die: tab4e for sA-r-verbal
score 450 and Ian-lily income '$25,500. The pool thus defined is
287,000 high school graduates::

Second, by-subtraction, or the 287,000 high school graduates Ile:
scribed this way, 163,000 fall above the -next higher cu off level for
family income, and 124,00 therefore remain within the income
bracket between the 80th'and 90th percentile levels of family in-

,

come (and all scoring 450 or higher -on the sAT-verbal s'ections).
The nek-t question becomeS, how many of that 124,000 become
"excluded." by a$300 t6ition.increaser Here, for rough estimat-
ing p.irposes, linear interpolation is the easiest way to proceed: If
the 124,000 graduates range in expected family contribution from
$2,870 to $5;200, what Proportion of the group is cut oT by a s300
slice?-Five thousand two hundred dollars riiinus.$2-, 70 equals..
$2,330_ TITO hundred dollars divided by $2,330_squals :\ 3 percent,
Thirteen percent. of 124,000 equals 16,000 high school graduates.
thus,subtraaed. SiXteen thousand divislerl b 287,000
studet4s originally defined represenks a reduction 'in the effective
pool of 6 percent, assuming the tuition had been $300 higher and-
all other elements held consistent.

HOW (foes one zise.the tables if tIzedesired entry points do not 1 at,-
to be the ones listed at the nzarsins?

411,nendix A' '10_
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Again, linear interpolation sews pprop If 'desired, this
process also can fill in table- values for years between 1964 and

1984 which are not included in these appenclixis. Linear interpo-
lation, hote,yer,. probably produces the least accurate results at
the high or low extremities of measured aptitude or incorne.N

What' if we are only:interested in single:set data?
Nikorkable rough estimate Can be ifZhievedlily dividing by o = ,

, any of the estimates presented here,
What if a tnetropplitan area, state, or a 'Inulltistate resional table

would, be ,mire helpful than a national one? Plow would such tables be

eliminated?
TIT first element needed-is the estimated number of high school

graduates in the-defined region, or. example, the Minnesota,
Higher Education Coordinating tommissiori estirnatea there ,

would be 72,000Alinnwta high school gradt-ates in 1976. Minne
sota'woul8/hus produce 72,000/3,175,000 (from Table"C-5) or 2.27,
percent of the 1976 U.S., high school gracluatgl. If Minnesota std-
dents have the same SAT- verbal scot; distribution and family
come distribution as do all U.S. high school graduates, every cell-in
Table E5-5 and C-5 can he multiplied by 0.0227 to produce a!v1inrVe-

sotsetrof estimates for 1976 In many states for many.purpAes,' .

',-
the errors inhtrocluced by maki9g thfs assumption of comparability

will not he significant. 4.

If a more precisje estimate is desired, the College Entrance Ex,

arnination Board Student Search Service data each year collects
sAT-verbal'score "distributions by state, and distributions of stu-
dent-reported family income estimates. Ibis data is:tavailable on
request, and could indicate the amount of adjustment for particu-
lar regions that .should 1?.r made to irnprc,ve the quality of the
desired estimates,'The American College Testing Service also.pro-
duces national distributions of ACT test _scores a,rrd of student-re-
ported faMily income for A c-r test takets each year, and provides
this information' to colleges using ACT services. Tliese'Ac-r-client
colleges also receive reports of :test and income distrildutions for
the state in which they, are located, if they are within one.oflhe
37 states with highest usage of ACT. There is no published equat-
ing scale; however, to translate ACT score leveis'to or frdi-_n a sA-r

it

scale.



What ate'Other Uses for These Appendix Pablesi

Table 3 in theiext of this study illustrfitbs additional purposes
''these tables if information about rnasured verbal aptitude and
family income of college,enrcilled 54.Lcle'nts is ,also available.
national -,scale, .one can then lase 4stirnate how, rriany, /school graduates are not now in coll but vgho mightcroduc
enroll if funds were availakle.

If- similar state tables are con
about the. college-enrolled sue'
mate of "how much potential

n a
igh

ively

tett and the same' i9formation
s were Made availlable, In esti-
unmet demand exists in. incli-

Vidual states can begin to be rrt Icle. The costs of meeting this de-
rnand will depend in part upati/the assumptions made about how
expensive a college choice these students shouldibe encouraged

IL
,

to consider, arid upon the obsierved ugfilled capacity within the
"various colleges in the state. :Other significant natters, that must

be considered in such a study are. the extent b which demon,'
ated unmet, financial' neecl e

IIdents, and given this informtion,
imight be between grants and loans

public-financial

mong alrekly-enrolled stu-
kat the appropriate balance'
n any proposed- addition to

Finally, if reliable data is Available in,a state as to colle en-

4
rolled student's verbal apt4ije andincome and as to. student

-- -
charges and financial aid jvailable at those colleges, i is also pos-
sible to examine how the,financial incentives to attenT public and
private colleges might shift for stuFreiits under. various possible_

changes in tuition and financial ail policies, This analysis woiild
not prtcliet ifCcurateli, what would happen in the; short run if any
of thoe policies were aclopf0d.- Bid ft-would illustrate the.gener:al
magnitude of money incentives. facing different groups of enrolled
students, and of the possible,i,benFfits and losses to each It might
also he-lp aharyze possible v$ter i'e-sporik. This kind of analysis
has not been accomplished ix? !Tony of the states where the pro-
pos.al has been nude that to tion charges be raised at state col-
leges arid universities and tha the extra income be usi.nd for need=
based financial aid, Lack of 'arta v_ sis is by no means- the only

,

obstacle that such proposals,havt'? faced, but it nonetheless may
be an important one.
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'Tabje,R1964pint Distribution of Ili High School Graduates; Aptitude ana t'anlily income

.5ATutrbal store ii00.249 lk.299

t

MT percentile

(Cutoff 1@vel for

1owest score" .15

300449

29

150=399

45

400,449 450499

74

500.50

4

I4

550499 0-

q1

Tinily income

Arnouni

Petrel!. t(t,pareni

Iiit tootribuffon)

O. 20 $ 000

(Not tst) 119,000 92,4 84,000 64,003

20. 40 $ O

(Net est.) 84,X00 14 80,000 72,000

$ 6,260

(Not est.) 64,000 65,000 78,000 73,000

si 8,780

(Not est,) 48,000 s 53,000 71,000 710100

80. 90 $13,700

(Not est.) 17,000 i 21,000 3),000 340100

90100 $17,100

(Not est.), 11,000 14,000 22,000 29,000

343,000' 321,000 366,000 3.13,000

60.6'9 650

96 '99

47,000 26 14000 8,0001 3,000 5D0

62,000 38,000 23,000 14,000 7,00 i500

66,000 46,000 3000 20,000, 11,000, 3,000

72,000 54 000 39,000 28,000 17,000 5,000

37,000 31 000 . 24,000 19,000 12,000 , 4,000

37,000 ,11,_000-----2.2000

Totals
321v000 1.:229,006% '160,000 115,000

)

Nog: Each cell in the table estirqtesietilml-er high sc_hool graduates that are described at the.

26,000 19,000 9,000

69,000 23 000
k

nutOer

l
margins by saTocore and incomiiassifieatidosl For _example high sch oo r adiate s:ple, the table estimates that approximately

41,000 high school graduates score between 400 and 449 on the severbal sections ad me from families 2,290009

4t the bottom 20 percent of the la family Worm,

III
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Tablek I. L970 Joint Distribution of 11,5 High School Graduates:Aptitude and Family Inc

200.249 250,299 3itg,149 350119 00=419 450,499 5(649 50,599 610 ,649 650:800
iftialsore

sAT Amnia

utotirvel tor

towesticorc

Family me

Attoiot

retten, *pared
tile -0turolon)

I.

45 74 84 91 99

it

0.20 t $ 000 ,
1 (i . ,

c

($':\ 000) '151,000 116,000 107,000 82,000 5 00'0 33,000 i 18,000 9,000 4,000 LON
,

20. ,40 $ .,830 .
. :1

($ '. 80) 107,000 ,96,900 102,000 . 91,00($ 77,000 48,000 29,000 18,000 9,000 2,000
, , ,

40. 60 $ 9A60
(1

($ 3001 81:00(1 82,000 98,000 i 92,000 85,000 59,000 39,000 26,000 14,000 3,000

1 ,
60.80 i $12,86) o of

($ 800), 6(1,00(1 67,000. 89000 90,000 ': 91,000 69,000 50,000. ' 36.4(1. .,i1,000 0,000.)

80.90 :',517.,17 '
_I# t

(5 1,580) 22,000 26,000 39,000 ' '.43,000 ., 47,000 39,000 30,000 1 23,000 15,000 , 5,000

,

90.100 $24200',
0

. P 3,430) 13,000,- '.18,000, 2,000 37,000 . 46,000 42,000 ..37,0R, 33,000 24,000 12,000

., .

Tothis, 43U00 405,000 463;0011 435,000 405000 290,000 203,000 145,0i, 87,000 , 29,000
,. i . i

r I

, $

Mil tlItilibr OL
Writ Each cell in the tatile estinvito the number or Ngh school graduaies: that a(e.des4ibed,..at the

margins by AT sCON au income .Closaie4tioni For 6xarnpie., the table estirmes that approximately 1,,, '')hi0 schoolgOitiatix
. . 4. J

. i' - v

5,000 high school grad otesiscore between 400 and 419.on,thesAT-verbal sectionOndiroe fr6ni Willies :
2,896,000

.. pl'1 the bottorri 20 percent bi theig, family incohles,
i

ps
,1.,-,.:.,,.

,, ...,



.:.`Fable B4; 197 Joint .Distribution of High Schoci Graduate s: Aptitude and Family POW

siFSsosr740=4ciP,sse=a---

IAT.Dttbdi

peiCentii0

(C 0101i leVei

'mot score)

Pa intothe

a

20249 250.299 300,349, 350.199 400-149 450.499 .01049 5509 600449 650 0(l

15

Amount

potent

oniroution)

0- 20 $ 000

(S 000) 157,000

20 40 f6,570

($ 90) 111,000 1011,000 106,000 95,000 . 80M00 5Q,0 3U 000

40: 60 $10,670 f

($ 390) 85,000 85,04 0 102M00 96,000

60 $14,500

($ 1,010) 63,000 69,000 93,000 94 OM 951000 72,000 52,000

80- 90 $19,350

($ 2,0001- 22,000 28,00 41,1AA 44,000 49,000 .40,900 31,000

if

T

45 74

tt

91

A

12 1,000 111,000 85,000 61,000 34,000 1000 10,000

4

99

4,000 0,010

19,000 9,000 ;,00Q

89,000 61,60. 41,000 27,000 '14,000

37,000 22,000 6,000

24,000 16,000 6,000

9Q190 $27,300

($ 3,920) . ,003 19,000 29,00k ' 384000 '48,000 44,000 39,000

,Totois
!

.. . 4k,,900 423,000 :02,000 452,000 . 422,000 5301,000 212,0004
=

-.---7 -4,---'--s---- __"7=-7,-, ,

c i

r .

Is

N V &Oell cell in the table' estimates the number of NO schOol graduates thatme degribe at the

matins by sm score 4nd, income classifications; For examile, the table estimates that,a0pro *Ply
-,

61,000 high, school gitduales'scorOetwem 400 and 449 on the sAvvecbal ctions and conic from miliev
;

at the bottom 20 percent of the US; family incomes

113

1000

25,00ti d 12,000

151.000 90M00 30M00

P

Total number of

HP school graduates:

3,015,000



Rt.

Table 6.4 1974 pint Distribution of U.S.liigh`sOlooi Graduates Aptitude find :Family home

SATIrboi gore

sa percentile

'(Cutolf levet for

lowesworer

F.

200249 250,299 301 149 ,i3T,10:31 40) 449 45(1,40 5f1(549 550.599 800449 WAN

iilinroe

AlttOgni

Prr(t11- (E1, parent

tiie eontribution)'

0.20 $ 000

600) 163,000

0.40 $ 7,580

(5 100) 115,000

407 60 $12,300

($ 490) 88,000

60i 80 $16,720 ,

74 54 91 46, 99.

125 000 116,000 58;400 64,000- 35,000 19,000 10,000 4,000 J00

104,000 110,000

88,000 '106,000

5 1,220) 65,000 72,000 97,000

80- 90 $22,31!1

($ 2,400) 21000 29,00q 42,C1J0

0.100 s $31;500

($ 4,600) 15,000 20,000 30,00

Toth 469,000 438,000 X01,000

99,000 82,000 5klli0 32,000 19,000 = 101000 2,000
4

10 ,00O 92,000 6.4,000 42,000 k 28,000 15,000 3,000

97,000 \ 99 000 74,000 53,000 39,000 23,000 7,000

46 ;000 51,000 41000. 31000 26,000 16,000. 6,000

40,000 50,000 = 46140 '40,000 35(000_ 26i000

470,000 4 8 000 313,000 219,000 1,57,000 94,000 31,000

NOTE: Each cell in tilt), table estiniates the number of high school gradu Ns that are decried at the Total manlier of

margiro by SAT -Score and income claSsifications, For example, the table stimates that 4pproximotely1 1 high sdnolitgrarlpte$:

64,060high school graduates score between 400 and 449 on the'sr.verhal sec ions and come from families-,-- 3,130,050

at the bottom 2Q percent of the U.5, family incornev

ji

:Et



F-5..197,k Projected. joint Distribution of ti ,S, School GradUates: Aptititde attd FantilyincOnie

5AT.tterilal5(i)fr

mr percentile

(Coloit level for

low ot scar F)

2(11)-249 31)0=349 p11=399 , 400,449 45099!

0 29 45 tf0 74

Family income

Antolini

p a

rile` contribution)

500.549' 550,599 600.649 1650t11.X)

q6

0. 20 6 000 ,--
($ . 000) 165,000 127,1100 117,000 89,000 65100 36,Q00 .19,000 11,000 4,000 100

20. 40 $ 8,680

($ 120) 117400 106,000 2.,000 100000 84,000 53,000 1000 19,000 10,000 2,000

40.60 $14,100

' i
(5 590) 89,000 8 000 108,000 101;000 93,000 6400 ' 41;000 2_i000' 15,000 4,000

60. 80. 519,100 , .

($ 1,460) ,' 66,000 73p00 , 98,000 99,000 1k000 75,000 54,0d0 f 39,000 23,000 7,000

80- 90 $25,500

(5 2,870) 24,000 29,000 43,000 47,000 52,000 ,42,000 33,000 26,000 17,000 6,000

.90400 $36,100

.1$ 5,200) 15,060 2Q,600 3Q:000 40,000 5L000 47,000 41,000 3o,p00 261000 13,000

Totals 476,000 444,000 508,000 ' 76,000 445,000 ' 317,000 222,001) 159,000 95,000 33,000

ton: Eatli elllin the table estimates the number of high .11001 graduates that are described at the

margins by sAT score.and income classifications: For example, the table estimates that approximately

$ 65,000 high school graduates score between 400 and 449 on the sA'r verbal sections and come froo. Tamil es

at the bottom 20 percent of the 11.5= family incomes;

Total nutttber of

high school groduatos:

3,17,000_



Table 8.6.1978 Projected joint Distribution of U.S, HiNh School GraillialesAititilde and Fat ily 1ncne

Y SAT=utrbal scot

SAT perCelltil5

(Orloff leveribr

loweskscorer

20024R

,

0

250=299

ag

IS

J00.149

29 i

350.349

45

400.449

ho

450.499

74

500.549

M

550=599

,91

600.649

t

96

650.800

99

o
i

uIy int`MtiC

Amount
1

Poem,* (Est: am 4

tttr OntriNitioq)

0- 20 $ 000

(5 NO) 166,000

2U 40 $ 9,90

(5 140). 117,000

40 60 516,100

1

127,000 118,000 90,000 65,000 36,000 20,000 10,000 4,000 .1,000

106,000 111000 100,000., 84,000 53,900 32,0110 204 10,001 2,000

($ 6)0r PRO 90j00 108,000 101,000 , 93,000 64,000 j 43,000 28,000 16,000 4,000

60 80 $21,900

($ 1,720,) 66,000

80. 90 $24,3o

(5 3137(J) 24,00()

00.10(j $41,300

($ 6t000) 15,000

73,000 98,000 99,000 101;000 '76;000 4,000 39,000 23,000 7,000

29 , 43,000 47,000 52,000 42,000 13,000 26,00 17,000 6,000

2(),000 30,000 40,00t1 51,000 474 41,000 36,000 26,000 1301-

Toftils 477,000 445,000 509,000 477,000 446,000 318,000 223i000 159,D90 940 33i000

NOTE Each cell in the taW Atimate$ the number o1gh school graduates that Are described at the, Total moder of

high schaaigraduates:

, ;183,000

margins by AT score and income dassifieations, For example, the (Able dlimAtes that approximately

buop high school gradtiks score between. 400 And 449 ori au? SAT- velal sections arid come from families

Jtlbe Ottorn 20 percent of theta family incomes,

'I



Tut!le 8.7 1984 Pro leciegitt Distiibution of LI,5,71igh School Groduales: Aptitude and f amity !tune

ig.verNlicore MOO

5u percentile

(Cutoff level lor

lowest score)

firmly mom

Amour!!

Ptreffi et/pool!

tile roniriNtioN)

0- 20 $ 000

(Not est)

0 40 .$14,900

(Not est)

0 60 $24,200

(Not est)

60- 80 $32,900

(Not est)

sbr. 90 $43;91

(Not tsti

90.100 562,000

(Not est)

Totals

25W99 i0i)9 350:399 40449

141,000 108,000 100,000 760 55,000

'100,000 91,000 95.000' 85,000

7600 77,000 (12.000 86,000'

57,000 62,000 Eli )000 85,000

20,000

13,000

25,0011 31.000

45U499

:i4

50549

p

s4

551b599

It

600.649

96

650019

3 L000 17,000 9,000 i 4,000 1,060

72,000 45,000 28,000, 17,000 ,,000

, 4

80,000 55,000. 36000 24,000 G 13,000 3,000

66,000 64,000 -46,000 33,000 20,000 6 Q0

40,000L 44,NO 36,000 28400 22,000 14,000 5,000

Imo 261)00 35,000 43,000 40,000 35,000

407,000 360,000 434;000 407,000 380,000 271,900 190,000

.

tom Each cpll ik table ostiniate$ the tiaMbo OE high school gradates that are described at the
is

mSrginsby sAT scOrr intone dassificatiim Fuf ine table estimates that approximately
,

.55,000 high 5chool graJtiales s'colibetween 400 ad 449 orlthe si:iNerbisections and come from families

at the bottom 20 peoritvI tico U.S. family incomo

31,000 22,000 10,000

136,r100 81,1 0c . 27,000

Totainutoorof

fiighschootgoduaiesvi,

2,713,000

iF



Appendix C:
Cumulafive Distribution Tables
of U.S. High School Graduates:
Aptitude and Family Income
(1964-1984, Selected Years)
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Table C.1, 1964 Cumulative Distribution of U,S. High School Graduates: Aptitude and Fiimily Income

SAT-111U Holt 200 151) 300+ 350 .400

s AT percentile 11 15 29 45 60

Family incomf

PETtin- putlt

hie contribution)

r 5 000

(Not est )

20 $ 3,700

(Not esi )

40 $ 6.260

(Not est.).

$ 8,780

(Not est ) 91400

80 $13,700

(Not est ) 460,000

90 $17,100

(Not eg)

450 500 550 600 650

74 84 91 96 99

U90,000 1,947,000 1,626,000 1,260,000 917,000 596,000 367,000 207,000 921000 23,000

1,8321500 L6081500 L379500 1,097,500 818,500 544,500 341,500 195,500 88,500 72L500

1,375,000 1,235,000 1,082,000 880,000 673,000 461,000 296,000 173,000 80,000 21,030

A

842,000 754,000 630,00 0 496,000 35000 231,000 139,000 66,000 18,000

432,000 397,000 344,000 281,000 '107,000 142,000 89,000 44,000 13,000

230 000 219,000 205,000 183,000 154,000 117,000 83,000 54,000 28,000 9,000

NOTE: Each cell in the table estimates the number Of high school paduates whose AT scores are al or

higher than the designated scores at the margin., and whose faMily income ig at or higher than the designated

income level. For example, the table estirnat ri that apinoximately 350,000 high school graduatk in this

year "have so-verbal scores at or higher than 450 and family incomes at orkhigher than the 60th percentile

level.

it A

Total number of

high school grgduales:

2290;000

14

r



4
Table C-2.1970 Cumulative Distribution of US High Schoo:IGraduates: AptiNde and Family Income

5AT;verbia score 20 250 350 400 1`0 500 0 550

15
:%1 84 91

AT ptrCenlik

mote

Atnownt

Petetn-

contribli troll/

0 $ 000

000)

3 51830

($ 80)

40

($ 300)6

60 $12,860

($ 800) 1,158,000

80 517,170

AS 1-,580)

90 524,00

($ 3,430)

20

2,H6,000 2,46200 2,057,000 1,594,000 1,159,000 754E0 464,000

t.L3

2,316,000 2,033,000 1,744,000 1,388,N0 1,035,000 689,000 432,000

9b

650

gq

261,000 116,000 29,000

247,000 111,000 :23,000

1,737,000 L561,000 1,368,000 1,114,000 852,000 583,000 374,000 218,000 100,000 26,000

I
1,063000 952,000 7961000 -626,000 442,000 292,000 175,000 83,000 23,000

579,000 544,000 500,000

290,auo 277,0 259.otlo

433,000 351000 260,000 179,000 112,000 56,000 17,000

231,000 194,000 148,000 106,000 69,000 36,000 17,000

#41

Non: Each cell in the table eshpates the number of high schobl graduates 'whose SAT scores are at or

hisher than the designated scores at the margin, ad whose family income is at of higher than the designated

income level forexamille, the table estimates thlat approximately 442000 hiih'school graduates in this .

year have so-verbal Scores at oriligher than 450 (bid family incomes at nrrhighep than,the eh° percentile

level, ,
..i ' I

P 1 i

Total nyder of

high $thool graduoles:

:
2,896,090

4



Table L3.1972Culinultztive Dithibution of US.Ki School Graduates:. Aptitude and Family Thome

s Apperbdi score

5,04TPCITCritilt

2o1) 25(1

0 S 000

(S. 000)

20 $ 6,570

(5 q0)

40 510,670

($ 3901

0 514,500

1,0101

$19351)

IS 2,000)

$27,300

80

91]

J50

3,015,0 2,563,000 2,14000 1,658,000

2,412,000 2,117,000 1,815000 1,444,000

I, 1,0,000 1,625,000 1,42000 1,159,000

1.206,000 1,107,000 991,000 828,000

603,000 567,000 51000 450,000

(S 3,920) 302,000 288000 269,000 240,000

450

iiJ 74

500 550 6) 6:50

84 91 96 99

1,206000 784,000 483,000

.077,000 716,000 449,000

887,000 606,000 389,000

652,0 4601000 304,000

368,000 271,000 18000

271,000 11000 30,000

256000 115,000 29,000

226,000 104,000 27,006

182,000 87,000 24,000

117,000 59,000 18a

202,000 154,000 110,000 71,000- 3100 11000

NOEL EdChtiel m the iaoi estimates the number
t

high, K000l graouates whose SAT seores are at or

4her ihti tIdesnad scores at the main, and whose family income is at or litgho than the doighated

income level: For example ,. tke table estimate; that approximately 460,000 high sail graduates in this

year have sATrverbakcor6 at or higher ihan 450 and Wily incomes at or higher tho the 611th percentile

level.

12

Total n umber of

°dish' ichool

3,015 000



Table C74± 1974 Cumulative Distribidion ofU.S1 High School Graduates: aptitude and .Family Income

ATTerbai sort!

SAT percentile 15

foiltd loom

fittlOW

Pe rCell (Est, pormt

:lie coFiffillitton)

31)

14

350 400 ,t10 500 550 601i 6511

45 74 64
99

0 $ e000

(5 00(J1 3,130M 2,661,000 2,223,000 1 -22,000 1,252,000 814,000 501,000 282,000 125,000 31,000

20 S 7580

($ 100) 2,505,000 1199,000 1886,000 1:501,000 1,119,000 745,000 467,000 267,000 120,000 30,000

40 $12,300

(S 401 1,880,000 1,689,000 1,480,000 1,205,000 922000 630,000 404,000 236,000 r08,000 -2800

60 $1,6,720

(5 1,220) 112541000 1,151,Q00 , 1,0300000 861,000 678,000 478,000 316,000 190000 90,00.0

80 $22300
,

.,

;

I 4

(5 2,400) 62810U0 5901000 541,000 469,000 383,000 232,000 194,U00 1210000 -60,000 18,000

90 $31,500
,

($.4,600) 314,000 299,000 279,000 ;j249,000 299,00u 159,0ou 113.000' :73,000 38,000.. 12,000
e

:

Nom: Each cell in thelable estimates s the timber of high schOo) grAduatesl,vhoe ski Scores are at or mull ni-i. mber of

hiOr than the designated scores at the mar in, and whose family intorno is at ()Oils her than the designated 10, school graduates:

come level, For example, the table estimates that approximately 478,000 ligh richool graduates in this , 3,130,000

year have soverbal scores at or higher than 450 and family inomer higher titan the 60th percenthe

level:
I i I -i



,
Table U1976 Projected Cumulative Distribution of US; I-1 (gh School Graduates: Aptitude and Family Income

sm,urrbai score'

reentile

4, pin

U

Faniüy InCOttlf

AITIOWit

Ft

OtlirthlitiOn)

) U 5 000

(5 000)

20 5 8,680

(5 120)

$14,100

(S 590)

519,100

($ 1,460)

$25,500

(52870)

90 $36,100

(
5,200)

40

60

80

I

250 100 350

15 24 45

3,175,000 2,699,000 1255,000 1.,747,000

2,541,000 2,230,00f 1,913,000 1,5211)00

1,906,000 1,712,000 1501,000 ,222,000

f

1,272,000 1,167,000 1,045,000 874,000

638,000 599,000 5500 477,000

450 501.1 710

61.1 74 96

I

650

99

1'

1,271,000 8261000 509,000 287,000 128,000 33,000

1,1?4,000 755,000 474,000 271,000 123,000 32,000

935,000 639,000 411,000 240,000 1.111,000 30,000

688,000 485,000 321,000 193,600 92,000 26,000

390,000 287,000 198,0001. 124,000 61000 19,060

319,000'1304A1 284,000 254,000 214,000 163,000 116,000 75,000 39,0110 13,000

A

NOTE; Each ,ce11 iii .the table estimates the number of high schooTgraduqtes .whose SAT scores are qi OF
. : i

higher than the &signaled scores al thre margin, gild whose family income is at or higher than 14 designated

.1
,

income leVel. For example,lhe table estimates that approximately iip. high school graduates in this

year have se .verbal scores at or higher than 450 and lam ily inctmes at or higher than the 60th,percentile ?

1
.

,:, level: ... 6 - ,

i

a

Total number of

high school graduates:

,175 ,000

0

1



Mlle C-6,1978 Projecteirillniutiitive Di's! lition:of US, High School Midwifes: Aptitude and Family income

sA r=verbal kofe :00 25o Yg) 350. !P) 55o, tit9

a

A11111111 ItICOtitt"

, = 0
AMOillif

1

PCIV6- if$t. piire0

tile (0111NbliiiiM)

0 $ 000

($ 000) 3,183,000 2,706,000 2,261,000 1,752,000 1,275,000 829,000 511,000 288,000 129,00.0 33.000,

2(1 $ 9,940

(5 140) 2346,000 2,235,000 1,917,000 1,526,00(1 1,139000 758,000 476,A 273,000 124,000 32000

40 $16,100

(5 690) 1,910,090 1,716,000 1,5041000 1,225,000 938,000 641,000 411000 241,000 112,000 30,000

60 $21,900

($ 17201 , 1,274,000 1,169,000 1,047,000 76.UUU 6900 486,000 321,000 193,000 ; 92,000 26,000

80 529,200
st

($ 3,37()) 638,000 599,000 550,000 477,000 390,000 287,000 198,000 124,000 62,000' 19al

90 $4L300

($ 6,000) 319,000 304,000 284,000 254,000 214,000 163,000 116,000., 75,000 340 13,000

Nom:Each cell. in the table estimates the number of high school graduates Whose $AT scores are ot or ToaInunther.of1

hiOfer than fhe designated scores at the margin and whose family income is at fir Iicr than he designated high 0001 graduates:

incothe lvd For e,xattple the table estirpates (Kit approximtely 486,000 high school graduate in this 3,183,000

year have soverbal scores afor higher than 45(1 and family incomes at or higher than the 60th peiceritile

level.



TO* C.T 1984 Projected Cumulative Distribution of U S High School Graduates Aptitude and Family Income
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level, r
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Appendix D Notes on the
Derivation of the joint
and Cumulative Distribution Tables

Major Elements: The Relationship_ of
Incomeand Aptitude

The development of les estimating numbers of high school.
graduates classified by income and verbal ability required txlio

. .

major sterS:
... .

1. Creating a table for 1974 high school graduates of the proba-
bilities of jointly encountering sAmverbal s ores within 10 speci-
lied ranges (200-249, 250-299, and so on by 5 -point intervals, ex-
cept for final interval of 650-800) and having a percentile standing

'c on 'pretax family incomb within six given per.centile'ranges (0-20,
...

.20-40, 40-60, 60-80, 80-90, 9(M00).
2 CalculMing cell frequencies for the years 1964, 197,0, 1972,

-1974, 1976, 1978, and 1984 by multiplying each of the joint prob-
abilities determinecrIn step 1 by the estimated or projected total
number of high schopl graduates for the given year.

These tasks were designed and executed by Rex Jackson, Pro-
gram Director, Educational Testing Service, Princeton, New er-
sey. With the exception of the projection of nominal levels of family
income and expected parental contributionsfoi Appenclixesrp and
C, the methodology described in these notes is Jackson'p.

Estimation of Joint Probabilities

Information from two major sources was used to develop the basic
table of joint prqbabilities. The first major -source was the 1974

122
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Preliminary Scholastic Aptitude Test/National Merit S-cholarship
Qualifying Tqst (esAT/Nnas(r) Norms Study, conducted by Educa-
tional Testing Service for tine College Enirance Examination Board.
As part of this study, nearly 18,000 high school juniors iv a na-
tionally representative sample of high schools were tested with the
PSAT /NMSQT in tke fall. of 1974. (The PSAT/NMSQT is a short version'
of the SAT that yields scores on a scale directly comparable to the
LSAT 200-800 score scale). The distribution of sAT-verbal scores that
would be obtaihed by all high school seniors was then estimated
by adjusting the score results of the rsAr/Nmso-r for juniors to take
into accotant differences between junior and senior scores observed
in a prior study. Checks on the sample, 'andcomparison of-sample
data with 'information on the national population of high school
students from other souitces, indicated that the sample is closely

a representative of the national population. The estimates developed
'by this study of the "verbal ability of high school juniors and sen-
iors (as measured by the SAT) are believed to be the most current
arid accurate data available at this time.

A signifiot7disa.dvantage of the esAT/NmsQT norming sample
was the absence of information on parental income for students in
tha sample. However, if the relationship of pretax family income
to SAT-verbal scores could be determined, the estimated joint
probability table could be constructed by taking the proportion
of students at each score level (as determined by the 1974 Norms
Stcly) and distributing that proportion across the family income
percentile categories in accordance with the postulated 'relation-
ship.

The second major information source was the National Longi-
tudinal Study (NLS) of the high school graduating class of 1972.
The Nt.s study was sponsored by the U.S.'Department of Health,
Education, and Welfare, National Center for Educational Statis-
tics;' the base-year study was administered by Educational Testing
Service This source helped establish the relationship between
aptitude apd family income. The NLS Base Year Study of the class
of 1972 included the following elements: a student iluestionhaire

1 containing a question about parents' family income; and a test
battery, including a vocabulary test and a reading measure. `File
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questionpaire and tests were administered ,to a national prob-
ability sample of 1972 high school 'seniors. Other information
about students in -the sample was collected from the students'
schools, including s =verbal scores in about a third of the indi-
vidual cases.

The first step in using the ties data for the purpose at hand was
to-compute a verbal score.(consisting of vocabulary plus reading)
from the N L S test. Then an equating study was performed and the
sivt-verbal score equivalent of earn INLS verbal score was deter-
mined (by the equipeTcentile met:loci) using data for those stu-
dents who had taken both s,vr and the tests. The correlation
between the sAT-verbal scores repOried by the schools and the
see verbal scores-(which were based on two quite brief tests) was
found to be' 0.84. The conversion of NLs.test scores to SAT-verbal
equivalent levels appeared to be a reasonable process for aggre-

---rxre analysis. As, .a result of the equating, sAt-verbal scores'or
equivalents s,i4ere .Fail able for 17,061 students in the tqLs sample
(5,708 students with School-reported sa-r-verbal scores and 11,353
additional students with tics verbal scares converted to sAT-verbal
scores). Of these, 13,174 students also responded to the survey
question concerning parental income.

The actual response categories for the NLS family-income `ques-

tion were less than 53,000; $3,000-55,999; 56,000-57,499:. $$7,500-
58,999; 59,000-510,499; 510,500-.511,999; 512,000-513,499; 513,500-
514,999; $15,000-518,000; over 518,000. Since information was
needed on the relationship of 5A-r-verbal scores to relative percen-
tile standing on parental pretax income (amonghigio school gradu-
ates), the midpercentile -rank of each income category was deter-

mine the full sample and each response to the income question
rted to the standard score (z) corresponding to

ory:s per'centile rank in a normal distribution,Jt was believed
that these rcormalized standara deviates would he more nearly
linearly related to the test-Scores than the original responses 'or
their percentile ranks. The correlation between thee income values
and the test scores was found to be 0.346h. Since both the NIS sam-
ple and the esAliNtoso- norming sample were designed to be rep-
resentative, ul national populations of hip school students and
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.since the abilities of students in each sample appeared to be about
equally diverse, this correlation was taken without correction as a
rmonable estimate of the correlation between verbal test scores
and normalized, relative standing on income for 1974 high school
seniors.

The normalized standing (z score) on income for a given popula-
tion by definition has a mean of zero and standard deviation of
one. The mean.of the estimated distribution of sAT-verbal scores
for 1974 high school seniors was 371.77 and the standard deviation
115.74. Thus the regression of z (income) on 'sAT-verbal score was
taken as z= 0.34bb 371,77)/ 115,741 or 0.00299(A-11-1.1133;
with a standard error of estimate of V 1 (0.3466)2 = 0,9380. The
conditional distribution of Z score for income given an SAT- verbal
score was then taken to be 'a normal distribution with mean of
0.00299 (sAT) 1.1133 aiid-standard deviation of 0.9380. Since the
income perceltile classifications of interest were 0-20, 20-40, 40-60,
60-80, 80-90, and 90-100, for each sAT-verbal score the density of
the conditional distribution of income within each of these inter-
val! (e.g., area above z 1,28 for the interval 90-100th percentile)
was determined and multiplied by the sAT-verbal score marginal
density to estimate the joint probability. These joint probabilities
were then aggreOted to form the final table described earlier.

Development of the joint Frequency Tables

A*basic aecision made prior to forming the estimates d projec-
tions was that the t ale of joint probabilities level for 1974
high school seniors portrays sufficiently stable relationships so
that they hold basically true for,other annual classes as well Since
Mcome is expressed is relative standing among high school grad-
uates, the marginal percentile distribution of this variable is by
definition -constant across the years, However, whether the esti-
'mated distribution of sA r-verbal scores and the estimated rela-
tionship of these scores to percentile standing on income are likely
to be relatively constant is open to question.

With regard to stores, although there has'been much recent dis-
- cu.ssion of declinin}'; test scores (in parttcularsii-r-verbal Acores),
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there does not appear to be conclusive evidence that the verbal
abilities of all high school seniors nationally are declining. In ad-
dition, there do not appear to be strong grdunds for projecting
such a decline into the future. Since convincing evidence on
either side of the question is lacking, it seemed appropriate to
develop the projections :tssurning no basic change in the distribu-
tion of verbal aptitude. This accomplished, changes in the overall
number of high school graduates under this condition can be as-
sessed, Those with other beliefs about probable changes in the

v; verbal aptitude of high school graduates may view the tables as
either unduly optimistic or pessimistic dependfrig on their points
of view, and may make whatever interpretation seems appropriate
to them.

As to the relationship between scores and income, the correla-
tion of about 0.35 used in this study is consistent with the find-
ings of numerous studies during the past 20 years of the relation-
ship of academic ability to socioeconomic status, which have most
frequently found correlations in the range, 0.35 to 0,40. These
studies lend support both to Use of the correlation observed for the
N Ls sample in forming the basic table of probabilities ,and to'the
assumption that the relationship underlying this table may remain
relatively stable over the next 10 years.

Once if'is assumed that the basic loon probability table can rea-
sonably apply also to the..1964-1984 period, tables of joint fre-
quencies are developed for each year simply by multiplying the
e=stimated total number of high school gruduates 1974 by each

of the cell probabilities.
The calculated number of high set ''I graduates in each cell

was rounded to the nearest thousand ,-udents, helping to signal
the approximate', nature of this work. It also:seems reasonable to
estimate that the calculated cell values may be in error by as much
as 10 to 15 percent at the middle percentile levels of income and
aptitude, and perhaps by as much as 50 percent at the extreme per-
centile levels. Whatever the sampling errors and errors of estimate,
however, the general relationships displayed and their stability
over time do not appear to be in serious question.

Haying 'constructed a series of joint distribution tables, it was
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possible to recombine he calculated cell values.and to .produce a
corresponding series of cumulative distribution tables. In these
cumulative tables, the number in each cell represents the number
of students who it the marginal description of family income and
measured verbal aptitude phis all those with higher family income
and with higher measured verbal aptitude. In several of the prac-
tical applications of this work, a cumulative table is quicker and
more convenient to use.

Other Information Sources

The total number of U.S. high school graduates for the years 1964-72
is the series reported by the National Center for Educational Statis-
tics. The estimates for 1974. 1976, and 1978 are fro,m Projections of
Educational Statistics (1473). National Center for Educational Sh-

ies, Table 20. Estimates for 1984 are from Demographics: 1975-
090, EdCleation and aonomic Systems, Inc., Boulder, Colorado,
November 1975, page 22.

Nominal values of pretax family income c,orrespondin; to des-:
ignate.1 percentile levels of family .income were calculated from
the following .sources, in the following manner. The basic time
series fe,r the distribution of family income in the United States
(1960-74) comes`from Money Income and Poverty Status of Families
and Persons in the United States: 1974. U.S Bureau of the Census,
Current Population Reports, Series P-60, No, 99 (U.S. Government
Printing Office, Washington, D.C., 1974), Table 2. Howyver, this
series does not separately estimate thelamily incomes of greatest
interest: kneome of families of high school graduates. Also, earlier
work in 1963. by Jeannette M. Fitzwilliams in the Office of Business
Economies, U.S Department of Commerce, points out that the
basic census series for family income does not account for certain
nonmoney income items such'as wages in kind, the value of food
and fuel produced and consumed on farms; and certain items of
imputed rent and interest. These additional items do not appear
to change substantially the nominal income values for tile lower
and middle percentile cutoff points of the census family income
series, but they do imply approximately a 10 percent increase in



nominal family income at the 90th percentile level.
In, order,to adjust the .basic census series upArd to attempt to

reflect family income levels for the families of high school grad-
uates, computer analysis was made of the 1960 and 1970 sample
surveys of the U.S. Census Bureau, yielding a distribution of fam-

..-
ily incomes for familie5 cuntainifig at least one 17-year-old son or

daughter. Reported values at the 90th percentile level were ad-
justed upward by 10 percent to take account of the additional im-
puted income items noted above.

That method produced the family income distribution which
appears in the 1970 joint arid cumulative tables in this study. Cor-
responding family income distributions.for 1964, 1972, and 1974

were derived by adjusting the 1970 distribution by the percentage
differences between those years and 1970 that occurred in median
faMily income in the basic census time series.

Family incomeefrorn 1974 through 1984 was projected to increase

v 7 percent peiyear. This assumption, or any other specIfic one
is highly'debatablb since it ,depends upon the relatively unpre-
dictable near-term pg-formance of the nation's economy. Medial,
family income, did increase an average 7 percent per year during

last five years for whichilata are readily available (1968-73).

one estimates that productivity InAlabor force will increase
ntititif-2- percent per year and that,the Consumer Price Index (cri)

will increase about 5 percent per year, family income should in-
.

crease approximately 7 percent. The same result could be antici-
pated with I percent per year-productivity increase and 6 percent

per year change in cri. During the 1960s the average increase in
productivity was greater and the inflation rate significantly lower'

Tian in the prpjection .estimates above. Therefore, depending on
.tine's predictions.about the economy, one now could reasonably

estimate a lower,rate of increase than 7 percent in family income

or a higher one. If 'these tables have any careful use five. or ten
ye rs from now, that use probably should be preceded by check-
ing the income figirres estimated here against later actual figures,
and by readjusting-the dollar values of family income that repre-

sent the ;:orrect labels for each designated percentile level of in-
come.



Finally, estimates of expected .`parentel. contribution .for college
eenses for 1970 through 1978 were pr, ided by James E. Nelson,
Vice President for Program. Planning and Research of \the Colleg
Entrance Examination Board. Parental contribution amounts were
calculated for each year;, based, on a random sample of more than
10,000 Parente Confidential Statements from parents of students',
applying for fiNncial aid during the 1974-75 year. The css unifoirn
methodology of need analysis was used in'a computerized niodel
ing system to estimate expectations for each year accounting for
actual and assumed income growth- and inflation. Only positive

i
or zero amounts of expeted contribution were considered, and
1975-76 rates of income tax and FICA withholding tax were used as' {

constants for all years for the purpose of comparison. The results
represent average expected contributions by income level and the
random saihple. from which the aver ewas deriyed included all _

kinds of family financial circum s: varying family size and
numbers of children in college; sin and combihed, parent in- -
comes; a range .of actual family'assets a d net worth; and, actual
calculations of+ taxes, allowances, and unusual expenses. . '

Since the standards Of assessment applied by css havd changed
a number of times, sometimes significantly, during the past 10
years, two questions of subjective judgmetit required (decisions
before .preparing this final element in the joint and cumulative
distribution tables. First, is it preferable to be histoiically ac=
curate, showing the actual and varying standards of expected pa-

-/ rental contribution in the past years displayed, or is it preferable
to, show what the expected paren,tal contributions would have
been in the past if commdri.(current),Standard css expectations
had. prevailed since'1964? Sirice most of the uses anticipated-for
the joint distribution tables are to assist work on current problems,
the common-standards presentation seemed preferable. Second, if

common standards approach then is used in the joint distribu-
.

tion tables, is it so accurate a4 to merit extending even for illus-
trative purposes Jack to 196'4 and ahead to 1984? A conservative
decision was male on this is question, and the full ten-year -exten-
sion was not made'. Any/one wishing to make that extension
graph the three years og distribution reported in the table sh

z
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here and derive amounts of expected parental contribUtion iti the

1964 and 1984 joint distribution tables.

lnCOtnr intervals

Average exirected parental
contributions from ineoati and assets

1974 1976 1978

.Beldiv $4,000 $ 0 $ 0 0

54,000-5,999 35 20 20

56,000-7,999 95 90 60-
Yi

58,000-9.999 130 105 70

510,000-11,999 360 -280 225 .

512,000-13,999 555 455 295

514,000-15.999 4 865 y
710 575

$16,000-17,999 1,160 1,030 790

518,000-19;999 1,655 1,445 1.190

520,000-21,999 1,960 ..41,755 1,520

12,000,23,999 2.835 2,485 1,960

5/4,000:25.999 2.840 2,725 2,270

526,006-27,999 3,610 3,315 2,890

528,000 - 29.499 3,725 3,560 3,190

530,000 and above 6,370 5,950 5,485



Appendix E: Notes on the
Spring 1977 Surveys

\

The March 1977 Counselor Questionnaire was distributed to a
representative sample of 2,689 secondary school guidance direc-
tors i ff public and nonpublic schools throughout the United States.

-A follow-up mailing was sent to nonrespondents, apkoximdtely
six eveeks after the initial mailing. Usable returns were received
from 1,475 counselors or 55% of the original sample grout. The
population sampled in this effort consisted of all U.S. high schools
on the master file of high schools maintained by Educational Test-

.

ing-Service.
ii

'sr--)Ual inir copy of the q'uestionnaire e in this survey is reproduced
on pages 136139.

Analyses of the data collected by means of this survey are given
,

in Chapter 3. Although the samRling unit was the school, for these
analyses the schoOls ate effectively weighted' according to size.
The estimates of percentages of stddents going on to postsecondary
education or f iling to continue education because they lack the

funds were rmed by aggregating the numbers reported by the
counselors _n response to the relevant questions (2, 3, 4, and 7a)
and dividing these bythe total number of seniors reported in re-
sponse to question 1. In some tables in Chapter 3, these percent-
ages have been used in conjuhction with a Nees estimate of
3,199,000 high school seniors in 1977 in order to project the coun-
selor estimates to the entire high 'school class. --

judgments-.of priorities for additional public spending were
analyzed by computing mean ratings. Responses to c uestions 10

-, through 14 were used to-classify schools by average family income,
retention, minority enrollment, location, and type for the cross- ,
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tabulations reported in Chapter 3 For\some crosst'abulations'
schools were classified according to wheer their state ran4ed
high or low in (a) per capita scholarshifawnrd expenditures and
(b) percentage of population within commuting distance of a

4"free-access'. college The number of schools in each of these
categories is as follows.

S

Prcnt of tudni within

S

S - -

comrnutiuSdwtanc S

S4 S

Sta(e5 perpiI

iw.rd expendtturen

HIGH LOW

HILO
HIGH

N-452 N-598

LOW
LOHI LOLO

-

N-236 N-186

_______ _______

The state-by state assignmen,ts to subgroups are indicated in
Table E-1. High and low were defined relavive to the median
values fora1150 states; S

Table E 1 States tpnked on the basis of

= per-capita award expenditures and percent of students
within commuting distance of a free-access college

Hc,'hToLowRank
S

Pntof
Stafr'spçr-caFita

=
tndents within Subgoup

Sta1 awardxpnditur.s commuting distance 4mignmntt

Alabrnâ 8 =

Alaska 3

Arizona' -, 32. .5= 4

Arkansas 34 21 3

Ca1iforniã 12- -5
Colorado 7 23 1

Conrtecticut 17 1 1

Delawre 32 35 s

S

Florida 24 4 1

Georgia 33 395 4

H&waii ; 165 3

0

-
-4 £S5

S

S / S -. --H-



State

Idaho
Ii3inois
Indiana
Iowa
Kansas
Kentucky
Louisiana
Maine
Maryland'
Massachusetts
Michigan
Minnesota
Misfissippi
Misseuri
Montana
Nebraska
Nevada
New Hampshire
New Jersey
New Mexico
New York
Nord' Carolina
North Dakota --, .

Ohio
Oklahoma
Oregon
Pennsylvania
Rhode island
South Carolina
South Dakota
Tennessee
Texas
Utah.
Vermont
Virginia
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States per.capita -
award expenditures

40.5
4 .

10

9

18

26=
39
25

28-
15

13.5

40.5
22

37

11

27 %.

16

36
19

3
13.5

. .

30

$

23
29

2

Petient of
students within
commuting 4iston cc,

28.5'

8

49
30
21

111.'5

16.5
49

6

11.5
28.5
41

3

25.5
37
45

49
_19

32

43
3,4

'2
39.5
46.5
37

15

42

25.5
8

46.5
25.5
32
44

25.5
14

Subgroup
as ignmentt

4

1

2

2

1

2

2

3

2

4

4

4

1

4

2

.4
1

2

1

3

4
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State

Washington
West Virginia
Wisconsin
Wyoming I

MO- M. Law Rank'

State's per-wait
a wa rd expenditures

21

200.

5

Percent of
students within Subgroup

commutinsPdistanee assignment*

13

18

States with high expenditures and high percents have been assigned low ranks;

for subgroup assignment purposes, rankings of 25 or less are considered high and

rankings of 26 ar more are considered low.
t Subgroup code definitions:
I. RIM subgroup: high per-capita award expenditures 'and high percentage

within commuting distance
2.1-111.9 subgroup; high per-capita award expenditures and percentage

within commuting distance
' 3. LOHI subgroup: law per-capita award expenditures and high percentage

%I/Rhin commuting dittance
4, LOLO subgroup: low per-capita award expenditures percentage

within commuting distance
It State has no scholarship program_ For the purposes of subgroup assignment,

it has bWn treated asia member of the low per-capita award expenditure group,

souRcEs: The'saurci for the state rankings by per-capita award expenditure is:

joseph D. Boyd, National. Association- of State Scholarship Progr enth Annual

Survey. 1975-76, p. 8. Illinois State Scholarship Commissi. eerfield, Illinois,

1976. The source for percentages el population within c muting distance of a

freeaccesscallege is Warren Willingham, Free-Access Hi ter Education. New York:

College Entrance Examination Board,100, Table A, p.

A second.survey was directed in May 1977 to four other popu-

lations:
1. Directors of educational ptograms in state and county

tional institutions for youth
-2. Directors of YMCA'S and i'WCA'S

3. Directors of.Upward Bound programs
4. Vocational and employment counselors
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The lists used to identify appropriate respondents were:
1. Directoly of juvenile and Adult Correctional Departments; lnsti
lions, Agencies and Paroling Authorities, 1977 edition, published

by American Correctional Association.
2. A commercia, mailing list of YMCA's and yw.ca's.
3. Directory of Special:Programs Projects, 1976:-77 Program Yehr,

preparbd by Bureau of Postsecondary Education, U.S. Office of
Education.*

4. A mailing list of vocational counselors maintained by the
American Personheland Guidance Association.

Samples were drawn from these lists numbering 200, 150, 160,
and 150, respectively. sable returns totaled 48 (24%), 11 .(7%), 41

. (26%), and -10 (7%). A copy of this questionnaire is reproduced bn
pages 140-143.

In view of the low response rate,these data were not extensively
analyzed. Tw-b basic analyses were performed to permit at IeSst a
rough comparison with the guidance counselor results. These are
rapt:Ted in Tables 11 and 15 in Chapter 3.

145
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ar Colleague:

Recent studies commissioned by the College Entrance Exarriination Board

suggest that the goals for broader access to postsecondary education that were

widely supporteduring the 1960s still have not been attained. This is hard to
measure, however, since the goal statements were rarely defined precisely. Also
much of the available national data concerning progress during the early 1970s

alreadsemay be out of date. Between 1970 and 1975, state and federal expenditure
for postsecondary student financial aid more than tripled. At the same time sharp

changes occurred in the employment markets.
These separate observations leave unclear whether or not there are many

graduating high school seniors in the United States whose adult lives would be best
served.by further postsecondary training soon after high school graduation and do

not follow this path mainly because they cannot afford it It Is thus unclear whether
additional public expenditure for postsecondary student financial aid is ver}e

.Important or only marginally so when compared with other educational and

social needs.
As one approach to this important question, we are seeking informed estimates

by those who today are its closest observers.
We would be grateful indeed if you could find time to till out theattached

questionnaire by April 8 and return it in the envelope provided.A copy of the results

Will be mailed -to you as soon as the tabulations have been completed. We would
also welcome any,written comment you may have about any aspect of thlsjssue that
the questionnaire did not treat adequately in your judgment.

Many thanks for your assistance.

Collage ErdranCa Mr-MR[111On Board
1388 Sevonth Avenue. New Yoik. New York 1001

(212) 582,0210

fi

Match 1977.

Sincerely yours.

Darrell P. Morris
Executive Associate
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I
College Entrance Examination Board

Spring 1977 Chiestionnaire
Ceincerning Acc4ss to Postsecondary Education

What is the size of the June 1977 graduating
senior class in your school district?

Total number or seniors,

2. How many'ef these seniors do you now esti-
mate will enroll in Ion-time postsecondary
education within 6 months of graduation?

4-year colleges

2-year colleges

Public technical schools
or institutes

Private business or
trade schools

Total immediate entrant

3, How many of these seniors (question 1) do
you now estimate will first enroll in lull -time
postseCondary edUcation between 6 and 24
months after high school gradu0on?

4-year colleges

2 -year colleges

Public technical schools
or institutes

Priv_te business or
trade schools

Total delayed entrants:

ti

Even if you have little definite information about
he activities typically pursued by your students
nore than six months after graduation, we would
ippreciate your best estimates.in response to
luestion 3.

a

4. What is r estimate of the number of June
1977 gr'a Ming seniors who will not droll
in lull-time postsecondary educatilin within
24 months after graduation? (Total students
from question I less. immediate entrants and
delayed entrants from questions 2 and 3.)

Total nonentrants:

(a) in your judgment, how many of those
seniors who do not plan to continue their
education (question 4) would make a bet-
ter next step if they could reconsider and
instead plan further full-time education?

Number of students:

(b) What types of postsecondary institutions
might be best suited for these students?
Please indicate estimated numbers of
students for each type,

4-year colleges

2-year colleges
Public technical schools

or institutes
Private business or

trade schools

6. Is the estimate you provide in question 5a
for 1977 reasonably representative of what
you would have estimated in recent years?
Please circle one of the following,

1 1977 estimate is significantly larger
than it would have been for other re-
cent years.

2 1977 estimate is about the some as
for recent years.

3 1977 estimate is smaller than it
would have been for other re-
cent years.
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(a) 01the additional,graduates that you judge,
would profit from further fuil.tinie educe-
tion (question 5a), how many do you esti-

4......s\.,.,
mate will not continue their education
primarily because they lack the financial
means to do so?

Number of students:

(b) On the average, how much scholarship
or grant aid. do you estimate would be
necessary per student per year in Order
to enable those students in-5a above to
corillnlie their education?

Average annual aid
irequieed per student
(estiniated):

9. This qi,asstionnaire has sought estimates primarily related to how adequate or inadequate public 5001:

arship and pan funds. appear to be in providing 'reasonable access to posteecondary education. The

adequacy 6r inadequacy of other public expenditures designed to,give young adults a better start could

have been chosen instead for attention. In your judgment, which of the-following areas appear most Impor-

tant for added public expenditure, in order to improve the lifetime prospect for young adults? (Circle one

number for each area.)

8, Some economists and other observers have

suggested ours is an -over-eduester soci-
ety, and particularly that too many people
attempt to continue full -time schooling fol-
lowing high school. How many of those
seniors planning postsecondary education
(questions 2 and 3) do you estimate might be
better served in the long run by directly
entering a work career or other activity which
does not invplve further fulltima formal edu-

cation?

Number of students:

4

Programs In Which Greater
Public Expenditure Might
Benefit Young People

(a) Program of additional full-time jobs for youth

(b) Provide onthe-job training programs for ,

youth in industry.

(c) Scholarships and loans for
poksecondary education,

(d) Greater per-pupil expenditurewithin
secondary and/or elementary education.

Additional programa to attempt to reduce
',dropout from secondary school.

Problem-orientad or topic-oriented special
programs (which are not part of the normal ,

academic,curriculum) such as education for
Parenthood, drug abuse. etc, . . .

(g) Other (please specify)

A

Judgment as to
Relative Importance

moele.abi
Ngel tor
FuttIvr
pobiio

CluendmosLa, HqjRly
ptionly Ifnponant

No
F4rm4r
Publie

041141100
N404%4

4 2

2 1

5 4 3 2 1

2 . 1

5 4 3 2 - -1

4 , -3= 2

5 4 3 2 .1



10. What do you estimate to be Jhe average
IRmfly pre-tex. Income for the families of
your, seniors? (National mean family In-
come for parents Of MO school seniors In

61977 is = estimated at $17,600)

Please circle one choice:

Less than $6,000 a year

2 $6,000 to $8,999

3 59,000 to $11,999

4 $12,000 to $14,999

5 $15,000 to S19,999

- 6 St20.000 to $25,999

7 $26,000 and above

1 .Assuming there were no Immigration or out-
migration of families In your district, out of
100 entering first graders, how many would d
you estimate now graduate from high
school?

12. What is the approximate racial dii_lribution,
Of students in your school?

White or Caucasian

Black, Afro-American
or Negro

American Indian or
Native American

Mexican America_ n or
Chicano

Puerto Rican

Other Hispanic'!

Oriental or Asian
American

Other

%

%
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Which of the following most accurately de-
scribes the area served by your stbool?

L..

Please circle one number.

1 Center of large city

2 Large city

3 Small city

4 Suburban

5 Small town

6 Rural

4. How would you classify your school?

Please circle one number.

I Nino
2 Privateindependent

3 Catholic

4 Other religious affiliation

5 Other

15. We would appreciate any other comments
you may have on the issues covered by this
questionnaire.

paw

Thank you for your help. Please return this ques-
tionnaire in the attached envelope to:

- Collage Entrance Examination Board (Ell
Box 592
Princeton, New Jamey 05540
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Dear Colleague:

College Entrants EaarnInallon Board
888 Seventh Avenue. New Yeik, New York 10019

(212) 582-6210

Recent studies commissioned by the College Entrance Examination Board suggest that
the goals for broader access to postsecondary education that were widely supported during
the 1960s still have not been attained. This is hard to measure, however, since the goal
statements were rarely defined precisely. Also much of the available national data
concerning progress during the early 1970s already may be out of date. Between 3,970 and
1975, state and federal expenditure for postsecondary student financial aid more than tripled.
At the same time, Sharp changes occurred in the employment markets.

These separate observations leave unclear whether or not there are many graduating
high schoolryniors In the United States whose adult lives would be best served by further
postsecondy training soon after high school graduation and do not follow this path mainly !
because they cannot afford It It is thus unclear whether additionaipublic expenditure for
postsecondary student financial aid is very important or only marginally so when compared
with other educational and social needs.

As one approach to this important question, we are seeking informed estimates from
people who are among its closest observers. One survey has been sent lo,a sample of high
school guidance directors. In urder to get another perspective, however,,we are also
surveying a number of Individuals who see young people in other settings, Including directors
of apprentice programs, correction officials, directors of prograVs designed tc Improve
.opportunities for minority students, and others involved in counseling young people about
education and careers. We have tried td make the questionnaire general enough to be
applicable in all these.areas.

We would be grateful indeed if you could find time to fill out the attached questionnaire
by May 27 and return it in the envelope provided. A copy of the results will be mailed to you as
soon as the tabulations have been completed. We would also welcome any written comment
you may have about any aspect of this issue that the questionnaire did not treat adequately
in your judgment.

Many thanks for your assistance.

Sincerely yours,

May 977

Darrell R. Morris
Executive Associate
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College Entrance Examination Board
Spring 1977 Questionnaire

Concerning Access to Postsecondary Education

Approiiimately how many young people (aged
about 17-20) were secied qy your prograinis) during
the last 12 months?

Total number:

L Of these students, how roanie do you estimate
hive graduated from high school or will soon
graduate or obtain an equivalency diploma?

Total high school gra_ _ates:

How many of these high school graduates do you
now estimate will enroll In terl.nme postsecondary
education within 6 months 01 graduation?

4-yeatootlegeS

2-year Wines

Public tekhnlcal Schools
of Institute%

Private business or
trade Schools ,

Tat immediate en

How many, of these high school graduates
(question do,you now estimate wiiLlirst enroll in
lull- tittle postsecondary education between 6 and
24 months after high school graduation?

4-year colleges

2-year colleges.

Public technIcal schools
Or Institutes

Private business or
trade schools

Total delayed entrants.

.What is your estimate of the number of these
graduate4 who will not enroll in run-rime
postsecondary educailon within 24 months after
graduation? (Total graduates from guestion 1 less
immediate entrants and delayed entrants from
questions 3 and 4.)

Total ronentrants:

iF

6. (a) In your judgment, how many of those seniors
who do not plan to continue their education
(question 5) would make a better next step If
they could reconsider and instead plan further
full time education?

Number-of students:

(b) What typos of postsecondary Institutions
' might be best suited fOr these students?

Please indicate estimated numbers of
students for each type.

4-year colleges

2-year colleges

Public technical sch
or Institutes

Pnvate business or
trade schools

7. Is ts the estimate ycu provide in question 6a for 1977
reasonably representative of what you would nave
estimated in Went years? Please circle one of the
following. -'

1 1977 estimiate Is sidnIficantly larger than It
would have been for other recent years.

2 1977 estimate Is about the same as for
recent

3 1977 estimate is smaller In& It Would
have been for other recent years.' . '

(a( Of the additional graduates that you Judge
would profit from further full-time education
(question 6a), how many do you estimate will
not continue their eduCation primarily
becaul5e-Ariey lack the financial means to do
so? ,

Number of students:

(b) On the average, hd-Wi much scholarship or
grant aid do you estimate would be necessary
per student per year in order to enable those
studenti'in 6a above to continue their educa-
tion?

Average annual aid required
per student (estimated): S



1_42 Second Strivey Questionrturr

Some economists and other observers have
suggested ours is an -over-educated" society, and
particularly that loo many people attempt to con-
hnue full time schooling following high school.
HOW many of those graduates planning postsec-
ondary eiducatior (questions 3 and 41 do crou
'estimate fright be better served in the long run by
directly entering a work career or other activity
which" does nor involve further fuittime format
education?

Number of students.

td. What do you estimate to he the average family
pre-tax income for the parents of the young people
served by your programs'?

Please circle one choice:

1 Less tnan V,OCI) a year

2 S6,000 to $8,999

3 COO t o $11, 999

Si Z000 to $1.C9n

5 $15,00016'519599
$20,1303 to $25,999

7 $25,000 and above

11. What in the approximate racial distribution of the
young people served by your prograrn(s)?

White Of Caucasian -'le

Black, Afro-Arnerican or
Negro i.

American Indian or
Native American

Mexican American or
Chicano ele

Puerto Rican e
Other hispanic

Oriental or Asian American

Other

12. This 'questionnaire has sought estimates primarily related to how adequate or Inadequate Public scholarship and

loan funds appear to be In providing reasonable acceSS to postsecondary education. The adequacy or Inadequacy
of other public expenditures designed to give young adults a botter stall Could have beenchosen Instead for glen,

hon. In your judgment. -wnicn of the following areas appear most important for added public expenditure, In Order to

improve the lifetime prospect for young adults'? Since you may want to Make different judgments about prograin9
for high school graduates and for those who will not graduate, the choices are provided separatelyfor each group.

A: For Mgr, School Graduates (Circle one number for each area.)

Programs in Which Greater
Public E.pendituro Might
Benefit Young people

fa) Program of additional full - time lobs for y

isn Provide omtne-job training programs for
youth in industry

to) Scholarships and loans for
poptsecondary education

(d) Greater per -pupil expenditure within
secondary andtor elementary education

le) Additional programs to attempt to reduce
dropout from secondary school ...

f) Problem- oriented or topic-oriented special
programs (which are not part of the normal
academic curriculum) such as education for
parenthood. drug abuse, etc.

3-) Other (please specify'

it

Top
Priori

Judgment as to
Relative Importance

Ou44I1044ble Na
used tar Further
Purifier public

HarT
Public Exuendltute

I fll;f4 Pnoriiy Expenditure 'Needed

4 . 3 . . 2 .

2 .

4....... 3 , 2 . 1

4 , 3 .
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B. For Those W1to Will Not Graduate from Night School (circle one number fOr each area.)

Judgment as to
Relative importance

QL.msoomable No
Pre:Van-1s in WInich Qreater Need Ig F u,t net

Public Expenditure might io, uOs;
1-,0 ki:cit, y AvfliAge N,D1,c E$Dendilve

Benefit Yowl People Prwoy mum PrClfil. q E.Anenaimoo Neeota

(a) Program ed addit ional full-time jobs for youj n.. .. . 5 . 4, . 3 . 1

(b) Provide art- the -job training programs for
youth In IntluStry . . .

(C) Scholarships and loans for
poet Secondary education

(d) Greater perpupil expenditure within
Secondary andior elementary educ alion

(e) Additional programs to attempt to reduce
dropout from secondary school .

(1) ,Problem- oriented or topic.orienteo special
programs (which are not part of the normal
academic curriculum) such as education for
parenthood, drug abuse, etc. ..

Other (please specify)

13. We would appreciate any other comments you
May have on the issues covered toy t his ques-
tionnaire.

2

11(14 Filling Out Ouestigtin,1[1431

(Tit 'el

iDarei

Thank you for your help, Please reldn this ques-
tionnaire in Me attached envelope to:

College Entrance Examination Board (E115)
lox 592
Princeton, Now Jersey-01W


